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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report represents the second interim report prepared as part of the

concept formulation study for Automatic Inslection, Diagnostic and Prognostic

Systems (AIDAPS) for Army aircraft. It documents the basic results of the

phase B effort. The principal objective of this phase, in addition to providing

a detail plan of analysis under separate cover, is the identification of AIDAPS

technical approaches and concepts that fall within the engineering feasibility

litiitations established in phase A. These systems are defined in sufficient

detail to enable the tradeoffs and tasks of phase C to proceed.

The four principal areas of discussion, as outlined by the statement of

work, include (1) a review and evaluation of the Army maintenance and logistic

environment, (2) a review and evaluation of aircraft malfunction data for

impact on AIDAPS design, (3) an analysis and identification of practical system

concepts, and (4) an identification of AIDAPS hardware considerations. However,

the primary emphasis of this phase has been oriented toward items 3 and 4 due

to their importance on future study activities.

Section 2.0 of this document includes a detail rationale for selecting

the indicated number of AIDAP Systems for tradeoff in phase C. Concept approach

elements, system sophistication considerations, and the aircraft interfaces are

dealt with at length to present a comprehensive evaluation of proper AIDAPS/

aircraft relationships. The impact of hardware design and mechanization considera-

tion of the adopted system concepts are presented in section 3.0. Section 4.0

presents an evaluation of the impact of AIDAPS on Army maintenance. It discusses

such items as potential alterations in the Maintenance Allocation Chart (MAC)

and Army computer systems interfaces with AIDAPS. Section 5.0 presents a very

brief examination of Army maintenance activities related to AIDAPS implementa-

tion. The result of this evaluation of aircraft data has its impact more

noticeably demonstrated in the plan of analysis. The last section, section 6.0,

is a sumaary of the work accomplished during the second reporting period.
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2.0 ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM CONCEPTS

The objective of this section is to define practical system candidates for

a detailed tradeoff analysis in phase C. When considering eight existing air-

craft and two future aircraft in conjunction with several combinations of

airborne and ground based system concepts and various levels of sophistication,

an ovcrwhelming number of possible systems can be postulated. The goal is to

reduce these to a reasonable number of aystem conceptual approaches which

include the optimum solutions. Impractical systems were eliminated in this phase

of the study such that only practical systems will be subjected to the full

cost/effectiveness model analysis in Phase C.

When developing practical system approaches many factors must be considered,

such as the operational environment, the impact of retrofit, and the human

skills necessary for use and interpretation of the data acquired. To success-

fully yield a useful and cogent development plan for defining the envelope of

system configurations to be evaluated, a broad spectrum of potential systems

and their applicability to Army aviation must be considered, and the areas of

technical tradeoffs identified. While systematic cost/effectiveness techniques

and analysis will be exercised directly in phase C, the fundamental constraints

are developed and applied in this phase to distill the innumerable variables

to practical dimensions.

The impact and interface of an Automatic Inspection, Diagnostic and Prog-

nostic System (AIDAPS) on the Army aviation logistical structure was evaluated

with continual consideration given to the worldwide environmental and operational

extremes encountered by units of the Army-in-the-field. The bulk of Army air-

craft, when engaged in combat, are located and employed alongside the field

soldier. An AIDAP system must live, function reliably, and provide significant

asbistance in the reduction of maintenance and supply problems if it is to prove

its worth and be accepted by the field soldier.

The methodology employed to eliminate systems which will not be evaluated

in Phase C is the application of a series of constraints developed from a

careful review of the Army logistic structure and the objectives of AIDAPS. A

comprehensive list of criteria has been established and applied to formulate

2-1 NORT 71-209-2



a logical systems analysis approach. Criteria common to all vehicles and

criteria which are unique to a specific aircraft type are identified and applied

independently.

2.t GENERAL SYSTEM APPROACH

This section defines the basic system structures which are considered in

the tradeoffs of this phase. The AIDMP system was divided into four functional

blocks and the alternatives within each of these functional blocks defined.

Considerations are identified and constraints established for evaluation of

alternatives.

2.1.1 System Functional Blocks

Based on the functions that AIDAPS must perform, and review of historical

systems designed to perform similar functions, the basic AIDAP system was divided

into four basic functions of sensing, collection, analysis, and display/record.

These functional divisions are the basic building blocks for any AIDAP system.

This is a logical division since each functional block performs a separate and

distinct operation related to the overall objective of AIDAPS.

2.1.1.1 Sensing

The sensing function includes all wiring from the sensors to the collection

interface and any additional transducers which must be added to monitor parameters

that are not instrumented.

The function of sensing is defined herein as the act of detecting an elec-

trical or physical unit of measure; i.e., parameter, by means of a device referred

to as a sensor or transducer. For the purpose of this study signal amplifiers,

normnally considered as transducers in engineering texts, will be categorized

under the function of collection and/or acquisition. The sensing function will

be identified by the symbol (I) in :hc discussions which follow.

2.1.1.2 Collection

Data collection includes the acquisition of the analog or discrete signals

from the sensors, all multiplexing prior to and subsequent to signal conditioning,

2-2 NORT 71-209-2



analog-to-digital conversion, primary editing, and digital data formating

necessary to arrange the data in the best form for analysis.

The collection function will identified by the symbo' (C').

2.1.1.3 Analysis

The analysis is the operations performed on the data to obtain useful infor-

mation. This includes secondary level data editing and compression, threshold

detection, parameter cross correlation, trend analysis, signature comparisons,

and the control of data transmission, which are necessar5 to achieve the objec-

tives of fault detection, fault isolation, and fault prediction.

Processing will include the means to determine if monitoring conditions are

valid relative to the determination of maintenance itemi. As an example, the

conditions of fuel demand by the engine must be known for the determination of

satisfactory fuel flow rate.

Consideration must be given to t6chniques which allci for spurious or short

term "invalid" inputs from signal conditioning. These spurious inputs can be

caused by sensor transients or external electrical influences and should not

indicate maintenance items. Methods of confirmation or :ime dependence should

be evaluated in relation to the elimination of incorrect or superfluous data.

The symbol (A) is assigned to the analysis function.

2.1.1.4 Display/Record

The display is defined as the presentation of the information resulting

from AIDAPS implementation to the Army maintenance or flight personnel, i.e.,

the link between man and machine.

Display techniques and components utilized for presentation must be opti-

mized in relation to their ability to meet presentation requirements and their

suitability in adopting outputs from processing circuits. Existing aircraft

display equipments relevant to lnfiiigt safety will be utilized in lieu of

additional display equipments.

Presentation oi maintenance items thoula be as simple as possible and

compatible with the maintenance concept.

2-3 NORT 71-209-2



Information to be displayed/analysis on the ground must be recorded in such

a manner that ground display is possible with an airborne data acquisition

,;ystems.

The symbol (D) is used to identify the display function.

2.1.1.5 Functional Block Operator Notation

The total System (S) including Sensing (I), Collection (C'), Analysis (A),

and Display (D) can be designated as:

S = (I) - (C') * (A) * (D)

where the "0" operator signifies the "AND" operation.

2.1.2 Airborne/Ground Based/Hybrid Configurations

The Automatic Inspection, Diagnosis and Prognosis System (AIDAPS) is designed

to monitor, analyze, isolate, display, record, report and present information

relative to the aircraft and its systems, to the air crew and/or the ground

crew, as appropriate. Numerous mechanizations of AIDAPS may be ronfigured to

satisfy these requirements.

There are three basic types of systems; airborne, ground based, and a com-

bination of both, herein referred to as hybrid. Essentially, each type involves

equipment in either the aircraft or on the ground, configured and proportioned

as implied in the name. Each type of system has certain inherent advantages

and disadvantages. Considerations have been applied to compare the relative

merits and applicability of each approach to all 10 Army aircraft both

individually and collectively.

Evaluation criteria for these three basic systems, airborne, ground based,

ar.cd hybrid, for future aircraft, UTTAS and HLH, could be somewhat different

than for existing aircraft, since cabling, baseline sensors, and BITE could

be established in the original aircraft design, however, the "independent con-

s.derations" apply regardless of aircraft type. The tradeoffs involved are com-

pounded by the Army's wide range of aircraft type, model and serias comprised of

fixed wing and helicopters. However, the fundamental 'isparity between the

airborne and ground based concepts is the question of the capability of a

2-4 NORT 71-209-2



ground-based system to adequately diagnose a vehicle's condition when it is on

the ground, in contrast to an airborne system which can continuously monitor

the vehicle in all modes of flight. Since the ground-based data collection

systems assume an umbilical cable to couple th. aircraft to a ground-based

console, it is apparent that fixed wing versus helicopter operation would

present a different set of constraints. Within the limits of flight safety,

it can be assumed that the helicopter could operate in a hover mode in addi-

tion to normal ground operation, whereas fixed wing aircraft would be limited

to only an engine runup on the ground. The basic advantage of the ground-based

system, with its need to have only sensors on board the aircraft, is that the

signal ,onditioning and processing equipment can be shared by several aircraft

and therefore overall equipment costs can be reduced. There are other aspects

of the ground-based versus the airborne data collection systems which will

be presented subsequently in this report.

The four basic functional blocks are considered with respect to an airborne,

ground or hybrid application because each of the functions could be accomplished

in the air or on the ground.

There are numerous variations of these fundamental approaches. To be

objective, the criteria for selection must be only what is required to perform

the function in the most reliable, useful and cost-effective manner which is

compatible with the aircraft mission and related operational constraints.

2.1.2.1 Airborne Definitions

An airborne system has all the elements located in and flown as part of

the aircraft. An airborne systen. has many more possible configurations than

:he ground system due to the ability to perform both data analysis and daLa

presentation functions in the air. Some on-board analysis systems compare the

conditioned data with known signature values or curves and only when there is

an exc(edance is it displayed, as opposed to systems which record data for

subsequent ground analysis and display.

The principal advantage of an airborne acquisition system over a ground-

based system is its ability to monitor the aircraft in all modes of operation.

Intermittent or transient problems which are not necessarily repeated in a
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F gruund runup and hover, can be detected and identified. Another advantage is

the potential to increase real-time inflight safety by alerting the pilot to

an adverse condition which is not readily identifiable via the cockpit instruments.

The obvious disadvantages are the decrease in aircraft payload, and the

increase in the cost of providing one AIDAPS for each aircraft as opposed to

a ground system which can be used to service several aircraft.

The symbol A/B will be used to identify an airborne function.

2.1.2.1.1 Airborne Sensing

Sensing will be considered airborne if the sensors are permanently installed

in the aircraft. Airborne sensing is symbolically represented by A/B(I).

2.1.2.1.2 Airborne Collection

Collection will be considered airborne when the hardware is an integral

part of the aircraft and is flown on the aircraft during all normal flight

operations. Airborne collection will be identified as A/B(C').

2.1.2.1.3 Airborne Analysis

Analysis will be considered airborne if performed in real time while the

aircraft is in flight and the hardware is installed in the aircraft during all

flight modes. Airborne analysis is represented by AiB(A).

2.1.2.1.4 Airborne Display

The display equipment must be flown with the aircraft during all modes of

flight to be considered airborne. A display which is connected directly to the

aircraft after it has landed, then removed prior to normal flight will not be

considered airborne display. Airborne display is identified by the notation

A/B(D).

2.1.2.2 Ground Based Definitions

A ground based system has none of its components permanently installed in

the aircraft. Any component temporarily installed to take readings, then

removed before normal flight operations is considered as ground based.
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The ground based system may monitor the existing and added sensors through

an umbilical cable to the aircraft. The sensor outputs are the result of

operating the vehicle in a limited regime to simulate flight conditions. These

signals are collected, conditioned, analyzed, displayed, and stored. Ground

based ýs symbolized by the notation G/B.

2.1.2.2.1 Ground Based Sensing

Sensing will be considered ground based if the sensors are installed on the

ground to take data, then removed again for flight. This is not practicable

for full AIDAPS implementation and will probably not be incorporated. The nota-

tion for ground based sensing is G/B(I).

2.1.2.2.2 Ground Based Collection

Ground based data collection hardware is not normally flown as part of the

aircraft. For example, a unit designed to condition and digitize the signals

from the sensors for data transmission to ground ar.alysis equipment, and then

removed after collection has taken place would be considered ground based.

The ground based collection notation is G/B(C').

2.1.2.2.3 Ground Based Analysis

The test of whether analysis is airborne or ground based is dependent upon

t.ie location of the analysis equipment. Therefore, analysis performed on the

ground, while the aircraft is in the hover mode, is ground based. The symbol

G/B(A) represents ground based analysis.

2.1.2.2.4 Ground Based Display

The display is ground based if it does not remain on board the aircraft

during normal flight operations. A display unit put aboard the aircraft

temporarily for a go/no-go indication then removed is a ground based display.

The notation for ground based display is G/B(D).
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2.1.2.3 Hybrid Definition

A hybrid system has part of each function performed in the air and on the

ground, excluding tiensors. The sensors are considered an integral part of the

aircraft. Many variations of a hybrid system are possible. One alternative

is infli~ht data collection, ground analysis, and ground display. There are

many versions that perform some on-board analysis and some ground analysis.

Once the data has been analyzed, either in the air or on the ground, it is

then displayed. The display can be in flight, or stored and then displayed

on the ground, or combinations of each. The displays can take the form of

lights, flags, analog traces, numerical printout, code printout, CRT displays,

voice warning messages, or combinations thereof. If the data are to be presented

on the ground, either all or in part, some form of data storage is required.

This data storage can be accomplished by various recorder types. Examples are

shown in Table 2.1-1 to illustrate two possible hybrid system configurations.

TABLE 2.1-1 EXAMPLE HYBRID SYSTEMS

SYSTEM AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT GROUND EQUIPMENT

Sensors: (1) Existing Data Transfer

A (2) New

Signal Conditioning Analysis

Recording Display

Sensors: (1) Existing Data Transfer

B (2) New Partial Analysis

Signal Conditionirg Display

Partial Analysis

Recording

Partial Display
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Concept Type A is categorized as a flight data system in which all data is

acquired, conditioned and recorded in flight for complete computerized data

processing on the ground. This approach is characterized as a recording system

rather than an analytical system. In essence, it approximates the traditional

mechanizations that have been used for several decades for flight test pro-

grams. fxtensive analysis on the ground is required to separate the pertinent

information from the mass of data collected. Any delay in maintenance data

analysis following landing may be incompatible with the QMR and practical

application.

Type B recognizes the limitations of Type A above and performs partial

airborne computation with subsequent ground computation. While superior to

Type A, with respect to providing some data that can be displayed during

flight, this system is more complex than Type A; Type B involves data acquisi-

tion, recording and inflight computation for the specific aircraft. Because

the computation ij done in the air, inflight real time display is feasible.

Such systems are particularly suited for multi-crew aircraft which includes a

crew chief to read special displays and performance maintenance-oriented

functions. This concept has the dual capability to present inf light critical

informi.tion in real time and pertinent information after landing in minimal

time with ground recovery equipment. The data recovery equipment permits

r'.view of the information on the flight line by maintenance personnel.

The hybrid symbolic representation for each of the functional blocks are

H/B(I) for Hybrid Sensing, H/B(C') for Hybrid Collection, H/B(A) for Hybrid

Analysis and H/B(D) for Hybrid Display.

2.1.2.4 Total Variations of Airborne/Ground Based/Hybrid

A total of 81 possible systems can be derived from airborne, ground, and

hybrid combinations related to each functional block. Many of these systems

can be eliminated by deductive reasoning because the configuration is not

logically feasible. For example, when considering ground collection, all

system configurations which do not have a ground analysis and display can be

eliminated, because data collected on the ground would have to be taken in

the air to be analyzed and displayed.
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The system possibilities related to A/B, G/B or H/B can be represented

symbolically by the following expression:

S = (I) (A/B + G/B + H/B) *(C') (A/B + G/B + H/B) .(A) (A/B + G/B + H/B).

(D) (A/B + G/B + H/B)

where "+' indicates the "OR" operator and ".", as before, indicates the "AND"

operator.

2.1.3 Levels of Sophistication

A generic consideration to be evaluated is tne level of sophistication

applied within each functional block of the system. As a guide to eventual

cost/effective tradeoffs, some relatively simple method for :ategorizing the

levels of sophistication and capability of alternate AIDAP systems and con-

cepts is necessary. Using three levels of sophistication of Simple (S),

Medium (M), and Complex (C), criteria were established for each level within

each functional block. A rational scheme of considering each level of

sophistication against each functional block has been developed in order to

be able to compare AIDAP system concepts by means of these criteria.

Each level of sophistication for sensing, collection, analysis, and dis-

play is defined in the following paragraphs.

These levels of sophistication will be correlated for all functions for

the 10 aircraft. The level of sensor sophistication is dependent on aircraft

type, and therefore the alternatives will be correlated to special aircraft

discussed in Section 2.5.

2.1.3.1 Sensing Sophistication Definitions

The sensing sophistication is derived in detail in Section 2.4.3. The

results of this analysis are based on the number and type of parameters moni-

tored to arrive at a 'Neighted Sensor Count" (WSC) which is more meaningful

than just presenting the number of parameters independent of type. The results

are categorized into three levels of sophistication as follows:

Simple - WSC < 200

Medium - 200 ! WSC < 400

Complex - WSC Z 400
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The notation for describing sensor sophistication is as follows:

(1) = (S + M + C)

2.1.3.2 Coll-tion Sophistication Definitions

There are three basic modes of collection sophistication which readily

describe the sophistication in terms of S, M, or C. These modes are "Contin-

uous Analog Processing," "Time Shared Analog-to-Digital Processing," and

"Digital Data Compression with Process Control." The foregoing elements are

related to S, M, and C as:

M f • a,b

C = • a,b,c

where:

a - continuous analog signal processing

b - time-shared analog-to-digital processing

c - digital data compression and process control

The symbolic representation of the three levels of sophistication as related

to collection is described by

(C') = (S + M + C)

2.1.3.3 Analysis Sophistication Definitions

The three levels of sophistication as related to the analysis function as

defined by the following statements.

S =a

M a a,b

C = ab,c,

where:

a - comparison to simple fixed limits

b - comparison to interrelated limits and logical situations with

coded signal output

c - recognition of failure signatures and trend analysis.
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The expression to describe the levels of sophistication as related to analy-

sis is:

(A) = (S + M + C)

2.1.3.4 Display Sophistication Definitions

The sophistication levels of display are defined as follows:

Simple - Single purpose display with fixed visual presentation; i.e.,

a light or flag indicator in conjunction with data storage.

Medium - Single purpose displays with multiple presentations; i.e.,

lights, flags, audible, and printer records with semi-

automatic/automatic selection in conjunction with data
storage.

Complex - Multiple purpose displays with multiple presentations, e.g.,

lights, flags, audible, hardcopy printer or x-y plotter

records, and special use optical presentations, such as cathode

ray oscillographs, pattern recognition arrays, etc., with

automatic selection and reset in conjunction with data storage.

The notation for defining the levels of sophistication is as follows:

(D) = (S + M + C)

2.1.3.5 Total Variations of Sophistication Levels

A total of 81 system combinations can be postulated when considering three

levels of sophistication associated with each function block; sensing, collec-

tion, analysis, and display. Many of these configurations can be eliminated

by logical considerations, while others can be eliminated by evaluation of the

AIDAPS objectives and the QMR.

All possible system configurations related to the levels of sophistication

can be symbolically represented by the following expression:

S = (1) (S + M + C) (C') (S + M + C) * (A) (S + M + C) . (D) (S + M + C)
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2.1.4 Combined System Alternatives

Considering all possible combinations as associated with each of the 10

aircraft results in an overwhelming number of possibilities. Condensing the

alternatives to reasonable numbers cannot be an intuitive elimination of con-

figurations. Objective constraints have been established to eliminate imprac-

tical approaches. The constraints developed and the application of these con-

straints are discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

All of these concepts are eveluated in light of the Army's mode of opera-

tion, environment, maintenance personnel skills, and aircraft type. A brief

exposition of some of the principal considerations that will be employed in

AIDAPS concept formulation follows:

a) Maintenance Environment - The conditions for organizational, direct support,

and even general support maintenar •e in the field are usually austere.

Facilities are often very limited. ARADMAC, Fort Rucker, and Hunter AAF,

to name a few, are not representative of a typical Army aviation combat

operations in a forward area in which maintenance of the aircraft must be

performed. The effect of combat operations as well as deployment within

the CONUS must be fully considered.

b) Ground Cre' Skill Level - Personnel available for recovery, interpretation,

and analysis of automated data for maintenance may have limited experience,

and are on short tours of duty with frequent reassignment. This is true

of all levels of maintenance excluding depot.

c) Aircraft Operational Environment - Typical Army aircraft utilization

involves multiple flights in a single day, usually with alternating air

crews and only a few minutes permitted between missions for refueling, re-

armament, and inspection. It is unlikely that this operational environ-

ment will change significantly in tl,e future.

d) Aircraft Space, Weight, and Power Limitations - The majority of the exist-

ing Army aircraft are characterized as lightweight, high-utility vehicles

in which payloads have been increased to the design limits to satisfy

military mission demands. For these and similar vehicles there are severe

limitations tL additional weight, space, and power for nontactical equipment.
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e) Scope of Instrumentation - Existing on-board sensors must be used to the

maximum extent practical. The selection of additional signal sources muEt

be kept at a level commensurate with the acquisition of information that

significantly reduces maintenance costs. In the case of future vehicles,

incorporation of needed sensors in the original vehicle design phase will

substantially reduce instrumentation costs.

f) Reliability - The reliability of the AIDAPS must be better than the systems

monitored to gain acceptance as an effective adjunct to the aircraft.

Because of its importance, the high reliability goal must not be compro-

mised. The individual functions assigned to AIDAPS must be weighed in terms

of the relative complexity in mechanization.

g) Allocation of the Maintenance Problem - The engine(s) and power train have

been identified aa the most frequent items of material failure and require

the most significant percentage of maintenance manhours (MMH). Since

engines are the most costly single item of equipment as well as the most

critical from the flight safety viewpoint, a :orrespondingly high allocation

of AIDAPS capacity to the engine/power train is well justified. In moni-

toring engines, stuJy and experience indicate that a relatively few properly

selected parameters provide a disproportionately high effectiveness in

icentifying key incipient failures and furnish data for detecting small

gradients of performance degradation for prognosis/trending analysis. As

an example, a Northrop study for a similar application revealed that 120

parameters provided 92% of the possible maintenance action; 265 additional

items related to the remaining 8% of the potential maintenance. In con-

trast, a very substantial number of new sensors may be required to identify

lesser important secondatry items. The usefulness of -he data must be

rigorously screened for effectiveness.

h) Economics - Cost-effectiveness tradeoffs and the optimum point for scope

of implementation of AIDAPS must be determined. The most yield per unit

cost must be thoroughly explored and validated by experienced judgment as

well as theoretical analysis. The concept formulation is properly oriented

toward analytical economic tradeoffs. However, care and discipline must

be exercised to insure that the analytical results do not depart from

practical fact.
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The following peragraphs of this section present the process of analysis

and application of the resultant criteria to establish alternate practical AIDAP

system concepts for the 10 U.S. Army aircraft under study.

There are 6561 system possibilities for each aircraft when considering

all the combinations of Airborne, Ground Based, and Hybrid, and Simple,

Medium, and Complex sophistication levels as related to the four functional

system blocks. All these system configurations can be represented in logical

notation by the following expression:

S =(I) j(S+ M +C) 9(A/B +G/B +H/B)j *(C) (S + M+ C) (A/B +G/B +H/B)JI

0(A) j(S + M +C) *(A/B + G/B + H/B)J (D) I(S + M + C) *(A/B + G/B + /)
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2.2 CONSIDERATIONS OF ALTERNATE AIDAP APPROACH CONCEPTS

The considerations for alternate AIDAP approaches were grouped into two basic

categories identified as aircraft (A/C) "Dependent Considerations" and AIDAP gen-

eric considerations common to all aircraft referred to as "Independent

Considerations."

Although the generic considerations are in fact closely related to the A/C

requirements, related AIDAP system constraint guidelines may be selected based

primarily upon AIDAPS experience, knowledge of data acquisition and processing,

engineering logic and the application of the Qualitative Material Requirements (QMR).

The material as presented in this report section concerns the establishment of

these generic constraints and tneir subsequent application to derive practical con-

ceptual configurations. The established configurations are subsequently assessed

with respect to the A/C dependent constraints, herein under report Section 2.3, to

derive practical AIDAPS conceptual approaches for the Phase C tradeoff analysis.

2.2.1 Elements of Consideration

As previously discussed in the study Phase A interim report, the most obvious

consideration is whether the AIDAPS is airborne or ground base or a combination of

the two, referred to as a hybrid, and designated as A/B, G/B and H/B, respectively.

In association with these configurations are the basic functions of a data system;

i.e., data sensing/instrumentation (I), collection/acquisition (C'), analysis (A),

and display/record (D).

Inherent within the functions are elements of sophisticatioa relevant to com-

plexity; i.e., simple (S), medium (M), or complex (C), which are also considered.

The foregoing discussion identifies complexity and magnitude within the inde-

pendent considerations. It is therefore appropriate to assess these elements on

an individual basis and project each result into subsequent individual assessments.

The independent considerations as treated herein are described as follows:

a) A/B, H/B and G/B Functional Configuration.

b) Overall Level of Functional SophisticaLion.

c) Level of Sophistication Relevant to A/B, H/B and G/B Configurations and

Resultant Cc.,binations.

2.2.1.1 A/B, H/B and G/B Configuration Constraints and Application

Functional; i.e., (I),(C'), (A) and (D), definitions and constraints were

established for all combinations of A/B, H/B, and G/B.
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The following figure depicts all combinations of functional configurations:

Figure 2.2-1 FUNCTIONAL CONFIGURATIONS

A/B --- SENSIN .COL.ECTIo ANALYSIS ,--A/B
G/B--- (L '(a -- G/s

A/C Dependent H/B-- -A/B
Consideration G/B.... DISPLAY/RECORD - -H/B

(D) -- G/B

2.2.1.1.1 Sensing A/B, H/B, G/B Constraint Application(s)

The following constraint was establisaed for the sensing function configura-

tion. All sensors will be installed on the aircraft (A/C) at all times. Sensor

installation time, calibration problems and sensor sensitivity to handling do

not permit daily or frequent handling of such items; in addition, A/C turnaround

time at the organizational flightline will not permit such action. Therefore,

the sensing function will be considered only as an A/B function, expressed as:

I - A/B, I 0 H/B and 1 0 G/B

2.2.1.1.2 Collection A/B, H/B, G/B Constraint Application(s)

The function of collection was defined as the acquisition process and consists

of electrical load isolation, signal amplification, filtering, multiplexing, and

analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion.

Constraints for the above function are discussed as follows:

a) Inflight monitoring of flight-critical parameters which are not currently

instrumented is a desirable AIrAP objective which would enhance the pilot's

judgment in a possibly unsafe condition using existing A/C displays. This sensing

mode would require some inflight collection and processing.

b) An important onsideration is the fact that a random symptom of a deteriorating

LRU which can occur in flight may not repeat itself during ground runups. The

random deterioration could well progress with a high rate of deterioration during

a subsequent flight. Therefore, it would be desirable to collect data on flight-

critical LRU's on a real-time basis durin- the flight mission.
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c) Inasmuch as the mast severe helicopter operatiing condition is the Hovering

Out of Ground Effect (HOGE) flight mode, a hardwire umbilical could be utilized

to couple the sensing function to the ground base collection function. This

would minimize the aircraft associated AIDAP equipment.

d) The communication link could also be in the form of a magnetic tape link

whereby the sensed parameters are multiplexed, converted to digital signals and

continuously recorded directly onto the magnetic tape onboard the aircraft for

a short controlled interval during Hover. The electronics unit, which normally

contains the equipment that performs the collection tasks, could then be re-

moved along with the recorded data which which are transferred to the ground data

recovery equipment for subsequent editing of data, compression, analysis and

display. The removal of the electronics unit appears to be an impractical and

unnecessary complication because the current solid state electronics circuit

design and packaging techniques result in relatively small and light weight

equipment. As previously stated in paragraph 2.1.2.1.2, the function of collec-

tion would be considered airborne when the hardware is permanently installed

in the aircraft and is therefore flown on the aircraft during all flight modes.

Even though this configuration would require tape removal and "quick playback"

before tha flight mission, it would be a more effective and easier method than

"a hardwire umbilical and certainly would be less costly and less complex than

"a telemetry link.

The application of the above considerations, as applied to the function of

collection, establishes the following collection constraints.

(C') A H/B

therefore: (CW) - A/B or (C0) - G/B

2.2.1.1.3 Analysis A/B, H/B, G/B Constraint Applicatloa(s)

The function of analysis was defined as the processing of data to detect param-

eter performance thresholds; perform parameter cross-correlations, summations,

integrations, differentiations, scaling, editing or compression, and the control

of data transmission to achieve the objectives of A/C subsystems fault detection,

fault isolation, and fault prediction.

Constraints for the above function are discussed as follows:
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a) Although AIDAPS is primarily a maintenance tool, one of its anticipated

contributions to safety is through prognosis, the capability to detect and/or to

predict imminent A/C subsystem critical failure or abnormal subsystem operation

during the flight would allow possible adaptive/corrective actic6; e.g., throttle

back, selection of a suitable place to land, return to friendly territory, etc.

This capability will require some airborne analysis.

b) Pure A/B analysis is impractical for the less complex class of aircraft under

study. The configuration of analysis, that is, whether it is a pure airborne

function, a combination of airborne and ground configuration, or a pure ground

function, is dependent upon the degree of applied aircraft system's complexity.

The effectiveness of a particular configuration must be determined during the

model tradeoff analysis performed during Phase C of this contract.

the following co.istraints.

(A) A/B, (A/C with a high degree of complexity)

therefore: (A) * H/B or (A) - G/B

2.2.1.1.4 Display/Record A/B, H/B, G/B Constraint Application(s)

The function of display/record was defined herein as the presentation of infor-

mation in an audible, visual or memory format in variois mechanized forms; e.g.,

voice, buzzer, light, flag, counter, print copy, wire recorder, magnetic tape, etc.

Constraints for the above function are discussed as follows:

a) As a minimum, the display for any safety or maintenance level must identify

the abnormalcy. If the data collection and analysis allow the inflight function

of alerting the crew to an unsafe condition, then these functions will require

simple airborne display.

b) Inasmuch as the objective of AIDAPS is to serve all levels of aircraft main-

tenance, the complement of existing aircraft records will require some ground base

analysis. Therefore, ground base display will be required to present associated

information for observation and interpretation at higher levels in the logistic

system than organizational support.
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c) Airborne display only is impractical relevant to the above.

The application of the constraints to the function of display establishes

the following configurations.

(D) • A/B

thereik.re: (D) - H/B or (D) - G/B

2.2.1.1.5 Selection of Functional Configurations

Figure 2.2-1 describes 27 various combinations excluding the function of sens-

ing. The combining of the constraints and the recognition of mutually exclusive

combinations results in the following selected functional configurations.

SI = (I) A/B (C') A/B (A) H/B (D) H/B (See Figure 2.2-2)

S2 = (I) A/B (C') A/B (A) A/B (D) H/B (See Figure 2.2-2)

S3 = (1) A/B (C') A/B • (A) G/B (D) G/B (See Figure 2.2-2)

S4 = (I) A/B (C') G/B (A) G/B "(D) G/B (See Figure 2.2-3)

Fi,-ure 2.2-2 SI THROUGH S3 BLOCK DIAGRAM

A/B(I) A/B(C')) A/B(A) 4{-(Airborne Display)C

H ibreaalssCmie Combined

(Airborne (Airborne rborne analysis ombined (Hybrid
Sensing) C+llection)r' Ground Ana(yiAli Display)-G ound Analysisyss)

SI )
SG/B(A) G/B(D) (Ground Display)

I...-------------

Figure 2.2-3 S4 BLOCK DIAGRAM

jfjA/B(1) (Airborne Sensing)

[G/B(CI)[ G/B(A)I G/B(D)]

(Ground Collection) (Ground Analysis) (Ground Display)
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2.2.1.2 Overall Level of Sophistication Configuration Constraint Applications

Sophistication definitions and constraints were established for all combina-

tions of simple (S), medium (M), and complex (C) soT;,histications, as associated

with each of the basic functions (I), (C'), (A) anc. (1.). The following figure

depicts all combinations of sophistication configurations.

Figure 2.2-4 SOPHISTICATION CONFIGURATIONS

S -- S

-- SENSING (I) COLLECTION (C') ANALYSIS (A) ---M
C-- S

M SPLAY/RECORD (D) --- -M
c--J --

2.2.1.2.1 Sensing Sophistication Constraint Application(s)

The sensing sophistication is primarily dependent upon specific A/C require-

ments and constraints. The establishment of these requirements and constraints

was previously discussed in Section 2.1.3.1.

The material herein describes the applications of the subject constraint to

reduce the number of possible sensing configurations to those which are practical.

The constraint data defined as "Weighted Sensor Count" (WSC) are treated in detail

within Section 2.3 of this report.

The sensing configuration illustrated in Section 2.1.3.1 is depicted

as A/B(I) • (S + M + C).

2.2.1.2.2 Collection Sophistication Constraint Application(s)

The establishment of the subject constraints was based upon an assessment of

Lhe definitions for the degree of capabilities within the collection function.

(Reference paragraph 2.1.3.2) The capability of DC to DC voltage signal con-

version and that of synchro to DC conversion are considered as the extremes of

basic signal conditioning. These capabilities, based on practical design engineer-

ing must exist in any collection function sophistication which is adapted to air-

craft data systems.

This assessment as related to practical data systems engineering and the

desired objectives of AIDAPS established the following constraints.
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1) Simple or medium collection would contribute to excessive data bulk

and complexity of analysis, data storage, and presentation techniques.

2) Complex collection must be applied to control and minimize the level of data

bulk and reduce costs for data analysis, storage and presentation.

The foregoing constraints establish rlie collection sophistication as:

(CO) S and (C'I , M

therefore: (C') - C

2.2.1.2.3 Analysis Sophistication Constraint Application(s)

Three basic analysis definitions which depict the sophistication of analysis in

terms of S, M or C were established.

An assessment of the definitions, reference paragraph 2.1.3.3, relevant to

the desired objectives of AIDAPS, established the following constraints.

1) Simple analysis is inadequate for providing A/C subsystem LRU fault isola-

tion for subsystems which require parameter correlation; i.e., diagnosis,

which is a basic AIDAP system requirement.

2) Complex analysis is required to achieve the desired capability of A/C

subsystem prognosis.

The foregoing considerations establish the analysis sophistication as:

(A) S and (A) 0 M

therefore: (A) - C.

2.2.1.2.4 Display/Record Sophistication Constraint Application(s)

1) Simple display is inadequate for providing permanent data records and data

storage to support observation and interpretation of LRU inspection,

diagnostic, and prognostic information.

2) Complex display would contribute to excessive and impractical implementa-

tion and operational costs for the aircraft under consideration. Visual,

audible, and hardcopy printer records in numeric or English language are

considered adequate.
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The foregoing constraints establish the display/record sophistication as:

(D) • S and (D) ý C

therefore: (D) - M.

2.2.1.2.5 Selection of System Sophistication Configurations

Figure 2.2-4 describes 81 various combinations of S, M and C as applicable to

each of the four functions. The combining of the aforementioned constraints

results in the following selected sophistication configuration(s):

1,2,3 . (C') (C) ( (A) (C) • (D) (14

implies S a (I) S • (C') C (A) C (D) M
1

S 2 M (I) M* (C') C (A) C (D) M

S3  - (I) C. (C') C° (A) C (D) M

2.2.1.3 Combined Functional and Sophistication Configurations

The hardware mechanization and the inherent capability characteristics of an

AIDAP system are dependent upon the configured divisional combination of the

functions and their associated sophistication. Therefore, considerations must be

established for the division of sophistication within a function which is divided

between two base areas.

The purpose of these considerations is readily understood upon examination of

Figure 2.2-5 which describes the combination of sophistication which may be derived.
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Figure 2.2-5 COMBINED CONFIGURATIONS

I.

Ms-- (A) (D) ---

CG/B G/B

NOTES: <iAC Constraint
""c-nUmbilical Link

Configuration I. above describes the selected functional configuration defined
herein as S1 under paragraph 2.2.1.1i.5, in conjunction with the division of

sophistication.

Configuration II. above describes the selected functional configuration defined
herein as S2 under paragraph 2.2.1.1.5, and is illustrated for the purpose of
comparison to Configuration I. sophistication complexity.

2.2.1.3.1 Sophistication Division Constraints and Application

The allocation/division of the analysis and display functions in configuration I
above, must be assessed relevant to the desired objectives of AIDAPS and the

mutually exclusive combinations of sophistication.

2.2.1.3.1.1 A/B and G/B Division of Analysis SophGstication

The following constraints were established for the analysis sophistications.

a) Inf light collection and display of critical parameter limits relevant to un-
safe conditions will require airborne limit detection or threshold logic analysis
(reference paragraphs 2.2.1.1,2 and 2.2.1.1.4).
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b) Inflight data acquisitions of limit exceedance and random symptoms of parame-

ter dooerioration may be analyzed as an airborne or ground base function. There-

fore, L:a airborne inflight short-term prognosis capability may be required to

support the organizational level maintenance operation relevant to A/C turn-around

time; e.g., knowledge of a pending fault and cause isolation immediately upon

landing of A/C would greatly reduce time allocated for ground diagnostic functions.

c) Airborne analysis should be limited to that required in the above discussion to

control airborne AIDAPS complexity and life cycle costs. Any additional in-depth

analysis in support of higher levels of maintenance operations and A/C subsystems

long-te.-i performance predictions should be allocated within the ground base

AIDAPS equipments to ensure that the highest effectiveness and lowest life cycle

cost is achieved. Therefore, the ground base function will require parameter

long-term trending and prediction logic analysis, referred to herein as complex

analysis (reference paragraph 2.2.1.2.3).

The application of the above constraints establishes the division of analysis

sophistication as:

(A)A/B # C and (A)G/B # S and (A)G/B # M.

Therefore: (A)A/B - S or (A)A/B M and (A)G/B - C

2.2.1.3.1.2 A/B and G/B Division of Display Sophistication

The following constraints were established for the display/record sophistica-

tion, based upon an assessment of the association of constraint guidelines between

the functions of analysis and display as discussed in paragraphs 2.2.1.1.3,

2.2.1.1.4 and 2.2.1.2.4.

a) Simple airborne display is adequate to support inflight safety data

presentation requirements.

b) Medium ground base display is required to provide adequate presentation

of AIDAPS inspection, diagnostic and prognostic data.

c) Complex ground base or airborne display is not required and would only con-

tribute to excessive design complexity, lower AIDAPS reliability, lower maintain-

ability, and a higher life cycle cost.

d) Simple A/B display will support the objectives for airborne display relevant

to A/C turnaround.
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The application of the above constraints establishes the division of display/

record sophistication as:

(D)G!B 0 S and (D)A/B 0 C and (D)G/B 0 C

therefore: (D)A/B - S and (D)A/B - M and (D)G/B - m

2.2.1.3.2 Selection of Conceptual Configurations

Figure 2.2-5 Configuration I describes 81 combinations, excluding the sensing

function, for the hybrid AIDAP system approach. The application of the above con-

straints precludes the mutually exclusive and impractical configurations and

results in the configurations described in the following set of system (S) expres-

sions.

S I. A/B I(I)S- (C')C . (A)S . (D)SJ - G/B [(A)c C* (D)MJI

S2 = A/B j(I)S - (Ct)C . (A)M . (D)s" * G/B [(A) C (D)MI

S 3  - A/B [(I) M - (cI)c - (A.)S - (D) SI - G/B I(A) C - (D) MI

S 4  ' A/B [(I)M - (C 1)c C (A) M - (D) S1 - G/B [(A) C - (D)MJ

5 5 = A/B I(I) C - (CI)c - (A)S - (D) S1 - G/B I(A) C - (D)Mj

S 6  = A/B [(I) C - (0)c C - A . (D) SJ I G/B I(A) C - (D)Mj

S7  = A/B [(I)S + M + C -(C')C -(A)C (D)Mj

Figure 2.2-5 Configuration II describes three combinations for a ground base

AIDAP system approach. These selected configurations are described in the follow-

ing set of system expressions.

S8  . A/B(I)S . G/B I(C)C . (A)C . (D)MI

S - A/B(I)M • G/B I(CI)C - (A)C • (D)MIS9

S 10 A/B(I)C" G/B I(CI)C - (A)C - (D)MI

An additional element of ccnsideration for the G/B concept as related to

helicopter ground hover inspection tests, is that of substituting the hardwire

umbilical with A/B data storage.

2.2.1.3.2.1 Selected System Approach Concept Definitions

The following definitions are provided for the foregoing systems sub-statements;

e.g., A/B(I)S, A/B(C'I)C, G/B(A)C, etc.
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Systems S1 through S 7 are hybrid systems which have the following character-

istics within their assigned combinations.

1) A/B(I)S - airborne sensing function which monitors an average of 40

parameters with a weighted sensor count (WSC) up to, but not including,

200.

2) A/B(I)M - airborne sensing function which monitors an average of 80

parameters with a WSC of 200 to 400.

3) A/B(I)C - airborne sensing function which monitors an average of 130

parameters with a WSC of 400 and greater.

4) A/B(C')C - airborne collection function which provides AIDAP equipment

versus A/C electrical load isolation, signal amplification control of

sampling intervals, analog-to-digital conversion, data compression, and

process control logic.

5) A/B(A)S e G/B(A)C - hybrid analysis function which provides simple air-

borne analysis; i.e., limit detection logic analysis only in conjunction

with a complex ground base analysis capability; i.e., threshold, fault

isolation, prediction logic analysis, and maintenance directive reference

logic.

6) A/B(A)M . G/B(A)C - hybrid analysis function which provides medium airborne

analysis; i.e., limit detection, and fault isolation logic in conjunction

with a complex grox.,: Iase analysis capability; i.e., prediction logic,

and maintenance directive reference logic.

7) A/B (A)C • A/B(D)S - G/B(D)M - airborne analysis function which provides

limit detection, fault isolation and prediction, computational logic, in

conjunction with a hybrid display function.

8) A/B(D)S • G/B(D)M - hybrid display/record function which provides simple

airborne display with medium ground based multiple purpose data presenta-

tions, with semi-automatic/automatic select in conjunction with airborne

data storage and ground-based data playback.

Systems S8 through S are considered as ground base systems. The system sub-

statements define the same capabilities as systems S1 through S7P as applicable.
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As previously noted, the foregoing selected configurations are the results of

the assessment of the independent considerations. Aircraft dependent considera-

tions must now be assessed and associated constraints applied to the approach

concepts to establish candidates for the study Phase C trade-off model analysis.

The dependent considerations are discussed herein in Section 2.3 with subsequent

application of constraints in Section 2.4.
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2.3 AIRCRAFT COMPARISON FOR AIDAPS SELECTION

* - The AIDAP System approaches have been evaluated and reduced to a reasonable

number of alternatives without regard to individual aircraft types. Impractical

approaches were deleted fr, i the list of possible system candidates independent

of aircraft type. The constraints c ,nsidered were of a generic nature which

considered basic guidelines such as the Army logistics structure and environment

and AIDAPS objectives. It is recognized that aircraft exhibit distinct individual

characteristics within a type, model, or series, and will be accommooated by

employment of adaptive data processing techniques.

A comprehensive review of all factors of AIDAPS relative to specific aircraft

type establishes the following considerations.

a) The weight and size of the aircraft in conjunction with the Q1R 3uidelines

indicate the maximum weight and size of the airborne system hardware.

b) The cost of an aircraft restricts the cost and complexity of the AIDAPS

recommended for that specific aircraft type.

c) The number and type of parameters selected to be monitored on each aircraft

are significant in determining the complexity of AIDAPS. It is directly

related to the sensing functional block.

d) The mission of the aircraft has an influence on the system configuration

as related to increased mission effectiveness.

e) The number of aircraft of a particular type in the inventory will have an

influence on the design of a dedicated system for that specific aircraft

type.

f) The aircraft uLilization will influence the AIDAPS sophistication for each

aircraft type.

g) The potential reduction in the aircraft Maintenance Manhours per Flight

Hour (MMH/FH) will be a consideration in the allowable AIDAPS costs.

h) The fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft will indicate the approaches appli-

cable to both type vehicles.

i) The number of engines an aircraft has will influence the amount of airborne

real-time engine analysis performed to effect flight safety.

-) The number of crew members in each aircraft will influence the type of

airborne display.
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k) The accident rate due to subsystem malfunction will indicate tie airborne

AIDAPS sophistication for flight safety.

The main concern at this point is to attempt to group aircraft into cate-

gories based on the commonality of aircraft type. These groupings w1l1 reduce

the number of alternate AIDAP systems for Phase C tradeoffs. Rather jhan

having 10 different systems (i.e., 1 per aircraft type) the systems njMy be so

configured that they will serve 2 or 3 aircraft types. Therefore, fewer AIDAP

system configurations will, of course, result in improved interchange4aility

of hardware and reduced costs.

The guidelines presented in the following paragraphs and the rationale

described for the derivation of these guidelines are based upon variations of

aircraft type. The groups as presented are not necessarily final and may

change after the model has been exercised in Phase C.

2.3.1 Aircraft Weight Comparison

The size, weight, and power requirements of the airborne hardware are

determined, in part, by the size of the aircraft. An increase in aircraft

size and weight generally accompanies an increase in payload. By increasing

aircraft availability due to AIDAPS implementation, the effective payload is

increased. This increase in effective payload can justify a reduction in actual

payload resulting from the added weight of the airborne AIDAPS equipment. Ap-

proximate design gross weights are given in Table 2.3-1 for 8 of the 10 Army air

aircraft under study to illustrate the weight comparisons. Approximations are

used because different gross weights are associated with the various series

within a type and model.

TABLE 2.3-1 AIRCRAFT WEIGHT COMPARISON

Aircraft Averaze Gross Weight (pounds)

OH-6 2,400

OH-58 2,645

U-21 9,650

OV-I 11,715

UH-l 6,600

AH-l 6,600

CH-47 38,550

CH-54 42,000
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2.3.2 Aircraft Cost Comparison

The cost of the aircraft has an influence on the selectic In of AIDAPS hard-

ware sophistication and cost. The economic benefits derived rom AIDAPS must

be in excess of the cost of implementing AIDAPS into the Army logistic system.

The AIDAPS cost of monitoring a particular component must be less than the

decrease in maintenance cost of that particular component.

A summary of the procurement cost of each of the existing eight aircraft

is given in Table 2.3-2.

TABLE 2.3-2 AIRCRAFT COST COMPARISON

Aircraft Averame Procurement Cost (dollars)

OH-6 74,578

OH-58 81,204

OV-I 976,437

U-21 24b,337

UH-I 255,305

AH-I 365,254

CH-47 1,100,000

CH-54 2,000,000

2.3.3 Comearison of the Number and Types of Parameters

The number and type of parameter monitored are significant in the grouping

of aircraft to reduce the number of systems from 1 for each individual aircraft,

i.e., 10 systems to I for each aircraft group. This is a major factor which

lends itself to quantitative grouping. The methodology of weighting each air-

craft is as follows..

The size, complexity, and costs of measurement/information systems are

often expressed in terms of thE "number of sensors" either installed or cor-

templated. This convenient measure, however, can be very misleading since it

contains no information about the type or characteristics of the various data

sources or the size and complexity of the associated signal conditioning.

To derive a more meaningful "figure of conplexity," the following table

of weighting factors for the various types of signal conditioning was compiled.
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The assumed unit weight of one was assigned to the discrete or ON-OFF signal.

Larger numbers for increasingly more complex, larger, and more costly signal

conditioners were assigned based upon current signal conditioning application

experience.

WEIGHTING FACTORS FOR VARIOUS SIGNAL CONDITIONERS

Item Name Weighting Factor

a Discrete (Switch Closure) I

b Simple Voltage (Current) Analog 4

c Charge Amplifier 5

d Bridge Amplifier 6

e Linear Differential Transformer 8

f Tachometer 10

g Synchro 12

The Weighted Sensor Count (WSC) is the summation of the weighting factors

for each sensor on a particular aircraft type.

The totals represent the magnitude of the complexity of the data acquisi-

tion section of the airborne equipment.

In Phase A the lists of the existing sensors for the aircraft which are of

concern to this study were compiled, excluding the projected UTTAS, HLH (Single

Rotary) and HLH (Twin Rotor) in Table 2.3-3, "Aircraft Sensor Comparison" from

the Phase A report. The weighting factors for each parameter are noted as

the encircled numerals, For each aircraft type, two numbers are accumulated:

E which is the WSC for the existing sensors which are concerned with thee

engines, and E which is the WSC for existing sensors which are concerned with
5

the balance of subsystems of the aircraft. In the case of UTTAS and the two

versions of the HLH, Tables 2.3-4, 2.3-5, and 2.3-6 developed in Phase A, were

used since the necessary information on these future types is not in Table 2.2-3.

The tabulated totals are for existing sensors. The detailed consideration

of each subsystem and its associated additional sensors is part of Phase C.

In this phase it is necessary to produce estimates of system size, complexity,

and costs as a preliminary guide for the tradeoff of various practical hardware

configurations. In order to do this, some estimate must be rzde of the number
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and type of sensors which must be added to each aircraft. The UH-l was used

to deveiop a hypothetical list of additional sensors as a guide to providing

"multiplying factors," whereby the listing of the existing sensors in each

type of aircraft can be extrapolated to an assumed AIDAPS complement. The

assumption is that the sensors which are added and conditioned for AIDAPS pur-

poses will be approximately the same type and the same ratio as those added to

the UH-l.

The use of the WSC aids in this extrapolation bince it allows a generalized

approach without loss of the sense of magnitude. Because there are different

ratios for the engines and the balance of the aircraft subsystems, the ratios

were determined separately in the following manner.

a) The WSC was compiled for the existing instrumentation on the engine of

the UH-l; i.e., F equals 53 (WSC). The WSC was compiled for the existinge

instrumentation on the balance of the subsystems of the UH-I; i.e., E
5

equals 59 (WSC).

b) The WSC was compiled for the engine instrumentation which was assumed to

be added. (Given in Table 2.3-7; i.e., 61 (WSC).

c) The WSC was compiled for the instrumentation of the other subsystems

assumed to be added; i.e., 57 (WSC).

The aircraft multiplying factor for the engines is 61/53 and for the other

subsystems, 57/59. The computational expression becomes:

WSC (for AIDAPS - E x 61/53 + E + E x 57/59 + Ee e s s

where E - WSC of existing engine sensorse

and E - WSC of existing Aubsyscem sensors.

E - 53 and E - 59 for the UH-l.
e s

To illustrate:

Substituting 53 x 61/53 + 53 + 59 x 57/59 + 59 - 230 (WSC)

Computations for all the aircraft are given in Table 2.3-8.
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TABLE 2.3-7 SENSORS ASSUMED TO BE ADDED TO UH-i FOR AIDAPS

Type of Signal Engine

larameC er Discrete Analog Parameter WSC

B1eed Air X X 1

Vibration (3 Accelerometers) X X 3x5

Compressor Pressure Ratio X X 4

Outside Air Temperature X X 4

Ambient Pressure X X 4

Fuel Pressure X X 4

Collective Pitch X X 4

Differential Pressure Across
Oil Filter X X 1

Thermal Bypass X X 4

Oil Temperature (in Cooler) X X 4

Oil Temperature (out Cooler) X X 4

#2 Bearing Scavenge Temperature X X 4

#3 and #4 Bearing Scavenge
Temperature X X 4

Torquemeter Boost Pump X X 4

Differential Pressure Across 61 E Total

Transmission Oil Filter X I

Transmission Thermal Bypass 4

Transmission Vibration (Lateral) X 5

Transmission Vibration (Verticle) X 5

Transmission Oil Temperature
(in Cooler) X 5

90' Gearbox Vibration X 5

90' Gearbox Outside Temperature X 4

42' Gearbox Outside Temperature X 4

Hydraulic Pressure Relief V,•Ive X I

Hydraulic Temperature X 4

Aircraft Acceleration (Lateral) X 5

Aircraft Acceleration (Longitudinal) X 5

Aircraft Acceleration (Verticle) X 5

Pitot Heater Current X 4
57 E Total

s
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TABLE 2.3-8 COMPUTING FOR EACH AIRCRAFT TYPE

OHR6, Ee = 53; E = 33; VS7 .53 x 61/53 + 53 + 33 x 57/59 + 33 = 179

OH-58, Ee = 48; E = 30; WSC = 48 x 61/53 + 48 + 30 x 57/59 + 30 = 163

OV-1, Ee = 118, Es = 88; WSC - 118 x 61/53 + 118 + 88 x 57/59 + 88 = 427

CH-47, E = 120; Es = 87; WSC - 120 x 61/53 + 120 + 87 x 57/59 + 87 = 429

C•!-54, Ee = 159; E = 76; WSC = 159 x 61/53 + 159 + 76 x 57/59 + 76 = 490

UH-1, E = 53; Es = 59; WSC = 112 + 118 = 230
e

U-21, Ee = 119; Es -29; WSC = 119 x 61/53 + 119 + 29 x 57/59 + 29 = 313

AH-1, Ee = 56; Es =65; WSC =56 x 61/53 + 56 + 65 x 57/59 + 65 = 240

UTTAS, Ee = 121; Es 73; WSC 131 t 61/53 + 131 + 73 x 57/59 + 73 - 424

HLR (Twin), Ee = 117, Es a 130; WSC - 117 x 61/53 + 117 + 130 x 57/59 + 130 = 509
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In Table 2.3-9 the aircraft are arranged in terms of increasing WSC. The

possibility of meaningful groupings becomes evident. The simple, medium, and

complex "levels of technology" of se tion 2.1 are illustrated. These levels of

sophistication will be used exclusively to determine the "sensing" function

complexity and as guidelines for the aircraft group selection in addition to

othner factors.

TABLE 2.3-9 ARRANGING IN ORDER OF INCREASING WSC

Aircraft

Designation WSC

0

OH-58 163 Simple

OH-6 179
2001

UH-I 230 Medium

AH-l 240 1

U-21 313 400

UTTAS 424 Complex

OV-i 427

CH-47 429

HLH - Twin 509

2.3.4 Aircraft Mission Comparison

A consideration in determining aircraft commonality as related to AIDAPS

is the mission of the aircraft. This will influence how much ground equipment

as opposed to airborne equipment will be used. For example, if some onboard

and some ground processing is employed, the required recorder storage capacity

is related to the maximum amount of time an aircraft remains away from its base

of operation without a change of the tape cartridge. A summary of the primary

missions of each of the 10 study aircraft follows.

a) OH-6 - The primary missions of the Cayuse are command and control (C&C),

observation, reconnaissance, and target acquisition.
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b) OH-58 - The Kiowa is employed primarily for visual observation, reconnaissance,

and target acquisition. The OH-58 and OH-6 are both members of the LOH

family.

c) OV-l - The Mohawk is principally concerned with Combat (C) and Combat Sup-

port (CS) missions in support of G-2 functions including observation surveil-

lance, artillery spotting, emergency resupply, and radiological and IR

monitoring.

d) CH-47 - The primary mission of the Chinook is combat support (CS) and combat

service suppc,' (CSS), consisting of the transport of cargo, troops, and

equipment within the combat area.

e) CH-54 - The mission of the Tarhe is similar to that of the Chinook. Its

p.imary purpose is combat support and combat service support examples of

k which are transport of personnel and cargo, carrying externally slung loads,

and in some cases towing ground vehicles.

f) UH-I - The Huey has served in a variety of combat, command and control, and

conduct service support missions including transportation of personnel,

special teams, equipment and supplies, medical evacuation and emergency

ambulance service within the combat zone.

g) U-21 - The primary mission of the Ute is combat service support within a

Theater of Operations and the ConUS. Its principal use is as a utility

vehicle for transportation of commanders and their staffs, administration,

liaison, and aero-medical evacuation.

h) AH-I - The Huey Cobra is used primarily as a gun ship for a variety of com-

bat missions, including aerial escort, armed reconnaissance, and security

oi landing sites.

i) UTTAS - The Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System is planned as a

replacement for the Huey and will assune all the responsibilities and

missions previously accomplished by the Huey fleet.

j) HLH - The Heavy Lift Helicopter will be used for combat support and combat

service support in a Theater of Operations including transportation of per-

sonnel and cargo, and carrying large externally slung loads short distances

within the combat zone.
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2.3.5 Aircraft Fleet Size Comparison

The total number of aircraft, by type, in the Army inventory is another con-

sideration of commonality. The number of a patticular type of aircraft will

influence whether or not tailoring a specific AIDAP system for that one aircraft

is economically justifiable. It may be advantageous to utilize the same AIDAP

system designed for another aircraft even though it has greater capability than

required. For example, the UH-I monitors approximately the same number of param-

eters and has basically the same mission as the AH-I. Since there are so few of

the AH-I, and it is so similar to the tiH-I, the AIDAPS will probably be identical.

Table 2.3-10 identifies the percentage of each aircraft to the total inventory as

projected for FY 71.

TABLE 2.3-10 AIRCRAFT INVENTORY

Aircraft Percent of Fleet

OH-6 20.1

0H-58 9.3

OV-I 2.3

U-21 1.4

UH-l 53.4

CH-47 5.7

AH-l 6.9

CH-54 0.9

2.3.6 Aircraft Utilization Comparison

The historical utilization rate of a type of aircraft is a good indication

o. the potential value of AIDAPS to that specific type. A relatively low utili-

zation rate is due to many factors including maintenance. A summary of the

target flight hours in 1 month is given for the 8 existing aircraft under study

in Table 2.3-11.

2.3.7 Aircrait Maintenance Manhours per Flight Hour (MMH/FH)

Another factor in determining the justifiable cost of an AIDAP system is

the MMlH/FH for each aircraft type. The higher the MMH/FH, the greater allowable
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TABLE 2.3-11 AIRCRAFT UTILIZATION

Monthly Target
Aircraft Flight Hours

OH-6 60

OH-58 60

U-21 75

OV-l 75

UH-1 70

AH-1 70

CH-47 55

CH-54 50

complexity of the AIDAP system. A summary of the maintenance manhours per
flight hour for each level of maintenance is given in Table 2.3-12.

TABLE 2.3-12 AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE MANHOURS/FLIGHT HOURS

Aircraft Organizational Direct Support Ground Support Depot Total

OH-6 2.50 1.19 1.04 ** 4.73

OH-58 2.50* 1.19* 1.04* ** 4.73*
OV-1 7.14 3.22 1.96 ** 12.32

U-21 2.60 2.60 1.99 ** 4.59
UH-l 5.80 2.10 1.54 ** 9.44

AH-I 5.80* 2.10* 1.54* ** 9.44*
CH-47 13.30 8.12 5.18 ** 26.60
CH-54 16.21 13.60 2.98 ** 32.79
*Estimated

**To be deterniae-.f Information not available at this time.

To demonstrate the possible impact of some of the data which was accumulated
in the previous sections, the following computations were perforrmed for the

UH-lC aircraft.

e From Table 2.3-12 the MhH/FH ratio is 9.44.

a From Table 2.3-9 the average number of hours the UH-lC is flown is 70.
Therefore the average monthly MMH/UH-1 - 70 x 9.44 - 661.
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0 If the assumption is made that I MMH has a total cost of $10.00, the

monthly cost of maintenance = $6,610.00/UH-I.

a A further reasonable assumption is made that the total cost of AIDAPS is

$15,000.00/UH-l (including cost of airborne hardware and retrofit and pro-

rated costs of ground equipment, training, manuals, spares, etc.).

* If the cost of AIDAPS/UH-I is amortized over a 10-year period, the cost per

month is $15,000/120 = $125.00.

* In conclusion, if the AIDAPS is to "pay for itself," it must reduce the

MMH by 125/6,610 x 100 = 2%, as an absolute minimum.

2.3.8 Fixed Wing Versus Rotary Wing

The selection of the parameters to be monitored will be different for

rotary wing and fixed wing aircraft. There are subsystems in each group that

do not exist in the other, such as transmissions and gear boxes in the rotary

wing and propellers for the fixed wing. It is anticipated that the differences

will affect the AIDAP System.

The major impact on system selection is airborne versus ground based. As

an example, using a ground-based system with an umbilical cable, significant

data can be obtained fromn a helicopter in a hover mode (or light-on-the-skids)

since these modes require high power settings. With a fixed-wing aircraft in

a ground engine run-up mode (brakes locked, wheels chocked), less significant

data would be acquired. Therefore, the rotary-wing aircraft may lend them-

selves more practically to a ground-based system than the fixed-wing aircraft.

For example, small, low-cost helicopters such as the OH-6 and OH-58 may be

possible candidates for a complete ground-based system, whereas the two fixed-

wing aircraft under study, OV-I and U-21 possibly would not.

2.3.9 Number of Engines per Aircraft

A two-engine aircraft which is capable of operating at a reduced perfor-

nance in the event of an engine failure has a built-in safety featyre. There-

fore, any onboard analysis to predict engine failure necessary for fligl.t

safety may be more sophisticated on single-engine aircraft than twin-engine

vehicles. The number of engines in each of the 10 aircraft is shown in

Table 2.3-13.
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TABLE 2.3-13 NUMBER OF ENGINES PER AIRCRAFT

Aircraft Number of Engines

OH-6 I

0H-58 1

OV-1 2

U-21 2

UH-1 1

AH-i 1

CH-47 2

CH-54 2

UTTAS 2

HLh Multiple

2.3.10 Number of 1light Crew Members

The number of members of the flight crew will have an affect on the amount

and type of onboard display. In an aircraft such as the OH-6, the pilot is

concerned primarily in flying the aircraft and will not be able to use a visual

display. ,An aircraft with two pilots may use limited visual display. The

addition of a third crew member may warrant a more sophisticated onboard visual

display to enhance flight safety. An audible warning system is more desirable

for a single-pilot aircraft than for a multicrew aircraft. Table 2.3-14 shows

the typical number of flight crew members for each aircraft.

TABLE 2.3-14 NUIMBER OF FLIGHT CREW PER AIRCRAFT

Aircraft Number of Crew Members

OH-6 I

OH-58 1

OV-I 2

U-21 2

UH-1 2

AH-1 2

CH-47 3

CH-54 3

UTTAS 3

HLH 4
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2.3.11 Attrition Rate Comparison

The attrition rate which AIDAPS can influence is a consideration for the

amount of airborne equipment installed to effect in-flight safety. The higher

the attrition rate, the greater the allowable AIDAPS airborne analysis sophis-

t'cation. An aircraft with a very low attrition rate need have little or no

airborne analysis for flight safety purposes. Table 2.3-15 outlines the attri-

tion factors for each of the eight existing aircraft.

TABLE 2.3-15 ATTRITION FACTOR

Aircraft Peace Time War Time

OH-6 0.0041 0.0280

OH-58 0.0041* 0.0280*

OV-I 0.0032 0.0219

U-21 0.0009 0.0026

TJ- 1 0.0030 0.01870

AH-I 0.0030 0.0083

CH-47 0.0005 0.0083

CH-54 0.0005 0.0213

*Estimated

2.3.12 Summary

The material presented in the preceding paragraphs of section 2.3 has two

purposes. First, it is presented to aid in the grouping of aircraft based on

their similarities, and secondly, to aid in the selection of the most practical

systems related to each aircraft group for Phase C tradeoff analysis. The infor-

mation related to each of the 10 Army aircraft under study has been summarized

in Table 2.3-16.

2.3.12.1 Aircraft Group Selection

By comparing the significant features, outlined in Table 2.3-16, consist-

ing of weight, cost parameters, missions, number of aircraft, utilization,

MMH/FH, fixed wing versus rotary wing, number of engines, number of crew mem-

bers, and accident rate, aircraft groups have been defined. The aircraft have

been listed left to right in order of increasing AIDAPS complexity. The 11

factors considered in arriving at this rank ordering of aircraft types are
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listed in an assumed decreasing level of importance as related to AIDAPS design

from top tc bottom. The major factor in arriving at this breakdown is the

parameters to be monitored which are numerically represented by the weighted

sensor count (WSC).

The WSC is considered the most significant factor since the parameters moni-

tored have a direct affect on the size and complexity of the AIDAPS. The main-

tenance manhours per flight hour is the second most significant factor since it

is a guide to the amount of maintenance costs AIDAPS potentially can effect. The

weight of the aircraft is also of relatively high importance because it is used

as an indication of the allowable AIDAPS airborne weight. The cost of the air-

craft can be used to limit the cost of AIDAPS based on a possible increase in

aircraft availability. The remaining factors do influe!Ace the AIDAPS design, but

to a lesser extent. From a careful review of Table 2.3-16, distinct groups

become evident.

The rationale for selecting the aircraft groups is as follows:

The OH-6 and OH-58 are both members of the LOH family with identical missions.

The weight, size, cost and maintenance manhour/flight hours cost are very similar.

Although manufactured by different concerns, they have the samne basic engine

with only a dash number difference. The crew size is the same and WSC is almost

identical, therefore the OH-6 and OH-58 will be considered as one aircraft group.

The UH-I and AH-I are very similar in most aspects. The weighL, cost, main-

tenance manhours per flight hours, engine type, crew size, attrition factor, and

WSC, are so similar that they naturally form a second group.

The U-21 and OV-I are both fixed wing aircraft which puts them in a class by

themselves. However, they may be put in separate groups due to the many differ-

ences between them, such as; a medium WSC for the U-21 and complex WSC for the

OV-I; the cost of the OV-I is four times that of the U-21; the maintenance man-

hours per flight hour is almost three times as high for the OV-l as 'it is for

the U-21; the U-21 is primarily used as a utility aircraft for transport of

staff personnel and/or high priority cargo whereas the OV-l is a special mission

aircraft utilized to gather intelligence information about cnewy operations;

and the attrition factors are significantly different. Therefore, both the U-21

and OV-I will form two separate single aircraft groups.
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The UTTAS, CH-47, CH-57, and HLH are the largest most complex of the study

aircraft. The estimated WSC's for each of these four aircraft is in the complex

* sensing category; they all have two or more engines, and the cy.ew size is

three or more. The CH-47 and CH-54, presently in the army inventory, are very

much the same when comparing the maintenance manhours per flight hour; the same

approximate design gross weight; both have their primary missions as combat

support and combat service support; and have the same peacetime attrition factors.

The UTTAS and HLH, both future aircraft, do not have data associated with most

of the factors being considered, but are assumed to be similar to the CH-47

and 54. Therefore, they will all be placed in the same group.

Table 2.3-17 presents the five groups of aircraft derived by considering

all factors outlined in Table 2.3-16. They are not, by any means, fixed, and

may change as a result of the Phase C findings after exercising the detailed

tradeoff analysis model.

TABLE 2.3-17 AIRCRAFT GROUPS

Groups Aircraft Types

1 OH-6
OH-58

2 UH-I
AH-1

3 U-21

4 OV-1

5 UTTAS
CH-47
CH-54
HLH

2.3.12.2 AIDAPS/Aircraft Considerations

After a careful review of the results of the individual aircraft analysis

as outlined in Table 2.3-16, additional constraints elated directly to air-

craft type were developed. These constraints were 'veloped to further distill

the number of practical system approaches which must he analyzed in Phase C.

The constraints limit the types of systems which are practical for each group

of aircraft. The consideration for arriving at these configurations is that
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a ground-based system is less costly per aircraft than a hybrid, but is less

effective. The ground-based version will not monitor the aircraft throughout

its complete flight and, therefore, cannot detect intermittent problems that

may not be duplicated in hover, and does not allow for improvement in real-

time flight safety. Therefore, the ground-based system may be more suited to

the smaller vehicles with low procurement and maintenance costs. The hybrid

system may be more expensive per aircraft, but has the advantage of increased

AIDAPS efficiency which may be justified on a larger aircraft where the pay-

load is less significant, and the maintenance costs are high. The following

constraints were developed based on the above criteria.

2.3.12.2.1 Constraints Common to All Groups

A ground based ALDAP system can be expected to have lower hardware cost than

a hybrid system. However, potential benefits may be reduced. Therefore a low cost

simple aircraft with an associated low KMH/FH figure would be more suited to a

ground based or a very simple hybrid system.

Certain systems apply only to specific aircraft groups based on the WSC.

For example a system incorporating simple sensing, i.e. (I)s, only applies to

aircraft group with a WSC of less than 200.

The systems selected for each aircraft group may be redistributed for sub-

sequent analysis after initial application of these systems to the model. For

example, if the most sophisticated hybrid system proved cost effective for Group

2 aircraft, then it would also be applied to the less complex aircraft of Group

1, even though the sophisticated hybrid system may not originally be a candidate.

Therefore, the feedback generated as a result of exercising the model in phase

C may significantly change the cur: 2nt phase B configurations.

2.3.12.2.2 Group 1 Constraints

Group I aircraft have a WSC of less than 200, therefore the only system

which will apply are systems utilizing simple sensing.

2.3.12.2.3 Group 2 Constraints

Group 2 aircraft have WSC of greater than 200, but less than 400. Therefore

the only systems which will apply are those incorporating medium sensing.
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2.3.12.2.4 Group 3 Constraints

The Group 3 aircraft is a fixed wing airplane and has a WSC of greater

than 200 and less than 400. Therefore. the same systems applied to Group 2

also apply to Group 3.

2.3.12.2.5 Group 4 Constraints

The Group 4 aircraft is a fixed wing airplane with a WSC of greater than 400.

Therefore, only systems utilizing complex sensing apply.

2.3.12.2.6 Group 5 Constraints

Group 5 aircraft are the most complex, sophisticated helicopters of the 10

study aircraft with a WSC of greater than 400. Therefore the same systems

applied to Group 4 also apply to Group 5.

In addition, the complexity of the Group 5 aircraft may warrant a pure air-

borne complex analysis application. Therefore AIDAP systems employing pure

airborne analysis will be applied in the Phase C tradeoff model analysis.
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2.4 CANDIDATE AIDAP APPR.ACH CONCEPTS OR TMADEOI? ANALYSIS

The assessment of the aircraft dependent considerations, as discussed in the

foregoing report, Section 2.3, projected the concerned aircraft into five groups.

The aircraft grouping was based on certain commonalities of the aircraft, simi-

larities of AIDAP requirements and the practicality of application. A review of

the aforementioned grouping discussions established the following constraints and

associated applications.

2.4.1 Aircraft Com•glalitv Grounina and Anplication of Practical Constraints

The established aircraft grouping and associated practical constraints are

presented as follows:

a) Aircraft Group I (reference paragraph 2.3.12.2.2)

OH-6

OH-58 s3 + s4 + S5 + s6 + s9 + Slo

where + represents the 'OR' operator.

Therefore, the selected Group I tradeoff concepts are as follows:

OH-6

OH-58 1 2 7

b) Aircraft Group II (reference paragraph 2.3.12.2.3)
UH-lI ~ +AH-I S 0 S1 + S2 + S5 + S6 + S8 + S10

therefore the selected Group II tradeoff concepts are as follows:

UH-1
AH= S3 + 4 + 7 +9

c) Aircraft Group III (reference paragraph 2.3.12.2.4)

U-21 S 0 SI + S2 + S5 + S6 + S10

therefore the selected Group III tradeoff concepts are as follows:

U-21 S = S3 + S4 + S7 + S9

d) Aircraft Group IV (reference paragraph 2.3.12.2.5)

OV-l• 4 S + S2 + S3 + S4 + S8 + S9
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therefore the selected Group IV and Group V tradeoff concepts are as

follows:

OV-_ S - S5 + S6 + S7 + S 1 0

e) Aircraft Group V (reference paragraph 2.3.12.2.6)

UTTAS

CH-47 S 0 S + S + S + S + S + S1 2 3 4 8 9
CH-54
HLH

Therefore the selected Group V tradeoff concepts are as follows:

UTTAS

CH-47 S - S5 + S6 + S7 + SI0

CH-54

HLH

The following system expressions describe the selected candidate AIDAP

approach concepts resulting from the above constraint applications.

S1 A/B J(I)S (C')C (A)S (D)SJ G/B I(A)C . (D)Mj

which is a hybrid system configuration employing simple airborne sensing and

analysis functions, subsequently referred to as a "Level I Hybrid System."

S2=A/B j(I)S -(C')C (A)M - 0)SI1 G/B k(A)C (D)M]

which is a hybrid system configuration employing a simple sensing function in

conjunction with a medium airborne analysis function, subsequently referred to

as a "Level II Hybrid Systcm."

S3= A/B J(I)M -(C')C -(A)S- (D)Sj G/B 1(A)C (D)Mj

which is a hybrid system configur.,-.on employing medium sensing and simple air-

borne analysis, subsequently referred to as a "Level III Hybrid System."

S, - A/B J(I)M -(C')C (A)M . (D)Sj - G/B [(A)C - (D)MJ

which is a hybrid system configuration employing medium airborne sensing and

analysis, !iubsequently referred to herein as a "Level IV Hybrid System."
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which is a hybrid system configuration employing complex sensing in conjunction

with Eiuple airborne analysis, subsequently referred to herein as a "Level V

Hybrid System."

6 A/B (I)c (C')C (A)M -(D)S]j G/B (A)C (D)MI

which is a hybrid system configuration employing complex sensing in conjunction

with medium airborne analysis, subsequently referred to herein as a "Level VI

Hybrid System."

57 = A/B [(I)S + M + C ° (C')C - (A)C " (D)Mj

which is a pure airborne system configuration employing complex analysis in con-

jection with medium display.

S = A/B(I)S G/B ((C')C • (A)C (D)MI

S a A/B(I)M G/B (')C (A)C (D)MJS9

S10 M A/B(I)C • G/B [(C')C (A)C (D)M4I

The above system expressions, S8 thro:,gh SO describe a ground-based sys-

tem configuration with varying degrees of sensing complexity; i.e., (I)S, (I)M,

and (I)C, respectively, coupled with complex data collection and analysis and

medium display.
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2.5 SYSTEM SELECTION SUOIARY

Constraints were established and applied for the 10 study aircraft initially

on a collective basis independent of aircraft type, and then on an individual

basis considering the peculiarities and similarities of the aircraft by type.

The systems resulting from the constraints as applied are outlined in Table

2.5.1. These are the systems that will be analyzed in Phase C.

A total of 81 system configurations were considered based on airborne, ground

based or hybrid as related to each of the four functional blocks, sensing collec-

tion, analysis and display. The system alternatives also considered 81 combina-

tions of sophistication as related to each functional block. Therefore, the

total number of possibilities is 81 x 81 or 6,561. Considering 10 different

aircraft for each system configuration, the number of possibilities is increased

to 65,610. As a result of the application of the constraints, the number of

systems that must be compared to the aircraft was reduced to 10 discrete con-

figurations. These system configurations were assessed relevant to constraintE

based on the aircraft group characteristics and resulted in 20 tradeoffs as

applied to the 5 aircraft groups that must be subjected to a full cost/effective-

ness analysis in Phase C. These 10 configuration concepts and their associated

aircraft are shown in Table 2.5-1.

The systems selected for each aircraft group may be redistributed for sub-

sequent analysis after initial application of these systems to Lhe model. For

example, if the ground based systems did not prove economically justifiable for

the Group 1 and 2 aircraft, they would not be subsequently considered. If they

did show a favorable result for Group 2 aircraft, they would be applied to other

groups containing more complex aircraft for the model analysis. The converse
is true. If the most sophisticated hybrid system proved cost effective for

Group 2 aircraft, then it would also be applied to the less complex aircraft

of Group 1, even though the sophisticat..., hybrid system is not a candidate at

this time. Therefore, the feedback generateýd as a result of exercising the

model in Phase C may rignificantly charn2g Llic current Phase B configurations.
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S~ECYTED SYSTEM APPROACH SUMMARY

TABLE 2.5-1

AIRCRAFTC GROUPS SELECTED SYSTEM STATEMENTS

Group 1 (S 1 - A/B [(I)S * (") (A)S - (D)S] * C/B [(A)C -(D)M]

OH-6 ) m2 -AlB [ *) (C')C * (A)M - (D)S] * G/B L(A4C * (D)M'

OH-58 ( 57 aA/B [(1) (C)C WAC (D)M I
S 8 m A/B(I)S -G/B Ic')C (A)C (D)MJ

Group 2 S 38 A/B L(I)m (C')C - (A)3 - (D) S G/B L(.A)C - (D)M]

UH-1 s 4 -AiB L(I1M- (C)c . (A)m - (D)SJ* G/B [()* (D)mj

H-1 S 7  IA/B[ (I)M *(C')C' (A)C *(D)M]

59 a A/B(I)M * G/B [(C')c C. (A) C . (D) M]

Group 3 s 3 a A/B [(I)M -(C')C - (A)S * (D)SII . G/B [LAC * (D)M..ý

S4 0 A/B [IM-(C')C . (A)M * (D)sj - /B [(A)C . (D)M~

U-21 S 7 mA/B kIWM -(C')C -(A)C (D)MJ

S9 - A/B(I)M C ,/B kc')C (A)C . (D)MJ

Group 4 ( S5 A/B A. )0, (C')C W AS * (D)S] - G/B [(A)C 0 (D)M-'

A.- 6 ~ A/B [(I)C * (c')C (AM - (D)S] . - /B L(A.)C * (D)MJ!

( s 7  A/B (IC (C')C (A)C -(D)MJ

sio -A/B(I)C ~/is [(C')C (A)C *(D)MJ

Group 5 ' s~ a AlB I)^ (C')C* - (.-v, * (DS /B Lo)C- D,.
UTTAS s a A/B [(I)C (C')C - %(A)M * (D)] * C/B r(A)C .()M"

CH-47 6 [CLl (D)

CH-54 S 7 A/ 1(1) C (C C) A C -(D)MJ
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An example read-through of the above system expressions is described as

follows: S equates to an AIDAP System consiSting of airborne (A/B) simple

sensing (I)S, and complex data collection (C')C, and simple analysis (A)S,

and simple display (D)S in conjunction with ground based (G/B) complex analysis

(A)C and medium display (D)M.
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3. 6 i

This section outlines ana diiCubzS Lac various h.ari..ware approaches and

a ternatives. Reccmnendations for selection of the opcimum hardware approach(s)

will be made in Phase C. Some o•,;ious conciusions relevant to the hardware

configuratioab are arrived at in chis phase, such that impractical approaches

not bL carried forwarc to Phase C. : hardware is considered collectively,

a a sysce- an& also as inoivid'ua' physic.s.' .nits.

3.1 BASIC HARDWARE CONSIDERATIONS

The considerations applicable to the overall system hardware are discussed

in this section. There are many aspects which must be considered if practical

,Yscems are to be described and costs determined in Phase C. The actual hard-

ware techuiques will be selected as a function of several factors. The primary

consideration is a detailed e;.amination of the parameters and their character-

istcs. In this regard, evaluation will have to be made of the interrelated

factors of the sophistication of the sensors, the nij•nber of sensors applied to

any one aircraft subsystem, and the degree of logic analysis which is necessary

to perform the AIDAP functions for chat subsystem. The non-quantitive state-

ments are that, in general, fewer sensors will be needed on a given subsystem

if those that are used are more sophisticated. Fewer sensors may be required

if these few are supported by an increase in logical analysis. Conversely, if

.,ore senborb are used, perhaps the logical anaiysis can be reduced. The

quantitive decisions will have to be made for each specific subsystem based

por. detailed knowledge of its purpose and functional characteristics. However,

.flc Judgments car. expecLeC tO i•vor cae inc•.:cd use of logical analysis

since, in all system.s, it can be ?Ia logic will already be included for

other AIDAPS purposes.

"..i1 Physical •ccors

The usual hardware considera_ s,-:• of sii.z.un size and weight, ease of

accessibility and maintenance, an... g fIgh reliaailicy apply. The method of retro-

fic and the weight of cabling ar ...... ao considerations. Recent technology rele-

vant to ADAPS-I 1 ke equipmunt -. ... )wn thar i .... -ibles and connectors w, -gh as
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much as the electronics. Consideration i,,ust ,e given, therefore, to methods

such as distributed multiplexing, remote signal conditioning and voltage-

balancing schemes to reduce the weight of cabling.

3.1.2 Digital Vs Analog Systems

The data from most of the sensors will be in an analog form such as the

magnitude of a voltage, current or a phase difference between two ac voltages.

Simple systems could continue the processing of the data, beyond acquisition,

in an analog form. The situation, however, woul ; rapidly become unwieldy if

more than a few sensors were to be accommodated and the processing were to be

more than the simplest of arithmetiA., operationb. For example, the least complex

method of processing is to compare ezch parameter to a seriez of limits such as

"normai," "caution," and "failure." To establis.h each limit a duvice simile: to

Svoltage divider must be used. The analog =ppzoach obviously becomes i.,rae c tic.i

as l as unreliable for systems with more than just a few parameters. If an

automatic record is to be made, analog tech. -qcus have been founG co pr-.enz

difficulties in matters such as the la,:,e vo!Lu. of tapes that are required, the

accuracy with which the data can be ext-actL:h:, .ýnd the complexity of the data

recovery equipment. Therefore, it is rucommendicd that all praccical systemr

considered for AIDAPS be digitaL in the-r opezaiion.

The advantages over analog operatio. ar.: the equiment will be smaller,

mor.- reliable, and less expensive; it w'.l :,ave greater flexibility, with

"adjustments" easily accomplished without hardu-z, changes; the data processing

can bc carried to any economically justified length without increasd in er. 5rs;

LhL "iiz-.its" are ýLored in a digiti. mcnmorv w-.ci, is non-volatile .

rela Le; the uata are in odtirau.ý. .r:, for -,.gn'eti, re,:ording or ,:r ,.

2•. orao.

3. . Oata Compre.-.;on

.. i.3.1 Necessity for Data Compr,.:.

Many otherwise useful systems i,-,v bc. , c. i.-. the past b' thL: gr- L

r..snicude of the data whica was tc. LCLC. L.. "n.dss of Qata" muS L reo.eod

-ecsonable proportions. AC tLh 6-:.- Li. -. e ovei.l efficientr, of th• Ai!.?.
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must be retained. In the following section6, the basi.ý;, well-known methods of

data compression are listed and comments are made therein.

3.1.3.2 Methods of Data Compression

There are two basic methods of data compression: one is to reduce the mass

of data by merely not taking data where there is reason to believe nothing of

interest is occurring; and two is to use arithmetic methods to eliminate re-

dundancies and so output "useful information," rather than just raw data. The

following paragraphs describe techniques used in applying these methods.

3.1.3.2.1 Recording Durations and Number of Parameter Exceedances

When a parameter is found to exceed a fixed limit, the name of the I._:t er,

exceedance duration, and the number of exceedances is recorded. Examples are

EGT and vertical 'g's. It has oeen affirmed that the useful life of a jet "agine

(including turbojets) is inversciy proportional to the integral of the EGT-tZ.e

history of the engine. In a somewhat similar manner, there is strong evidence

that airframe failures can be directly related, for a particular type of aircraft,

to the number of "hard landings" or the number of times the vertical acceleration

has exceeced a predetermined limit.

3.1.3.2.2 Short Duration RecorJin6 of ý.iw Data

Raw data is recorded, but the totai amount of data is reduced by logical'y

* determining that certain short periods of acquisition are sufficiently indicative

of the continued "health" of the aircraft. In this classification are the

following techniques:

a) Acquisition of data for only a jew .,.d5 or .... .rtes during a ground run-

up. It is obvious that tI,,,-fan~CIoV, intervals cannot be accumulated in

tniz ;i;,J~e. In addition, any events whi,-h may occur during the subseqI.L

f L,,n~can be known only if they 1,:v iome Lfý,L , is discernible in

the next runup. This is rr . of :!,: :nethod used by aviation

tO •a•

0) Acquisition of . "full i." *. , Aene,.,or ( -itical parameters excel,.

. ... iacd .ii.ts. T'.Ls uon(,PLp ib hase(. upun tUe fact tLlat i, ...
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difficult to anticipate the actual parameters which are involved in any

specific incidence. It is, therefore, beGt to record everything and make
Sspecific determinations later.

c) Acquisition of data during periods in the flight when it is presumed the

aircraft is in the maximum stress condition. This is more applicable to

non-combat or transport type aircraft where the low-stress periods can be

predicted. Since with combat aircraft, "full military power" and excessive

maneuvers may occur at any time, this method must be combined with a)'or b).

d) Acquisition of selected parameters or a "full frame" at the command of a

member of the flight crew. This serves as a handy "scratch-pad" to augment

the memory of the crew by recording adverse conditions which may occur

during a flight.

e) Acquisition of data by combinations of the methods above. Methods b), c),

and d) are usually employed in various combinations. An additional voice

cnannel may be added such that the air crew can record verbal comments.

3.1.3.2.3 Short Term Recording of All Parameters

Recording of el. ";'aw data" in a short term memory with a "data dump" -n

the event of a detected exz'eedance of one or more selected parameters is tne

oasis for this technique. It is primarily a research tool to provide a "look

ahead" in the event of a failure or serious degradation. The purpose is to

see if an adverse condition could have been predicted by the deviation of a

parameter.

3.1.3.2.4 Data Compression jy Computation

Compression of data by computational mt. s is th,. the most powerful and

flexible of comprebeion meetuods. The prvi,-..sly described methods of compression

can be "programrmed," either -ingularly or ir. any combination. In addition, the

lpplication f -I pu.-ely arithmetic comprcs!-. ,n -.gorithm will allow the out|,ut

of information, in .ontraSL to u.,ta whit~ ,-ii b, furch•r ,educed. The Ivai,-

ability of aormput tiotr. :a.eans will al lo, .hc oata to o- "refined" suc., thjIt•

-etected exceedances a:c actual deviation. ,.•: a historic norm, not mer iy

cransients. snorL diuu:.uion of aritnmtL.- u•.ca compression follows.
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Data compression The overwhelming flow of data generated by modern sensors

is strangling transmission media and choking up the proces.
sing electronics of data acquisition systems. If you'ru willing
to live with tolerances on data accuracy-the pressure can bereduced.

Eliminate redundant data, and the information transfer rat*

of your system (not to be confused with bit transfer rate) can
be increased, simplifying the data processing. A data com-

pressor (general purpose or special digital computer) built
I------------ - - - - - Into your system between the encoding electronics (A/D con.

verters) and transmission electronics can do this. The com-
puter lets you utilize the bandwidth better, and lowers acquisi-

, 1 ;;,~,e, ""lot •tion and processing costs.
- Cole,• ,,,•N t" ,,& A simple computer algorithm that prevents the transmission

of unnecessary data uses a fixed upper and lower limit (A). If
S j , ,,the data is within this band at the sample time, no information

4 , 5 , 1 flows; if the sample point is outside this band, its value is sent
t, is,, ".., on to the processor. When the processor does not receive data,

it simply takes the middle value between upper and lowerFixed limits limit. It's simple, but it works.
A more sophisticated algorithm uses a fixed-height (in mag-

nitude) aperture, but the aperture floats (B). In essence, it pre-
dicts future samples. The sampler sends the first sample (1)
to the processor, and at the same time it establishes the loca-
tion of the tolerance band (Ul to LI). Since the second sample
falls outside this band, it is also sent, and the tolerance band
drops to U2-L2. The next three samples (3, 4 and b) fall

- - - between U2 and L2, so the sampler sends no new data; it as-
sumed the value to be the same as the lost sample sent. The
aperture moves again at both sample times 6 and 7. A refined

_,_ version of this algorithm varies the aperture height with the
magnitude of the sample to keep the data uncertainty at a

-fixed percentage of the data.
ii', , , __________Extended-step redundancy reduction (C) is also predictive

a and uses a floating aperture, but differs in several ways from
7,,.eue. s,,,' the preceding technique. First, the tolerance range varies.

Second, a sample is considered redundant if its tolerance rangeFloating aperture overlaps that of the preceding sample. And third, when a non-
redundant sample occurs, the mid-point of the tolerance cor.
ridor is transmitted as the preceding sample. Besides ,,liminat-
ing redundant data, this procedure provides a noise averaging

;I- effect that eliminates smell amplitude noise on the signal.
Applying the Extended Step method to the signal of example

L_-8 4 a, the first sample establishes the same tolerance range. This
t_.05 tolerance stays for sample 2, which is redundant because the

L3 - upper limit U2 falls between U1 and LI. U2 is more restrictiveLs than U1, however, so the new tolerance range is LI to U2.
" L4 Using this new range about sample 3, we find that sample 3

* - is redundant and again we pick the most restrictive tolerance
• ".,,.,o,. L-S •range (U3 to LI). With this latest aperture height. U4 and L4

t- 06.7! 61 o."Gew fall outside the range of Li to U3, so the midpoint between
U3 and Li is sent as the value of sample 3. The processor also

, 5 6 1 uses this value for all preceding redundant samples. The proc-
ess starts again with the original tolerance limi~s on sample
4. The colored line indicates the data acquired by ti.e processorExtended step at the receiver, which is more occurs"' than in B.

FIGURE 3.1-1

This page in its entirety is reprinted from "Time-Division Demultiplexing
and Decoding," in the March 1969 issue of the Electronic Engineer.
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3.1.4 Airborne Data Processing

Conceptually, airborne data processing can vary in complexity and function

from a relatively simple, hardwired sequencer to a full scale, general purpose,

digital computer. The degree of complexity of the processor will be determined

in the studies of Phase C. The tasks that are briefly discussed herein are

listed in the order of complexity.

3.1.4.1 Storage and Application of Limits

As previously noted, a digital system allows the storage of several limits

for each parameter. By proper selection of the scaling factors for the param-

eters, it is possible to monitor a large number of parameters with a very small

library of limit values.

3.1.4.2 Adjustment of Limits as a Function of Related Parameters

There are relatively few limits chat can be set with precision on an absolute

basis. If limits are set wide enough to accommodate variations due to other

factors, they become less effective as definative criteria. The most effective

method, therefore, is to arrange circ.uits or logic such chat the absolute level

of a limit is varied as a function of all the parameters which can affect that

limit. Basic factors such as Indicated Air Speed, Free Air Temperature, Altitude,

and Power Settings very often affect other parameter limits. Certain discrete

conditions may also affect limit levels. For example, one could expect a

different "normal" toriue level when bleed air is being taken than when it is

not be.ng Laken.

3. .4.3 Controd la, ai. Airborne Disphiv

As defined previously, an airborne display may be lights, flags, messages

.1oM a Voice WacZ..g Unit, ett. Thnc pcimary function of AIDAPS is the enhance-

ment ot tlh maintenance ifaction. Hot-ve., Lhe airborne equipment may be able

co discover n;r,,f.-ctions or incorrect ad-,tents which, if continued, could

endanger cne airL'.:.ft. The airaornL iroc.•s,,r can contriLbtc to flight safety A

and efficiunc ope:ation if it can conrro. appropriate displays.
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3.-.4.4 Logical Control of Data AcquisiL.on

If the processor is allowed to control the sequence and frequency of data

sampling, it is possible to have different sampling programs for different

situations or phases of a flight. For example, one sampling routine may be

suitable when full military power is being drawn, while a quite different

sequence and rate may be most satisfactory when power settings are within the

"green-band."

Control of acquisition by the processor will also allow, in the more sophis-

. fticated versions, conditional sampling as a function of primary data. As an

example, the sampling rate of a particular parameter or a related series of

parameters can be varied as a function of the rate of change of a key parameter.

3.1.4.5 Process Control

Similar to the functions which were discussed previously, this is the ability

to control data processing as a funct.ion of a key parameter or an interrelated

series of parameters. A good example is in the possible application of vibration

analysis. By this particular technique, the analysis is only performed when the

overall vibration levels exceed a predetermined level. When the vibration

exceeds a critical level, other tasks cf the processor would he temporarily

abandoned to control digital filters to determine the energy levels at each

component frequency. Thus the source of a failing component can be identified.

3.1.4.6 Data Smoothing by Digital Filtering

Aircraft exhibit large amounts of electrical, acoustic and mechanical noise.

2he :nais from sensors can also exhibit large non-informative perturbations

w:..Th are normally damped out ol indicators. Thebe nrise and perturbation

elements must be filtered out to secure "good data" for subsequent analysis.

SnorC Lrm transients or "spikes" can and should be Zemoved by analog filtering.

L. i aethod!, iowevcr, allow ..,cy long timu e onr.anc filters to LW simulated

0o i.Ltcr ýut Ion-, term transien's and jrovjc for flexible and adaptive oper-

ation. Since t>;:i are no savin, in operating clectronic equipment siaowly,

.. ,, cnLnique .-'i oC to operbt. a, iae maxinum 6ampling rates waich the

Processor can accommodate con!is.•n. With tranalnc '-je.Lion tecn.iques.
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The objective is to secure the max, s.. number of samples per unit time for

each 1,arameter. This will per:it ,,e -.-st effective averaging, smoothing, and

correlation of data.

3.1.4.7 Performance of Airborne Real-Time Diagno-tics

The processor can perform real-time diagnostics on all subsystems in which

failing or degrading components are revealed during aircraft operations. Diag-

nostic procedures which call for special settings, adjustments, or usage would

interfere with flight operations and cannot be allowed. For example, the flight

controls cannot be cycled in flight to their extreme positions to find any

possible binding or excessive looseness. A processor which has the arithmetic,

logic, and memory facilities to perform the tasks, which have been previously

described, will require only a small additional capacity to perform diagnostics.

3.1.4.8 Performance of Airborne Real-Tixe Prognostics

Because of the large dynamic memory which would be required, it is unlikely

that long-term trend analysis can be performed in an airborne processor. How-

ever, very useful short term prognosis can be done with a relatively few addi-

tional words of memory. The basic technique is illustrated in Figure 3.1-2.

The smoothed data is examined at regular time intervals. If an incremental

increase is detected, the "slope" of the function can be determined. A simple

computation then yields the value N which is the predicted time to failure.
Actually, the slope would be determined ovec Eeveral unit times to avoid pos-

sible action or noise which could have pene::ated the smoothing Lunction.

One of the major contributions tnat prognosis can make to flight safety is

LO ý,.rn of sttuacions which, if continued, w-ll lead Lo failure oz loss of air-

worchiness. Corrective action is al .o i'.us:-:ated in Figure 3.1-2.

I
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FAILURE LEVEL

SMOOTHED DATAACTON
NORMAL
PARAMETER INCREMENTAL ISNCREASE
LEVEL

TIME -

FIGURE 3.1-2 BASIC PROGNOSIS PROCESS
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S3.1.5 System Built -In-Tesr -Equipment jiITQ)

It will be necessary for AIDAPS to nave the most comprehensive built-in

ttsting L;iat is technically feasible and economically practical. In addition

to specific BITE, several techniques .or continual testing can be applied to

the actual data. For example, momentarily excessive values can be rejected

if the maximum possible rate of change of a parameter is known. Similarly,

.a knowledge of the normal values of related parameters can be used to detect

calibration shifts of a particular parameter. Another technique for automatic

testing is to require that sensors have zero offsets or static bias so that

ikznown values are acquired and processed when the aircraft is "cold-parked"

(excvpt for the AIDAPS).

3. 1.6 Aircraft-Ground Communications
±t is anticipated that the sensors.which are added for AIDAPS will be

permanently installed in the aircraft. Also, as a principle of AIDAPS operation,

maximum usage will be made of existing aircraft sensors. Therefore, some means

of conrnunication between the aircraft and the gr, nd must be established, ir-

respective of whether the overall system is hybrid or completely ground based.

7There are three basic methods of communication: onc, a hard wire umbil-

ical cable; two, a telemetry link; and three, a magnetic tape cartridge. The

umbilical cable Would probably be used in the griund based systems. An

umbiiLcal system may consist of a unit, temporarily attached to the aircraft

anduc test, whici would derive power from, the aircraft and contain signal

ouuci•icners, mqltiplexing and analog-to-digital conversion. The umb:lical

wouid therefore carry oni) serial di.ital data, citus reducing its noise sus-

c•#)ibi~ity. Tt would ai6o be light an•. small, but relatively long.

T.,e digital cable, postulated abov•, could be replaced by a low power

•.iLier•y link, but the z,-ded cost. an,. co-ilexity nay be prohibitive. Perhaps

m~re important is the fac, cha: cc,,tir,:.c . ransmis.ion would be unwise in

,.•,oaL zones.

_.1, .ll systems which -re cia.i. - , hybrid, it is assumcc that a magneLic

.y, cartridge will be the coammunic-on, meaium. Although it will function

::.arily as a device f:•: the trans- ss-:,n o, iniormation from the aircrlaft CJ

gr-ound pfocessor, ii, the m.Le ,,.)hi:&.ic.ited syatams it may bt uhcd as an
... medium to pro,o:raM Lhe airbor,,- pr ýL!,-or.

,-iO NCNORi 71-,09-2
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3.1.7 Ground Processing Eguipment (GPE)

According tv current thinking, without: thi? confirmation of the phase C

studies, the Fround processing equipment will consist of five subsystems: a

data input device, a computer, a medium capicity non-volatile memory, a

printer, and a manual data entry keyboard. The functional diagraw of this

suggested equipment is shown in Figure 3.1-3.

3.1.7.1 Data Input Device

As discussed in section 3.1.7, the data may be presented to the GPE as

either a digital da6a stream on a hard wire or from a magnetic tape cartridge.

If both ground based ind hybrid systems are found to be technically and econom-

ically effective for any type(s) of aircraft, it could well be that commonality

could be achieved by constructing equipment which could accept eitber type of

input with only a change of an input mnodule.

UMBILICAL1CABLE MANUAL ENTRY MODUM TO
KEYBOARD I HIGHER LEVEL

J I COMPUTATIONS

DAT INPEUT COMPUTER PRINTER

t , t
MAGNETIC TAPE NON-ViLATILE

CARTRIDGE MEMORY

FIGURE 3.1-3 AIDAPS GROUND P OCESSING EQUIPMENT
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3.1.7.2 Computer

Continued study will be necessary to "size" the computer. A device of

the class currently known as the "mini-computer" is contemplated. It is felt

that the same machine can be used irrespective of whether the system is

ground based, hybrid with no airborne analysis, or hybrid with airorne analy-

sis, Upon first examination it appears that less ground analysis t required

if some analysis is performed in the aircrart. The situation tends to balance

since, presumably more complex airborne analysis will be used on the more com-

plex aircraft which, in turn, will have a proportionally larger amount of data

to process. Similarly, with a ground-based system all data will be processed

by the ground facility but data will be taken for only a few minutes for each

aircraft.

TVe actual. computational and logical tasks and the computer language will
be a function of the basic system operation and the parametric-diagnostic-

prognostic processes which will be determined in Phase C. In very general terms,

the memory subunit will contain programs for the type of aircraft being serviced,

subroutines for diagnostics, and a dossier on each aircraft. The "new" data

from an aircraft is then processed, according to the stored program, with the

maintenance directions and prognostications outputted from the printer and

the applicable portions of the memory updated or augmented.

3.1.7.3 Medium Capacity Non-Volatile Memory

As noted in the preceding paragraph, the memory will contain programs, sub-

routines, and a dossier on each aircraft or group of aircraft. It is importart

that this memory be non-volatile and protected such that the contents can not

be unintentionally altered or lost upon the removal of power. At the present j
state of the memory art, this requirement can be satisfied with a m&Knetic-

mechanical unit such as tape or disc. It is likely, however, that current

technology can provide solid-state, non-volatile, read-mostly memories. These

are projected to be competitive in size and cost to tape or disc memories with
the important features of higher reliability and much lower powec consumption. I

3
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3.1.7.4 Printer

In Section 4.2.2.6 of this report the possible printout formats are dis-

cussed. The Printers to produce Lnrse formatz. are currently available. Since

the unit will be operated under combat fielo onditions, it is desirable that

the unit be rf a non-impact type which is not position sensitive and which does

not use toners or free fluids. Printing speed is of primary importance since

higher spee6 units will require less memory for buffering.

3.1.7.5 Manual Entry Keyboard

It is desirable to make manual data entries, primarily of a documentary

nature, via a keyboard. A keyboard is also necessary fhr the entry of special

commands and test procedures. This is not to state that other manual energy

methods are necessarily precluded. Decisions will be mide during Phase C ";'hen

the actual manual data requirements have been identified. It may be taat an

entry device should not be furnished with the organizational level equipment

to preclude inadvertent false operation. Rather, a portable entry unit, supplied

at Direct Support level, could be taken, by a properly skilled individual, to

the Organizational level units for aocumentary entry.

3.1.8 MODUM to Higher Maintenance levels and MIDAS

Present plans indicate a printout at only Organizational Level with higher

iuvel AIDAPS functions achieved via the TAMfS on existing or projected Army

c,-•uce•~ (Section 4.2.2.4 of tnis :epirt). It is possible, however. •Q some

.ucuu:c date, that it would be desir•iblv to automatically enter some or all of

the AIDAPS information into large scale, Division or Corps level, computers

-... ,,or Automatic Zechnici.. Manual ui.eay syste;,,s buch as the MI6,ý. To proviu.6

S. tLhý continge!ncy, it ib contem i,-.t the AIDAPS ground equipment will

be designed such that a MODUM to accomn:iish this possible coupling can be added

ai any time. This is inoicated oy L,: ua,,iU Lknes in Figure 3.1-3. The L-nple-

;,:,!-.L at ion and mode of upecation of .... . ,no be specified ý.tout infor'-

mat.on about the receiving device. The avzilability of Integrated and Hybrid

cirduits for these purposes, hoawever, aiows great variation in codes, logic

levels, data rates, modulation modes, CL,. wi£iiout extensive clanges in size,

.eisht, power and costs.
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3.1.9 ApplicatLon And/Or Ircegration of Special Techniques Into an AIDAPS

There are many techniques and bpecial equipments which have been developed

or suggested for the monitoring of aircraft subsystems. Several of these were

discussed in Section 5.0 of the Phase A Interim Report. Examples are Leak

Detectors, Metal Fatigue Sensors, Radioactive Wear Traces, In Line Oil Analysis,

Sonic Analysis, and dedicated equipments such as Engine Hot Section or

Compressor Analyzers.

In the case of the dedicated analyzers the AIDAPS performs these functions

as part of its routine engine analyses; i.e., the Engine Hot Section and

Compressor analysis are incorporated in the AIDAPS and there is no need for

separate "black boxes."

As was also cited in the Phase A report, some of the techniques which have

been developed for other usages would require further development for AIDAPS.

Specifically, In-Line Oil Analysis by spectrographic methods, would require

considerably more effort before a cost effective flyable unit could be produced.

In regard to Sonic Analysis, Northrop experience has demonstrated that an

equally powerful inspection and diagnostic technique for the same purposes is

vibration analysis. An important advantage of vibration methods is the reduced

:oiaplexity and cost of real-time equipment.

In general, Northrop has found that effective AIDAPS can be produced using

existing types of standard aircraft sensors. In the hardware design, in Phase

C, equipment wi:1 be so configured Lhat special sensors can be accommodated

whecnever possibie, if increased AIDAPS performance can be achieved.

3.2 DETAILED 1L\RDWARE CONSIDFR\Tl ýS

An AIDAPS must accommodate ;he .:,ain enance function authorized by the

aircraft MAC chart. The basic :iybLm hardwire division and hardware functions

are developed with considerati.oPn g-ven cs taie objectives of aiding maintenance

personnel in their respective Lun, an. outtinLd in the MAC chart as highlighted

in Section 4.1.1.2. In addition LuO thL ux-lsti.g functions, diagnosis and

?rognosis are being considered for pos.bl. L-n.:Lusion in the future MAC

chart.
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For purposes of the hardware discussion, the most complex version of the

hybrid AIDAP System was used as the basis for the hardware discussion and

considerations. The same discussions apply to the ground-based sybtem excl,4ing

the airborne data processing, display and recorder, and the ground playback

transport. The system will be divided into the physical units as illustrated

in Figure 3.2-1 and briefly discussed as lollows:

a) System inputs consisting of existing sensors, added sensors, and documentary

datr. such as aircraft identity, time, etc.

j) Central Electronics Unit which hicludes data acquisition and data processing.

c) Flight safety outputs (hybrid system only) for Voice Warning System and

existing warning lights.

d) Flight Display Unit for maintenance purposes only.

e) Flight Dat Recorder for recording voice and digital information for subse-

quent ground processing.

f) Playback Transport which provides for tape reading and data reconstruction

within the ground processing equipment.

g) Central Processing Unit to process the AIDAPS data into meaningful informa-

tion the maintenance crew caL usz in the inspection, diagnosis and prog-

nosis of aircraft maintenance items.

h) Ground Display to translate the information gathered by AIDAPS to a recog-

nizable form such that the maintenancc personnel can take the appropriate

action.

The considerations aad altern, ,-v:, withiii each section of the AI•\' hard-

ware are discussed and rccommiendaL.,,,s ciLed w. sre a de,.iled study is not

.. ir•ceu ih,: Lt appruoce. 'Tnl- ... , pplicable to a ground based

verbus hyntr, ,.- it dentifiu. .n, ystems will be recommunucd

in Phase ".

3.2.1 System Inputs Consideratiu..

The system inputs include all .ifcrma~ion the AIIAPS must recei.ve in

order to adequately perform the desired functions. The ictuAl list of

reco;.wended parameters and their .ybiCi,l Lai,-.ceristics will be developed
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in Phase C for each study aircraft or group of aircraft. This information

will then be assessed to define the existing sensors that can be used and the

sensors which must be added to accommodate the selected parameter list. Certain

information such as aircraft type, model, series, tail number, and date may

be printed out in conjunction with the inspection, diagnostic and prognostic

data. This information can be inserted either on the ground or in Lhe air.

This data will be referred to as documentary data.

3.2.1.1 Existing Sensors

Existing sensors which can be used by AIDAPS must be selected based on

many aspects. The primary concern is parameter selection. A list of param-

eters which are currently instrumented in each aircraft will be developed from

the overall parameter list. These parameters will be possible candidates for

AIDAPS. In almost all cases signal conditioning can be designed to utilize

the electrical output of the existing sensor without significant degradation in

aircraft instrument readings due to AIDAPS loading. The following elements

must be considered when an existing sensor is to be utilized.

a) Electrical output signal characteristics

b) Sensor range (engineering units)

c) Actual parameter range

d) Sensor output range

e) Output impedance

f) Indicator impedance

g) Indicator resolution

h) Static error band

i) Repeatability

j) Freq.uency response.

3.Z.1.2 Added Sensors

After the parameter lis[ is developed and the existing oenssr, which

be utilized by AIDAPS id.. .Jud, znsors for thu remaining parameters mubt be

evaluated. Sensors required to monitor certain parameters may be standard
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off-the-shelf type whereas others may be special types. A prime consideration
is the type of sensor to be utilized. Aside from meeting the basic monitoring

requirements as dictated by maintenance data needs, several other factors must

also be considered.

The method of installation in the aircraft must be considered when select-
ing sensors. The simplest method which minimizes installation involvement and

has negligible effect on reliability is preferred. This includes selecting

sensors that are lightweight and do not require special wiring. However, the4 ability of sensors to properly function in the local installation environment

must not be sacrificed. If possible, sensors should not require in-place

calibration and should be maintenance free.

Choice of sensors must include consideration of compatibility with signal

conditioning capability. Minimizing the need for zeroing, scaling, ranging,

etc. of sensor outputs minimizes the circuit involvement in adapting sensor

outputs to signal processing.

When selecting sensors, consideration will be given to commonality with

sensors presently installed to monitor similar parameters, and secondly to

sensors already in the Army inventory for other aircraft, when practical.

Since many of the aircraft types have similar subsystems, selecting sensors

which are employed in more than one aircraft type would simplify logistics

and reduce system cost. Multiple use of the same or similar type of sensor

on the same type of aircraft would also simplify circuit design and would

provide an opportunity for circuit saving techniques such as time sharing.

Many detailed considerations must be given to the selection of additional

sensors oiuch as:

1) Sensitivity

2, Parameter range (engineering units)

3) 3ensor range (engineering unl -')

*' Over range

Sensor ele:trical output range

o) Output impedance

7) Static error band
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8) Repeatability

9) Time constant

10) Stability

11) Weight

12) Size

13) Power dissipation

14) Excitation requirements

15) Environmental qualifications (MIL Std.)

16) EMI qualifications (MIL Std.)

17) Linearity

18) MTBF (reliability)

19) Shelf life

20) Maximum temperature

21) Frequency response

22) Avaiiability

23) Price

24) Guarantee

25) Used previously on MIL equipmenL

26) Cycling life

27) Type

28) A/C drawings

3.2.1.3 Documentary Data

Some documentary data must be printed out with the maintenance information

ior identification. The docur.entary d;Ata will be used to associate the source

of thv data, time uf occurrence, a.ipplicable maintenance level, etc. with the

failure "informat ion extracted from the parameter data. This documentary data

can be inserted on the grounu or in the air, manually or automatically. Some

information %,ill best be inserted in the air, whereas "other information will

Sbust be inserted on the ground. For example, items such as aircraft identi-

ficacion may lend themselves to automatic airborne insertion whereas the date

*may be manually inserted into the 6rounu processing equipment via a keyboard

entry.
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A list of doLcumentary it.ormation that may be printed out with the normal

data is presented. These alternativeý. are presented for evaluation onty.

The documentary information to be presented and hardware design approach for

accomplishb.ng this will be recommended based on the optimnz- approach to meet

the Army's need and interface with the present MAC chart and TM's.

1) Aircraft type, model and series

2) Aircraft tail number

3) Engine serial number 4

4) Time of each occurrence (i'eco-dirng)

5) Time of liftoff

6) Time of touchdown

7) Time of coast down.

,3) Total running hours

9) Total flying hours
1 0) Da~e

11) TM number and chapter

12) Time to engine overhaul

13) Time to next periodic

3.2.2 Central Electronics Unit

The Central. Electronic Unit (CEU) will contain the functional blocks

defined in Section 2.0 as collection and analysis. Selection of the pertinent

design criteria is dependent upon desired acquisition and processing capabilities.

The basic data acquisition portion consistL of the following:

1) Sensor isolation

2) First level multiplexing

3) Signai cond..Lioning
4)Second level Multiplexing

) nalog to Digital Conversion kADC,'#

i
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The proceasing section of the CEU containb all circuitry relevant to data

compression for subsequent ground analysis, and circuitry for onboerd analysis

to decrease turnaround time and increase xn-flight safety. A block diagram of

the CEU is shown in Figure 3.2-2.

Circuits employed should minimize requirements for calibration. Offset

adjustments, gain timing, zeroing, etc. should be avoided. Mien required,

calibration should be simple and straightforward, with a minimum of support

effort and equipment.

Circuit mechanization techniques must consider the logic and interface of

processing circuits which use conditioning outputs. Certain relati'onships

between sensors may be more conveniently accommodated by conditioning circuits

than by processing circuits. In conjunction with processing requirements,

time sharing of cond~tioning circuits must be evaluated; this should include

exceedance detection as well as basic signal conditioning.

There are considerations applicable to each block of the CEU individually

and those which apply Lo the CEU in general. The considerations which must

"be given to each block are discussed on an individual ba:3is in the following

paragraphs. Considerations basic ro che %EU are:

1) Component cost

2) Environmental performance (MIL Std.)

3) EMI (MIL Std.)

4) Reliability

5) MIL Std. components

6) Size, weight, and power requireients

7) Mounting configuration

8) Aircraft retrofit for insta.-aioiV

9) Accessibility, existing space

10) Maintainability (no special Lo.

11) Modularization

12) Flexibility in design

13) Connector interface design

14) Expansion capability

15) Sampling rate

3-21 NORT 71-209-2
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16) Sampling period

17) Recorder start - automatic/manual start signal characteristics

18) Record logic

19) Tape format (record)

20) Data format

21) BITE

22) Display control logic

There are many alternatives when developing a hardware mechanization for

the CEU. Some of the alternatives which must be considered are:

Continuous inflight monitoring Selective sampling of parameters

and recording vs only at specific flight modes

(e.g., hovering)

Automatic data acquisition at Automatic at takeoff and/or hover

multiple preprogrammed modes vs mode only. Pilot option to

upon fault detection record inflight

Multiplexing of two or more Discrete individual parameter

similar but independent vs processing

parameters

Multiple "exceedance of limits" Exceedance of one fixed parameter

triggering levels of selected vs limit

per, ormance values

Operation on unregulated ac Operation on stabilized regulated
V5.

power power

Complete inflight data processir4. Partial inflight data processing for

for real-time warning and/or beiective warning and/or display with

display, plus simplified post- VS completion of prognostic data analyses

flight data presentation using ground-based computation
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lnflight data editing anu data Postflight data editing duringvs

compression techniques processing

Automatic mode blocking and Manual turn-on and operation

control logic vs control

Capacity expansion by internal Capacity expansion by building-blockvs

growth provisions concept using separate modules

Single airborne electronic Separate signal conditioning custom

module, including specific vs designed for each aircraft mating

signal conditioning with universal electronic unit

These alternatives will be addressed in detail in Phase C.

3.2.2.1 Sensor/AIDAPS Isolation

Sensor/AIDAPS isolation reduces loading effects on the aircraft's instru-

ments to a non-detectable level. The isolation is accomplished with precision

resistors which also are used for scaiing to the signal conditioners. The

values of these isolation resistors ..re -ypically 200 kil. They are located

as close to the CEU input connector as practical to insure proper aircraft

instrument readings in the event of , failure within the AIIDP System. Values

must be developed to limit the percent loading in normal operation and worst

case AIDAPS failctd condition.

3.2.2.2 First-Level Multiplexing

The first-level multiplexing is proviued to route the input parameters to

Lheir appropriate signal conditioners. This allows the signal conditioners to

be time shared thus contributing to a decrease in the number of signal condition-

ers required. For example, Ni and N2 may time-share the same frequency-to-dc

converter by m.ans o0 an MOS mnluiplexing switch. Hisiozically, reed relays

have been used to accomplish this. The present state of the art has antiquated
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the reed relays due to the development of highly reliable, low cost MOS LSI

multiplexing switches. The following elements must be considered when selecting

multiplexing techniques.

1) Multiplexed or dedicated conditioners

2) Number of signals multiplexed together

3) Type of multiplexing switches (solid state, MSI, LSI, reed relays)

4) Addressable or fixed address

5) Type of signals multiplexed

6) Signal degradation caused by the multiplexing switch

3.2.2.3 Signal Conditioning

Signal conditioning is used to convert the various types of electrical

signals from the aircraft sensors to a common signel type. This conversion

facilitates the handling and digitizing of the data for processing. For

example, sensor outputs such as synchros, tachometer generator outputs, ac,

low level dc, vibration, and high level dc signals may all be conditioned to

0 to 5 vdc signals such that a common analog to digital converter could handle

all signals.

Conditioning must be compatible with sensors. In the case where existing

aircraft sensors are utilized, conditioning circuits must have a negligible

effect on aircraft instruments.

A list of considerations for selecting sigr.al conditioning are as follows:

1) Type of conditioners

2) Accuracy

3) Scale factcr

4) Linear ity

5) Number of each type conditioner

6) Multiplexed gain components

7) LSI, MSI, discrete components

8) Techniques for conditioning sig.aals such as sync/dc or frequency/dc

9) Signal conditioning input impedaace
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3.2.2.4 Second-Level Multiplexing

The second-level multiplexing is incorporated to channel the outputs of

all the signal conditioners in one common data line to the analog-to-digital

converter. The discussion of first-level multiplexing in paragraph 3.2.2.2

related to solid state versus reed relays applies equally to the second level

multiplexing. The basic considerations for the second-level multiplexing

1) Number of conditioners

2) Type of multiplexing switch

3) Levels required for isolation

4) Nddressable or fixed address

5) Signal degradation

The following article discusses the various advantages and disadvatitages

of multiplexing. The text is an extract of an article authored by Hermann Schmid,

published in Electronic Design, January 4, 1969 entitled "TIME-SHARING SAVES

HARDWARE." * (Reference 1)

Often, not one, but several analog signals must be converted into digital

:orm. The question then arises whether one a/d converter should be used for

each analog signal, or whether one a/d converter should be time shared - or

:nultiplexed - between several analog input signals.

If, for example, there is a control system in which 16 dc voltages must

De converted into digital signals, several possibilities exist. These include

using 16 converters, one for each input, and using 8 converters, each time-

sared between two inputs, etc.

With the complexity, size, weight and Cost of most presently available

.ý/d converters, the most economical approach is to use one converter and time-

•nare it between all 16 inputs. But th;.> iolds true only for most presently

available hardware. With small anu inexpensive monolithic converters, the

cconomics are quite different.

K(Reference 1)
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Economics, however, is not the only consideration in deciding whether or

not to time-share. Overall performance must also be considered.

Every time an analog signal is processed by some circuit, no matter how

simple, an error is introduced. Such is the case with time-sharing, where

analog signals are connected sequentially in time to the a/d converter. Time-

sharing deteriorates the overall conversion accuracy: errors due to time-

sharing generally increase with the number of signals being multiplexed.

There is another penalty paid for time-sharing; namely, conversion rate.

When "n" analog signals are sequentially converted in time, each signal is

converted only at a conversion rate of 1/n. Using the example of 16 inputs

again, and assuming that the maximum conversion rate is 16,000 jer second,

then each of the 16 inputs can be converted only a rate of 1000 per second.

Obviously, any economy in hardware through time-sharing can be achieved only

by sacrificing conversion speed.

Time-sharing of a/d converters can, therefore, be employed only if the

overall system will permi" reductions in accuracy and speed.

Only when the a/d converter is much more complex than the circuitry needed

to multiplex one channel will time-sharing offer a reduction in hardware. But

only when the error and reduction in conversion rate introduced by the multi-

plexing circuitry can be tolerated is time-sharing desirable.

General Organization*

The general organization of a time-shared a/d converter, including all

pecipaeral circuits, is shown in Figure 13. To time-share any a/d converter,

no aitter what type, requires a eCL of ianalog switches, Sl to Sn, at the input

an. set of logic gates, G1 to Gn, at the output. Only one switch and one gate

are closed at any one time, so that only one input signal is connected to the

input of the converter and only one buffer circuit connected to its output.

The switches and gates are controlea oy the outputs, T1 to T., of an n-

stage timing generator. These timLng pub.es have an ON-time equal to one

coa.version period of the particular a/d converter used. Often the timing

generator is an n-bit ring counter.

*(Reference 1)
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13. Time-shared a/d converter has one analog input. connected to its Output during each conversion period,
V, . connected to its input and one storage buffer, M., T.. Switching is controlled by a timing generator.

*(Reference 1)

Frequently there is a need in tine-shared a/d converters to provide a

special conditioning circuit for eacih input signal. Such an input signal-

conditioning circuit is also needed for an a/d converter that is not time-

shared; in this case, it is usually part of the converter itself. The input i
signal conditioning compensates for ground potential differentials, scales the

input signals, eliminates the effect of noise ca the signal lines, and provides

che input signals with a low-impedance source.

Because the operation of time-shared e/id converters generally can not be

synchronized with the operation of the digital control or the computation

circuits that use the outputs of the converter, a buffer circuit must be pro-

vided for each output signal. Shift registers or simple flip-flop latches

generally are employed to perform these functions.
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The output multiplexer and buffer circuits are straightforward and pose no
I

problems, although the buffers require a considerable amount of hardware. In

contrast, the multiplexing and conditioning of the analog input signals is quite

difficult.

V In any a/d converter the signal connected to the converter must be an exact

representation of the signal generated by the analog signal source. Often,

however, the signal at the converter is quite different from that at the source.

Noise induced into the signal lines and the differences in ground potentials may

completely distort the analog signal. Besides, the full scale output of the

transducer may be greatly different from that required by the converter. And in

another case, the impedance of the analog source may be too high.

To eliminate the effects of noise on the signal and the effect of ground-

potential differences, to provide a capability of scaling, and to provide a

low-impedance signal, the differential amplifier circuit in Figure 14 is

frequently employed. Assuming zero offset and infinite gain, the output

voltage of the amplifier is

v = R (E 2).
Ro ( 1 -2)

Any difference in scale factor between the sensor output and the converter

input can be corrected by proper choice of resistors R and R2 , where for the

sake of simplicity, RI, R2 , RI, and R' are assumed to be the same. Any differ-
2 2

ence in ground potential, Vo0 , between the sensor and the a/d converter has no

effect on the output of the differential amplifier, since V0 is proportional

only to the difference voltage (E 1 - E2 ). In addition, any induced noise, V,

has equal amplitudes on both the signal line and tie signal-return line and

therefore will cancel, 1f the common-mode rejection of the amplifier is

sufficiently high.

The output impedance, Zo, of the differential amplifier is very low (less

than I ohm) =nd is usually much lower thav that required by the input multi-

plexer. in the circuit of Figure 14, R way have any value, provided that

the sum of R and R is smaller than R 2/K, and that R remains constant.

(K = the desired closed-loop gain of the differential amplifier circuit.)

If R varies, then its magnitude must be much smaller than that of R . The'

exact limit depends on how much R changes.
S NORT 71-209-2
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If the amplifier of Figure 14 had no offset and ,Afinite gain, all would

be well. However, amplifiers approaching this ideal goal are very expensive

and large in size. And if low-cost monolithic amplifiers are used, offset and

gain problems arise, which must be kept within reasonable bounds. Either way,

input signal conditioning is expensive.

Input Signal-Multiplexing*

The input multiplexer of Figure 13 connects each of the input signals

sequentially in time to the a/d converter. Since the input signals are dc

voltages, the input multiplexer is an array of a number of analog voltage

switches. Only one switch is closed at any one time, and the outputs of all

che s',.tches are common.

Each of the following types of series voltage switches is suitable for use

in the input multiplexer. However, each has particular advantages and dised-

vantages which rrust be evaluated.

* Direct-coupled bipolar junction transistor switches,

* Transformer-coupled bipolar junction transistor switches,

"* J-FET switches, and

"• MOSFET switches.

Errors in the input multiplexer can be caused by leakage current through

Lhe OFF switches and capacitance feedthrough transients. The error produced

by leakage current is very small. This may be surprising, au there are always

(n - ;) switches turned OFF. Since, however, one switch is always closed, the

twtai leakage current, I LT flows into the ON-resistance of the closed switch.

Thc c•sulting crror voltage is therefore the product of i..N times 'T. which

L ý.-,ually very small. This is shown in Figure 15 for a nrultiplexer made

of J-FET switches.

Whenever an analog switch operates, the change in contrel voltage is fed

"Airough the parasitic capacitances to the signal current. The resulting feed-

through transients can often cause problems. These problems are very much

:educed in an analog m-iltiplexer, where only the control signal to one switch

changes while all others remain constant.

*(Reference 1)
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However, this statement is valiL only when ULae control voltages come~ from

driv. ~s that have a low impedance when they generate the turn-OFF signal. The

situation is illustrated in Figure 16a for a J-FET multiplexer, where a chang-

ing control signal is connected to Q! i-nd where ,),-stant and low-impedlance

curn-OFF signals are connected to Q2 through Q9. The transient equivalert for

this multiplexer is shown in Figure loba. If C1 W -C a = C C, the cir-
3 n

ý.LliL ý:an further be simplified to Lfla. SL 611 'v" ~i'6r 16c. From LhesQ Leqaiv-

aleiit circuits it is evident: that -,,,v ra.~&sn.nt i.'Lroducea through one capacitor

is reduced by a factor of ij(n -L)
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Switching speed is generally no prob em in multiplexers use-td with a/d con-

verters. This is because the multiplexer switches generally ope:ate an order

of magnitude slower than the switches inside the converter.

The impact of integrated circuits, and especially of MOS circuits, can

nowhere be seen better than with analog multiplexers. It is more than ironic

to see how present-day multiplexers are offered both as 19-inch rack modules

and in IC flat-packs. Granted that the 19-inch rack model outperforms the

present monolithic versions by far -- that it still, to this day, represents

a masterpiece of engineering -- but for how much longer will this hold true?

!he MOS technique has come a long way; so has the engineer's ability to de-

sign around any deficiencies inherent in MOS circuits. The MOS current

multiplexer shown in Figure 17 is a good example of this.

In the 16-channel multiplexer of Figure 17, MOSFET's are employed as

current switches. The 16 input voltages, VXI to VXI 6 , are connected to one v
side of a set of resistors, R1 to R1 6 . The other sides of these resistors

are connected either to the summing poinc of an operational amplifier, or to

the ground by the 16 switches, S1 to S16. Each of these switches is a series-

shunt type. When the series switch is closed, the shunt switch is open, and

vice versa. The points, PI to 016, which are the junctions of the input re-

sistors and the series and shunt switches, are always therefore at ground

potential. This offeri the following advanLages:

". Cie ON-resistances of both tne s1. ies and shunt switches do not change

with the input signal amplitude.

" There is essentially no leakage current, since source, drain, and sub-

strace electrodes are at ground potential.

" The amplitude of the voltage to be switched is limited only by the size

of available input resistors. The .,ultiplexer can operate just as well

with ±10-volt levels as it can with !1O0-volt levels.

"* The; multiplexer can perform scaling operations on its input signals. 4
"* The accuracy of the multiplexer c.,n be made independent of the value of

LhC ON-resistance of the switChes by connecting a permanently closed

MOSFET -- identical to those ubed in the series switches -- in series with
thCe feedback resistor of the amplifier. The accuracy and the maximum
value of the ON-resistance of the switches is, therefore only a function

it how well UON can be matched.
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17. SerieS-shUnt current switches are used in this all-MOSFET input multiplexer.

t *(Reference 1)
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The disava -.tages of MOSYEET current switches in the arrangement are;

* Additional precision :.s.stors are needed. But since they also perform

ha h unction o.f scaling, thin .z ,,all -)rice to pay.

0 Capacitive feedthrough transients have considerable more effect when the

transistors are connected directly to the surmming poin.. However, because

of the capacitive divider action, as pr-viously discussed, this effect ib

reduced by a factor of 1/(n - 1). In any event, capacitive feedthrough

transients become troublesome only at high frequencies, at which input

multiplexers for a/d converters seldom have to operate.

* Twice as many switches are needed. But since the ON-resistance may be

quite high, this disadvantage is well compensated for.

With the curre"-, switching technique of Figure 17, it is now possible

to build an analog multiplexer on a single chip that matches the dc perfor-

mance of even the most sophisticated multiplexers now on the market.

Output Multiplexer* th

The output multiplexer of Figure 13 is a simple and straightforwrd array

of logic gates. output multiplexers are now available in all-monolithic form

"is binary-to-decimal, or binary to "l in 4", "l in 8", or to "1 in 16" decoders.

G,;tPuc Buffers*

TA Lire-shared a/d converter of Figure 13 generates the "n" digital output

,iýinals, XDI to XDn, sequentially in time. The rate at which they are gener-

.iLcLd is a function of how much time Lhe converter requires for one conversion

and of how many signals there are to be converted.

Output buffer or storage circuits are normally required to accept the out-

j~ut signals 1:-1. the a/d converter when they are generated, and to hold them

UALil Lney are needed by the digital control or computation circuits. The

buffer circuits should also be -ble to handle any required serial-parallel

or parallel-serial conversion.

The most convenient and widely used of these is Lhe serial-in, serial-out

type. This buffer must not only aave the capability of being loaded and read

*(Referer.e 1)
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aL , /,, LimC, but mUSL also have r'hc. capability of operating its input register

with one clock frequency and . LuLput register with another. Output buffers

are also often required to provide galvanic isolation between the control or

computation circuits and the converLer circuit. In addition, the specific

application can impose many other requirements on the output buffer.

Although the output buffer is a cather complex circuit that requires a

considerable amount ot hardware, it is possible today to build one on a single

monolithic chip.

3.2.2.5 Analog to Digital Conversion (ADC)

Analog to digital conversion is the process of converting an analog voltage

level to a digital word. The count value of the digital word is directly pro-

portional to the analog voltage level. The following discusses the analog-to-

digital converter. The text and illustrations are an extraction of an article

titled "Modern Analog-to-Digital Converters for Instrumentation Systems," authored

by John 0. Bowers, published in the Electronics Instrument Digest, September

1970. *(Reference 2)

The basic techniques used to convert analog data into digital form have

remained essentially the si~ne for the past 10 years. However, the methods

of implementing these conversion techniques are even now undergoing rapid

change -- due, primarily, to recent advances in monolithic integreted-circuit

technology.

Among analog-to-digital converters, probably the most widely used are the

feedback encoders that employ a digital-to-analog converter as the feedback

element in the encoding circuitry. One of the principal reasons for the ex-

tensive application of this family of devices is its capability to provide

high resolution and high accuracy at 1.GJeC•L to high encoding rates. Moreover,

feedback encoders are relatively siimple ("s oncoders go), and can be made to

oper"Le accurately and reliably over a wide range of temperatures.

In addition to D-to-A converter, tne imrnlementation of a feedback-tyje

A-to-D converter requires only a loduL~ amourZ of digital logic and an analog

voltage comparator. The most completely integrated monolithic building blocks

that are available at the present time for use in A-to-D conversion employ

*(Reference 2)
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MOSFET technology, which facilitates diffu6ion of both the analog and the digi-

tal circuitry into a common substrate. Bipolar integrated-circuit technology,
6 on the other hand, requires separate substrates for analog and digital circuitry.

Despite this limita ion, it is capable of much faster encoding rates, and pro-

vides a wider temperature range and superior accuracy, as well. Another argu-

ment in favor of bipolar technology is the fact the MOSFFI' encoders also require

precision resistance ladder networks of much greater resistance, that are more

difficult to fabricate using thick- or thin-film resist'mnce techniques.

The availability of a: wide variety of low-cost, medium-3cale-integration

digital functions, together with the recent availability of moderately priced,

high-performance, monolithic bipolar D-to-A converters makes possible a new

generation of small, fast, reliable, accurate, and inexpensive A-to-D conver-

ters. A description of the three principal techniques that are commonly eam-

ployed to accomplish A-to-D conversion follows.

Feedback Encoding *

Figure 1 illustrates the basic principle of feedback encoding, as em-

ployed in A-to-D converters. The function of the digital encoding logic is

to develop a digital output that will cause the D-to-A converter, which it

drives, to produce a corresponding analog output voltage that exactly e.;,als

the analog input voltage to the encoder. The voltage comparator is use,. to

compare the D-to-A converter output with the analog input, and to drive the

digital encoding logic in such a manner as to minimize the difference between

"the two analog voltages. When this diiferk;ice has been minimized, the parallel

digital output signal from the encoding logic will correspond to the digital

cquivalent of Lhe analog input vol'tage, within the basic resolution afforded

Dy Iie comparator and the D-to-A convw:rer.

An n-bit A-to-D converter can be realized by means of an n-bit D-to-A

converter as the feedback element. Three basic types of feedback converters

are commonly encountered: the ramp encoder, the tracking or error-tracking

A-to-D converter, and the successive-aproximation converter. In each of

these 1.echniques, the analog-Lo-digital conversion is accomplished by means

of an iterative process in which a digital inpuc to the D-to-A converter is

determined that causes the corresponding analog output to equal, as nearly

as possible, the analog input voltage to the system.

*(Reference 2)
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Fig. 1. Simplified block diagram of the basic feedback
analog- to-digital convertor. fig. 2. Block dic~grom of *
ramp-tylke anal" -t-digitla con~verter. Fig. 3. S ow.k diagram
of a fracking-type analog-to-digital tonvotlew.1
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Ramp-Type A-to-D Converter*

Although the ramp-type A-:o-D converter is a relatively slow device, it

has the advantage of simplicity. As shown in Figure 2, the encoding cycle

is initiated by a START pulse that sets the binary counter to zero, while

simultaneously setting the control flip.-flop to the state that enables the

logic gate controlling the clock-pulse input to the counter. In turn, the

digital output from the counter drives the D-to-A converter, which produces

a corresponding staircase output. At the point where the staircase output

becomes equal to the analog input, the comparator output changes state, thereby

resetting the control flip-flop," which gates off the clock pulses to the

counter. The counter's digital output then corresponds to the digitized value

of the analog input, and is held until a new encoding cycle is initieted.

Tracking Type A-to-D Converter*

Th.e tracking A-to-D converter is unique in that it tracks an analog input

signal continuously, so that its digital output code changes automatically in

accordance with variations of the input signal. rhis feature, in conjun.:tion

witf: the relative simplicity of the design, suits the tracking A-to-D converter

well -o applications as a single-channel (i.e., not multiplexed) device that

converts an analog input into a digital output on a continuous basis.

The block diagram of a tracking-type A-to-D converter is presented in

Figure 3. Here, a 10-bit up-down counter is driven continuously by a clock

signal. The parallel digital output from the counter drives a D-to-A con-

verter, the output of which is then compared with the analog input: signal to be

digitized. The comparator senses the direction of the error between its two

inputs, and controls the up-down mode of the counter so as to decrease the

error. Once the correct digital output, corresponding to the analog input,

has been achieved by the counter, the converter proceeds to "track" the analog

.nput voltage by "hunting" be-ween adjacent quantizing levels. The track-

Lype A-to-D converter is thus essentially a regulator, in which the output of

its D-to-A converter is made Lo equal a reference level -- which, in this case,

is the analog input voltage.

*(Keierence 2)
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Successive-Approximation A-to-D Converter*

The successive-approximation cechnique is the most commonly used of all

the A-to-D conversion techniques. It is the fastest of all the feedback en-

coding techniques, and its speed advantage is achieved with only a modest

increase in digital-logic complexity.

Conversion ac ý,peeds higher than that provided by the highest speed successive-

approximation A-to-D converters can be achieved only by means of parallel or

feed-forward encoding techniques, which trade off resolution for speed, and which

involve rather comaplicated circuitry.

Figure 4 shows the blcck diagram of a successive-approximation-type A-to-D

converter. Since the successive-approximation procedure is well known, we

shall describe it only briefly. Successive approximation is a trial-and-error

process in which the correct digital value is determined by a sequence of trials.

It begins with the most-significant bit set to ONE, which produces an analog out-

put of one-half of full scale. This value is compared with the analog input. At

thE end of the bit trial period, the ONE is retained if the analog input is equal

to or greater than one-half of full-scale, and the most-aignificant bit is reset

to zero if the analog input is equal to less than one-half of full-scale. Each

bit is then tried in a sequence of descending significance, ending with the least-

significant bit. Thus, only n clock (or bit) periods are required to accomplish

an n-bit conversion.

The logic required t.o implement the successive-approximation encoding process

is shown in Figure 4. A holding register is needed to generate and hold the

digital code. During the encoding process, the holding register is progranmed

by means of a set of sequential pulses that are entered on a set of parallel

lines, one of which connects to each bit position in Lae register. At the con-

clusion of each bit period, the appropriate flip-flop is either retained in the

8NE state, or reset to ZERO - as controiled by the reset feedback signal at the

comparator output. Althou?,,u the reb,-L-feedback function hl• tong been performed

with logic gates, IC flip-flops are now available that are capable of performing

aooi the holding-register and the rt-set-feedback functions directly.

An additional advantage of the successive-approximation A-to-D converter is

that a serial digital output can be provided rcaily by means of a single Alip-

Ilop which is steered by the comparator output and clocked by the clock input,

as shown in Figure 4.

*(Reference 2) 3-39 NORT 71-209 -2



fig. 4. Block diagram of o successive.approximatia analo-

to.digital ýonvertor.*
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In addition to the previous discussion on Analog to Digital Conversion

methods, various other factors must be considered. A list of these consider-

at'34n5 follows:

1) Number of bits

2) LSI, MSI

3) Discretes

- 4) Parallel or Serial

5) Conversion rates (clock)

6) Number system, binary, octal, decimal

3.2.2.6 Data Processing

The main functions of the airborne data processing hardware are to edit

the data collected, to reduce the bulk of data recorded to that which is

meaningful for performing ground analysis, to effect a decrease in aircraft

turnaround time, and ta irrpase flight safety. To achieve these objectives,

the following significant tactors must be considered:

1) Compression

2) Editing

3) Threshold Levels

4) Parameter Cross-Correlation

5) Signature Comparisons

6) Inslpcrion (limit detection)

7) Diagnosis (fault isolaLion)

8) J'roganosis (fault prediction)

9) DaL.,1 Output

a) Recorder

b) Safety outputs

c) On-board display

10) Maximum (ýata rates

11) Buffer

12) Memory size, type
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3.2.2.7 CEIl Outputs

The outputs from the CEU go to uhe Recorder, airborne maintenance display,

and the existing tlight safety displays when the data is collected in the ait..

If the mIDAPS is a ground based system, the only output of the CEU will be

* to the ground data processing unit. The AIDAPS may provide outputs to the

existing aircraft Voice Warning System and subsystem caution warning lights.

These outputs will be compatible with the input requirements of the existing

systems. The data format to the recorder and the on-board maintenance display

are open for consideration. There are many types of output data format -which

can be used, and the relative merits of each will be considered in Phase C.

The foi~lowing are some of the items to be considered:

1) oata channel capacity

2) Error rates and error detection

3) Maximum data acceptance rates

4) Recording mode

a) NRZ-clocked

b) Bi-phase-self clocked

5) Recording format

3.. foRepsilevicohnnlrTevicdhanlr~ue

The recorder is assumed co be digital rather than analog, as discussed in

by he flight crew to note anything of significance observed during the flight.

This eliminates the nee aowrt it down during flight when it may ble incon-

vnettdoso. A rdofi igeinf light recorder for both AIDAPS

and voicc versus separate recorders for each.

A major consideration is the method of transferr,-ng the data from the

recorder to rthe ground playback transport. One approach is to use a miniature

sealed data cartridge for playback on a sijecial data recovery unit. Another

is to ise standard IBM reels for post-flight data transfer and processing on

a universal recovery machine. The following additional items must be considered:

1) Recording media

2) Tape caý.tridge

3) Tape reels

NORT 71-209-2
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4) Removable recorder

5) Size, weight and power regulation

6) Tape speed

7) Retention time

8) Indicators - tape motion, self test, end of tape, tape low

9) Self test methods

10) Voice channel

11) Number of tracks

12) Parity

13W Skew

14) Speed stability

15) Tape guide mechanism

16) Continuous loop recorder

17) Program header information

3 ?.4 Airborne Display

The data presentation may take the form of various displays. Since the air-

borne system will only display information necessary to affect turnaround time,

the display may only be a GO/NO-GO indication. Such an indication can be used

when the aircraft lands. It is desirable for the pilot to know immediately if

he can proceed on the next flight without having to remove the Lapa and analyze

it on the ground processing equipment. If the "GO" is activated, he can continue

with the neyt flight after rei-ieling and a quick visual inspectioCn. If the "NO-

GO" indication is present, the tape must be removed for ground analysis to

id42nhify the problem.

The considerations when selecting displays are:

1) Indication of parameter

2) Method of display (light or flag)

3) Location

4) Dependability

5) Positive GO indication

6) Existing displays

7) Recording only for subsequent ground playback versus inflight process-
ing with real time display (recording optional)
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8) Visual dynamics display (CRT or equivalent) versus "flags" on main-
tenance fault indication panel

9) On-board, high-spee. printer (in lieu of recorder) versus post-flight

printout of recocdp outputs.

3.2.5 Playback Trans rt

The playback transport is used to extract the data from the magnetic tape

recorded in the aircraft'ýand to reconstruct the data for ground analysis. The

playback transport, data processing unit, and ground display may be mounted in

the same mobile structure and interconnected by rear mounted cables.

When selecting the playback transport, many factors must be considered to

en3ure that the proper interface is provided from che recorder to the data

processing unit. These factors are sMimnarized as follows:

1) Speed

2) Data reconstruction

3) Stop-Start

4) Indication - tape motion

- end of tape

5) Automatic/manual operation

6) Skew

7) Speed stability

8) SynchronizaLion

3.2.6 Ground Computer

The ground computer is used for processing the data recorded previously

uurrng normal flight for tne hybrid system and for processing the real-time

.1aca when used with the ground system. It must have sufficient memory to

perform, as a mi.nimum, short-term prognosis. /The processor should provide

a mears of manually entering documentary data such that it may be printed

with the normal data gathered during flight.
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Significant tradeoffs which must be considered are:

Integral logic for preselected vs Total range of analog scale for

exceedance of limit condition data processing

Fixed custom logic and compu-

tation memory tailored to vs General purpose programmable computer

specific characteristics

First order linear approximation vs Precise engine gas dynamic cycle

of engine gas dynzmics cycle analysis encompassing entire engine

analysis in region of specific operating envelope

interest

Accountability of variation of vs Accouatability of performance

engine-to-engine on a statistical variation on a self-adaptive

basib mathematicai .tsis.

Signature deviation recognition vs Signature deviation recognition

technique for diagnosis and technique supplemented with pattern

analysis recognition technique

Signature recognition technique vs Historical tapes for trend or

circuitry incorporated integral prognostic analyses

with hardware

The basic fE=...'s which must be evaluated befcre the computer can be

selected are:

1) Memory size

2) Speed

3) Program Requirements

4) Documentary data input

ý) Control logic

6) Buffer

7) Optional outputs

8) l4plntenance Logic

9) •..•.,i format to display
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3.2.7 Ground Display

The ground display will be the link between LIDAPS and Maintenance Per-

sonnel. The data must be in a form which is usable by the maintenance crew.

From a practical view, a hard copy must be generated. A display such as CRT

cannot be used because the data must be either remembered or recopied by the

mechanic and is impractical. Significant variations involved in the selection

are:

Alphanumeric printout in coded vs Printout in plain language

format

Quantitative readout in arbitrary Quantitative readout in engineering

digital units for Tech manual vs units

correlation

Data presentation limited to Data acquisition and presentation

organizational, direct 3upport (DS), for organizational direct support

and general support (GS) main- vs (DS), general support (GS), plus

.enance (e.g., engine bearing has depot level (e.g., what specific

failed) engine bearing has failed)

Digital data transmission by cable Overland transport of recorded data

from flight line to remote EDP vs to Electronic Data Processing (EDP)

Center

Equipment designed for data Data rec.very at Air Mobile Shop (AMS)

recovery in flight line environ- vs using extensive specialized data

ment using mobile jeep as option analyzer cquipn.ent

Complete data (inspection, diagno- Vs Inspectao, and diagnostic data only

sis and prognosis) available directly at fli.ght line, and prognostic data

at organizational level upon landing at DS or GS only when convenient to

process

Daily data acquisition records Long-term data storage and referral

retained with aircraft flight log vs at central point using computer

for referral memory and printout fAciiitted

Digital go.lo-go coded printout Normalized digital counts and/or

data with Tech Manual cross- vs multiple channel analog presentations

referenced instructions for interpretation at GS level
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There are many basic factors which must be considered when selecting the

proper printer to accomplish the intended objectives including:

1) Format

2) Speed

3) Number characters per line

4) Types

5) Available symbols

6) Control

7) Media

8) Paper low indication

3.3 HARDWARE APPROACH SUIMARY

The basic hardware guidelines and considerations have been outlined within

this section. Conclusions have not been drawn except where the optimum solution

is obvious and not applicable to a tradeoff analysis conducted in Phase C. The

hardware considerations were identified for the basic system and for each

separate physical unit which includes existing sensors, added sensors, docu-

mentary data, central electronics unit, flight safety outputs, flight display,

data recorder, playback transport, central processing unit, and ground display.

The conclusions which were reached are summarized as follows:

"* Digital system

"* Use of existing sensors where possible

"* Commonality of added sensors with those existing

"* Need for documentary data

"* Solid state multiplexing

"* Existing aircraft indicators for flight safety

"* Digital recorder

* Printer for ground display

0 Need for data compression

* No telemetry

* Cartridge loading magnetic tape recorder

Recooiendations will be made for the remaining hardware considerations in

Phase C.
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3.4 AIDAP SYSTEM HARDWARE CONFIGURATION AND DESCRIPTION

j.4.1 a!rý

This section establishes the AIDAP system conLeptual hardwara applied con-

figurations and the basic descriptive elements for the subject hardware. The

equipment is configured around a constant AIDAP system functional capability,

subsequently referred to as the funct-onal base. This functional base supports

aircraft subsystems fault detection and diagnosis, and performance prognosis.

The complexity of hardware application is essentially controlled by this func-

tional base.

3.4.1.1 Considerations

The hardware configurations and basic design were based upon the following

"considerations and criteria. The aircraft monitoring activities, defined in

Table 2.3-3 of this report, were assessed iith respect to the degree of •.mpact

on inspection and maintenance activities at the Army aviation organizatioial

support level. The monitored parameters adaptability to instrumentation nechani-

zation was also considered. This assessment established a generic set of param-

eter types for a basic AIDAP system.

Weighted indexes were assigned to the selected parameter types to rel.lte

them to signal conditioning and processing circuit complexities. Parameter

counts were then establtshed for each of the aircraft groups defined in 7able

2.3-17. The assigned counts were based upon an evaluation of parametric

quantities required to permit satisfactory inspection of the aircraft sLasystems

ana upon previous monitoring applicaLion experience on similar aircraft The

parameter indexes were then summed to establish "Weighted Sensor Count" (WSC)

vaijes ior each of the subject aircraft groups. These values were utilized to

Lstiblish the circuit sizing within the conditioning and processing hardware.

This application is discussed herein under section 3.4.2.1.

3.4....2 Hardware Configurations

A modular hardware concept was selected and applied in the following tiv'ee

basic AIDAP system configurations:

* Hybr id :.borne e Ground
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The modular approach permits the adaptability of the basic data acquisition

and processing units to a variety of AIDAP system application requirements.

Reasonable expansion of conditioning and processing capabilities may be intro-

duced without any change to a modular envelope and without significant change

in weight. Solid state NDS integrated digital circuit devices are applied to

the greatest degree possible to minimize power requirements, modular weight and

cost. As previously noted, the hardware configuration is based on a constant

AIDAP functional base. Likewise the modular units internal configurations are

essentially controlled by this game base. A reduction of this base can be

readily adapted to by eliminating a specific modular element and as necessary,

incorporating a desired functional replacement within a remaining unit without

affecting the aircraft/AIDAPS peripheral interface design.

3.4.1.2.1 Hybrid Configuration

Figure 3.4-1 Configuration I, depicts a hybrid allocation of AIDAP system

hardware. The hardware elements utilized within the configurations and their

functional purpose(s) are briefly discussed in the following text.

3.4.1.2.1.1 "Flight Data Evtry Panel" (FDEP)

The FDEP is utilized to provide the following functions:

* Manual/Automatic insertion of aircraft "Documentary Data" (DOCD)

0 Power and operational mode control of a voice warning unit.

* Primary power control of a-a airborn.e digital processor, when applied

to the AIDAP system.

3.4.1.2.1.2 "Voice Warning Urit" (VWU)

The VWU is utilized to enhance aircraft and crew inflight safety.

The unit performs the followir,g:

0 Acccpts, conditions and )rjcesseb .enm.ar analog data from selected

flight critical aircraft parameters in a direct mode and via digital

data from a central electronics unit.
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0 Provides control irgic for selection of pre-recorded voice warn-

ing messages and outputs voice messages to the pilot headset and to

an inflight magnetic tape recorder for data storage.

3.4.1.2.1.3 "Central Electronics U-it" (CEU)

The CEU is the basic data acquisition and processing module for the system.

It serves the following purpose(s):

" Accepts seusor analog data from selected aircraft parameters in a

direct mode and via digital data from a remote data acquisition

unit.

"* Provides aircraft interface circuit isolation.

"* Periorms signal noise filtering, operational process control, multi-

plexing, conditioning, analog-to-digital signal conversion, data

compression, computational analysis and record process control.

"* Provides appropriate displays for visual monitoring of selected aircraft

subsystems and AIDAP system operational status, i.e., go/no-go.

"* Outputs timing and operational logic data to the VWU, remote data

acquisition unit and to an inflight recorder unit.

" Outputs inspection and diagnostic digital data to the inflight recorder

unit for data storage, and to an airborne digital processor when applied

in the AIDAPS pure airborne configuration.

3.4.1.2.1.4 "Rem~t.e Data Acquisition Unit" (RDAU)

The RDAU is primarily used to permit the adaptability of the basic CEU to

aircraLu types of significantly differenL complexities. This configuration

approach also reduces the harness wire weight normally required between remote

sensing areas and a centrally located data conditioning and processing unit.

The functional purpose(s) are as follows:

* Accepts sensor analog data irom selected aircraft parameters; pro-

vides aircraft interface circuit isolation; performs signal noise

filtering, operational proce... conLCol, signal multiplexing and

analog-to-digital signal conversion.
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I Outputs digital data to the CEU ,or bubsequent processing functions as

previously described.

Primary power to the RDAU and the CEU is locally provided by aircraft 28 vdc

power. Power regulation is integral with each of the units.

3.4.1.2.1.5 "Inflight Recorder Unit" (IRU)

The IRU is utilized for inflight data storage. It is an incremental speed,

four track cartridge type magnetlc tape recorder. The tape motion is auto-

matically controlled by the CEU out.:ut data logic. The data tracks consists

of

* One audio char.nel

o Twn digital data channels

* One time data shannel

The unit is a split case design which permits quick removal of the tape

cartridge for conveyance to the ground proce,3sing equipment for data reconstruc-

tion and readout. The IRU accepts the following data inpvts:

0 Digital data from the CEU

* Voice data from the VWU and/or the crew.

3.4.1.2.1.6 "Ground Processing Equipment" (GPE)

The GPE is utilized for flight line dati, reconstruction and data printout.

L i .. a ground portable or airmobile unit. Tt consists of modular segments
idt:nLiified as

• Magnetic tape reproducer

* Data processor with a medium size magnetic tape memory

* Non-impact hardcopy data printer

The GPE accepts data in the following configurations:

"• Magnetic tape cartridge from d./C r-corder

"* Aircraft data via a remote data acquisition unit and hardware umbilical

"@ System checkout and test data from X- -#at support equipment.
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The unit also has the following capabilities:

* Long term data storage

0 Performs long :erm data trending

V Outputs data to higher maintenance levels when logistic interface

capability permits such.

3.4.1.2.2 Airborne Configuration

Figure 3.4-1 Configuration II depicts a pure airborne allocation of AIDAP

system hardware. The FDEP, CEU, VWU and RDAU are the same basic physical

units and perform the same functions as described for the hybrid configuration.

An "Airborne Digital Processor" ADP is applied to perform real-time on-condition

performance prognosis.

3.4.1.2.3 Ground Configuration

Figure 3.4-2 depicts a pure ground based allocation of AIDAP system hard-

ware. The RDAU is the same basic package described for the hybrid configuration.

It is sized such that it can be used as a ground based data acquisition unit.

Multiple units are employed as required. The RDAU is temporarily installed

in the aircraft and interfaces with the ground umbilical cable. It accepts

sensor analog d~.ta from selected aircraft parameters and performs operations

as previously described. Digital data is transmitted via the hardwire umbili-

cal cable to the GPE for data compression; computational processing for inspec-

tion, diagnostic and prognostic data; record process control and hardcopy data

printout. The GPE processor provides timing and control logic for system

operation.

3.4.2 Hardware Description

Figures 3.4-3 through 3.4-10 describes each of the AIDAP system hardware

units in terms of signal interfaces, weight, size, input power, and cost. In

addition, basic electronic "PrinCLL Circuit Board" (PCB) configurations are

described where applicable.
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FIGURE 3.4-8 AIDAPS ADP HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

PHASE B REPORT SUPPLEMENT

CIRCUIT BOARDS (CBs)

(ADP)

~AIRBORNE
4"

En• DIGITALCE
BUS BOARDSPROCESSOR

p .. ... l •511

L PROGRAM J--

SELF TEST/NO-GO INDICATOR

(BASIC)
PHYSICAL DATA: WT .----- 2.5 LBS

PWR.... 20 WATTS
CB CONFIG.- AT 28 VDC

INPUT/OUTPUT (I/0) -----
PROCESSOR.-1 VOL.... 0.046 FT3

MAGNETIC MEMORY .1 COST DATA:
ROM AND RAM --------- 1
SPARES--- 2 -$2.0K
BUS BOARD ----------- 1 WITH CHASSIS AND

CONNECTOR

NOTE:

ALL DATA IS TENTATIVE
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FIGURE 3.4-9 AIDAPS A/B PRIN•TER HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

DATA INPUT

CONTROL PANEL I

PRINTER DATA:

NON-IMPACT TYPE -
WT. -- --- 5 LBS.
COST - $6K
PRINT RATE - -..

30 CPS, 300 WORDS/MIN.
PAPER WIDTH .-- 3 5/8"

PRINT MEDIUM -- THERMAL

INPUT PWR. REQ'MTS 1_.0 WATTS AT 28 VDC

NOTE:
ALL DATA IS TENTATIVE
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3.4.2.1 Printed Circuit Board SL tng

As previously discussed in section 3.4.1.1, the aircraft weighted sensor

count (WSC) values were used to establish the circuit sizing for the signal

conditioning boards within the CEU and RDAU. An effective PCB unit circuit

area of 1/2 square inch was established for an average complexity of signal

conditioning. The aircraft grouping WSC values were summed, an average value

compt'ted and then multiplied by the effective unit circuit area to establish

the total circuit area required for conditioning for an AIDAP system basic

hardware configuration. Utilizing a PCB size of 4.5" x 6" with an effective

circuit area of 21 square inches, the number of conditioning PCB's was estab-

lished by dividing the required circuit area by the board's effective circuit

area. PCB's for multiplexing, analog-to-digital signal conversion, computa-

tional processing, power regulation and record process control were also sized

based upon current circuit design technology.

Spare PCB slots are provided for design adaptability to varied aircraft

parameter types and counts. Operational bus boards referred to as mother

boards are utilized within the CEU and RDAU to permit interchangable PCB

positioning. The operational bus approach also contributes to the simplifica-

tion of hardware configur'tion control.

3.4.2.2 Parameter Input Capacity

The parameter input capacity, for any given configuration of the AIDAP

system hardware modules illustrated, is dependent upon the application of the

RDAU. The subject capacity for the individual CEU and RDAL' units will be

dictated by connector sizing and permissible wire interfaces on the operational

bus boards, dedicated conditioning and first level multiplexing PCB's. The

tentative assigned input capability for the units are 80 to 120 for the CEU

and 60 to 90 tor the RDAU. The input capability for the VWU is tentatively

defined as 40 to 60.

3.4.2.3 Data Processing Capacity

The data processing capacity of the AIDAP system hardware modules illustrated,

is dependent upon design factors related to conditioning and processing circuit

time sharing, data compression logic, and time variables throughout the
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diagnostic and prognostic processing routines. The mk.jor factors which will

prescribe the processing design are the final selection of aircraft parameter

types, quantities and data contribution. The final parameter selection and

the inherent processing capability of the AIDAP system configuration(s) selected

during the Phase C tradeoff studies, will be defined in the proposed system

specification.

3.4.2.4 Hardware Sizing and Cost Data

The subject data as described in Figures 3.4-3 through 3.4-10 are based

upon an assessment of the current solid state circuit fabrication and packag-

ing technologies, material availability, volume purchasing of production units,

and aircraft data system hardware applications currently being programmed.

3.4.3 Af'rcraft Groups and Applied Hardware

Tables 3.4-1 through 3.4-20 describe the specific application(s) of the

previously discussed hardware units for each of the concerned aircraft groups.

Parameter information as related to type, count, sensor availability, added

sensor cost and weight (includes harness wire weight) is provided in columns

one through five. AIDAP system hardware information as related to identity,

basic and added PCB configuration, weight, volume and cost is provided in

columns 6 through 11. comments are provided to reference applied data and to

describe the specific hardware configuration functional capabilities.

The model analysis notation C (AIDAPS Unit Cost), added Airborne Totala,
Weight (ATW) and AIDAPS airborne input power requirements are computed for

each configuration as shown in Table 3.4-1. The unit cost of the GPE hardware

is distributed over a tentative utilization of 15 aircraft for the hybrid con-

figurations. This allocation was based upon a maxiunnm data recovery run time

of 10 minutes per data run. Therefore 30 data runs could be performed in an

established daily GPE utilization of 5 hours per day. Assuming an average of

two aircraft flights per day, the aircraft utilization per GPE would be

15.
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The AIDAP system cost for the ground based configuration is distributed over

a tentative utilization of five aircraft. This distribution was based upon a

minimum setup and run time of 30 minutes per aircraft. Therefore assuming 2

flights per day per aircraft, 5 aircraft could be tested in a 5-hour period

by 1 ground based system.

All data provided is tentative and will be finalized during the Phase C

study effort. Only minor changes are foreseen. The changes will be affected

by the possible differences between the parameter type and count currently

identified and the selection resulting from the Phase C analysis of the actual

aircraft maintenance histories.
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4.0 ARMY LOGISTICAL ENVIRONMENT

4.1 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN EXISTING AND FUTURE LOGISTICS SYSTEMS

4.1.1 Introduction

This section deals with the Army aviation logistical environment, with

emphasis on identifying those areas where the introduction of an AIDAP

system may effect significant improvement. Sections 4.2 through 4.6

summarize broad Army maintenance doctrine and principles, followed by a

discussion of the existing and future Army logistical systems, and concluding

with identification of the differences between the two systems.

4.1.2 Army Maintenance Definition

Maintenance of materiel consists of any action taken to retain materiel

in a serviceable condition or to restore it to serviceability. It includes

inspection, testing, servicing, classification for serviceability, reclamation,

repair, overhaul, rebuild, modification, retrofit, calibration, and renovation.

Thus, the scope of maintenance tasks ranges from simple preventive maintenance

services performed by the operator of equipment to complex depot maintenance

operations performed in fixed shop facilities.

4.1.3 Principles of Maintenance

The following are the basic principles of mainw:enance as announced by the

Department of the Army:

a) Each commander is responsible for the maintenance of equipment issued to

his unit.

b) Maintenance will be performed in accordance with published maintenance

doctrine at the lowest category consistent with the tactical situation

and available facilities, skills, manhours, repair parts, tools, and

test equipment.

c) Repairs will be accomplished on site whenfier feasible.

d) Maintenance will be accomplished in accordance with the applicable

Maintenance Allocation Chart (MAC) which assigns maintenance functions to

specific categories (part of each aircraft TM -20 series).
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e) Unserviceable materiel which is beyond the maintenance authority or
capability of an organization will be reported or evacuated promptly to

the organization responsible for the next higher category of maintenance.

f) Unless precluded by the operational situation, all authorized maintenance

within the capability of an organization will be accomplished before equip-
I ment is evacuated to the next higher category of maintenance. Higher

categories will perform the maintenance functions of lower categories

when directed by appropriate comnander.

g) Ordinarily, Table of Organization and Equipment (TOSE) units will not be

designated to perform as a primary mission, a combination of categories

such as direct support and general support maintenance. Specific exceptions

may be authorized by HQ, DA, for combining direct support and general support

maintenance in special cases involving unit assignment, low density equip-

ment, complex weapons systems, and similar instances when justified. The

Maintenance Support positive concept currently being staffed in Army

channels my impact on this principle.

h) Each unit will possess an organizational maintenance capability to the

greatest extent practicable, considering the size of the unit, its

mission, the economy of resources, and the operational environment.

i) Table Distrijution and Allowance (TDA) maintenance facilities at instal-

lations may be assigned combined direct and general support main-

tenance missions to provide maintenance support to units* on a repaix and

return-to-user basis. These combined DS and GS maintenance facilities may

also repair or overhaul unserviceable equipment for return to the local

supply system.

J) Maintenance will be accomplished with due consideration to the economy of

resources. Where practicable, the inspect and Repair Only as Necessary

(IROAN) principle will be applied at ali categories of maintenance.

k) Continuous command emphasis on the prompt evacuation of repairable un-
serviceable components and end items to direct support, general support and

depot maintenance facilities is mandatory for timely maintenance contribu-

tions to materiel readiness.

*locally and remotely
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4.1.4 Maintenance Objectives

The overall objective of materiel maintenance is to assure that Army

materiel is sustained in a ready condition, consistent with economy, to fulfill

its designed purpose. The attainment of this objective is contingent on the

timely accemplishment of the following actions:

a) The identification and establishment of essential maintenance require-

ments for materiel in feasibility studies, Qualitative Materiel Require-

ments (QMR), and Small Development Requirements (SDR).

b) The development of materiel in a manner that permits operation and mainte-

nance requirements to be consistent with attainable skill levels, with

maximum emphasis on human factors and safety engineering during design and

development.

c) The conducting of in-process reviews during development to assure that the

maintenance concept in the QMR or SDR is being followed.

d) The achievement of maximum repair parts standardization.

e) The development and implementation of a definitive maintenance support

plan for equipment items and weapons systems.

* f) The identification, during development, of qualitative and quantitative

personnel and training requirements.

g) The achievement of optimum materiel reliability and maintainability.

h) The timely provision of support to fielded equipment.

4.1.5 Categories of Maintenance Within the Army

Categories of maintenance are used as a means of designating the scope of

maintenance to be performed by units and activities at various command levels

within the Department of the Army. The responsibility for the performance of

maintenance within a given category is assigned to a unit or activity in

accordance with its primary mission; its degree of mobility; and the intended

availability of personnel, skills, and materiel resources. These categories,

briefly defined are as follows:
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a) Organizational maintenance. This category of maintenance is the responsi-
bility of the unit commander in maintaining the cperational readiness of

equipment assigned or under his control. It includes preventive mainte-

nance services and those organizational level functions authorized in the

-20 technical manuals.

b) Direct support maintenance. Direct Support Maintenance is assigned to and

performed by designated TOE and TMA maintenance activities in direct

support of using organizations. The repair of end items or unserviceable

assemblies is performed in support of using units on a return-to-user

basis.

c) General support maintenance. This category of maintenance normally is

assigned to and performed by designated TOE and TDM maintenance units orii; activities in support of individual Army area supply requirements. Gen-

eral support maintenance represents the principal maintenance capability

available to the Field Army Commander for overhauling his materiel assets.

When required, general support maintenance may provide support on a

return-to-user basis for equipment whose repair is beyond the capability

of direct support units.

d) Depot maintenance. This category of maintenance is the responsibility of,

and is performed by, designated maintenance activities, tbat is, organic

Army facilities including the Floating Aircraft Maintenance Facilities

(both Operations, Maintenance Army (OMA) financed and Army Industrial

Fund (AIF) activities), facilities of other DOD elements, and commercial

contractor facilities. Depot maintenance augments depot stocks of service-

able materiel and supports organizational and direct and general support

maintenance activities by use of more extensive shop facilities, equip-

ment, and personnel of higher technical skill than are available at lower

categories of maintenance. Actions in this category normally consist of

the following: inspection and test; repair; modification; alteration;

modernization; conversion; calibration; overhaul; renovation (for ammo

only); reclamation; and rebuild of parts, assemblies, subassemblies,

components, basic or end items, and the emergency manufacture of non-

available parts for immediate consumption.
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4.1.6 Maintenance Operations

Maintenance operations are performed by various maintenance activities in

accordance with mission requirements. The scope of the operations are dic-

tated by the category of maintenance designated to be iporformed. Among the

maintenance operations and functions performed by maintenance activities, the

following are considered to be most important.

a) Spares and Repair Parts Supply. Spares and repair parts allowances and

initial guide quantities are identified and allocated in appropriate

technical manuals for organizational, DS, GS and depot maintenance organi-

zations. Direct support TOE maintenance activitiee supply repair parts to

units they support. TOE general support maintenance units normally are not

assigned a repair parts distribution mission. Controlled cannibalization

is used as a source of supply for repair parts and components when authorized.

b) Equipment Records. Commanders at all levels are responsible for the

accurate recording of data required and generated by TAMMS.

- c) Technical Assistance. Technical assistance is provided at each level of

command. This activity includes advising, assisting, and training person-

nel to install, to operate, and to maintain equipment. Upon request,

skilled personnel are provided to field commanders by elements of the

CONUS logistics base to assist in the solution of maintenance problems.

d) Contract Maincenance. Contract maintenance is used to supplement the in-

house maintenance capability of the Army. This method is not used, how-

ever, when it precludes or jeopardizes attaining and sustaining the

military organic capability necessary to support mission-essential

equipment. Contract maintenance has its principal application in the

support of nontactical activities.

e) Maintenance Float. A maintenance float consisting of end items or major

components of mission-essential, maintenance significant equipment is

authorized for stockage, normally by DS/GS maintenance units or activities.

It replaces unserviceable equipment to meet operational commitments.

A
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f) Command Maintenance Management Inspections (CMKI). CMlI are conducted

by qualified personnel as often as necessary, but at least once each

year. These inspections are geared to providing major commanders with an

appraisal of maintenance management of each subordinate unit and activity,

an indication of the condition and serviceability of selected equipment,

and a measure of the effectiveness of organiuation, DS, and GS supporc

maintenance. The CMHI is the principal means for insuring discipline in

the maintenance system.

g) Equipment Serviceability Criteria. The equipment serviceability criteria,

initially prepared and included in the maintenance test package for each

mission-essential maintenance-significant item, provides for the rapid

categorization of equipment into one of three conditions of combat ser-

viceability: Green (operational), Amber (operational with limited re-

liability), and Red (nonoperational or unacceptable reliability). Com-

manders at all levels use these criteria in evaluating serviceability of

equipment authorized and issued to units under their command.

h) Maintenance Standards. Vaintenance standards, initially prepared and in-

cluded in the maintenance test package, are used at the several categories

of maintenance. These standards recognize the principles of maintenance

economy which recommend complete replacement of pact8 supplied as repair

kits, gasklt sets, and similar groupings. The application of IROAN to

standards for organizational and DS maintenance is given primary considera-

tion in the repair operations and servicing of equipment.

i) Repair Limits. Repair limits, tially established and included in the

maintenance support plan, are based upon maximem one-time repair costs

and are predicated upon an established life e:.?ectancy of the item.

j) Modifications. All aircraft or component modifications are authorized by

DA modification work orders (MWO). The agency (AVSCOM for Aviation items)

assigned responsibility for maintenance support of an item initiates MWO

in accordance with established modification criteria as depicted in

AR 750-1 and AR 750-5. The MWO includes a designation of the maintenance

category responsible for its application and cites the degree of urgency

of the modification.
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k) Reporting. All maintenance accomplished on equipment is reported by all

levels of command in accordance with TAMMS and other established policies

At.. .riteria.

1) Maintenance Management. Maintenance management is the responsibility of

commanders at all levels and includes

1) Determining and establishing appropriate resources essential in

accomplishing the maintenance mission.

2) Organizing, planning, programming, and budgeting for the proper use

of maintenance resources.

3) Providing technical supervision and management control over mainte-

nance programs and activities.

4) Conducting reviews and analysis of maintenance programs.

5) Evaluating maintenance concepts, doctrine, policies, plans and pro-

cedures to insure that they contribute to the accomplishment of the

overall military mission.

6) Recommending new maintenance concepts, doctrine, policies, plans and

procedures.

4.1.7 Existing Logistical System

4.1.7.1 General

The existing Army aviation logistical system will be evaluated by con-

currently addressing the two major divisions of Army logistics which are the

Continental United states (CONUS) and the Army-in-the-Field. These major

divisions are defined as follows:

a) CONUS Logistics - CONUS logistics from an AIDAPS viewpoint, encompasses

the organization, systems, and procedures together with the equipment,

materials and facilities needed.

1) To train ind to equip Army aviation forces

2) To support trained aviation forces while in CONUS, prior to deploy-

ment to a theater of operations
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3) To support CONUS Army aviation activities organic to the CONUS

armies and the military District of Washington.

b) Army-in-the-Field Logistics - Includes all the combat service support

organizations, systems, and procedures together with the manpower, equip-

ment, materials and facilities needed in an overseas theater of operations

to support military forces deployed there.

4.1.7.2 Personnel Training

Army aviation logistical personnel both military and civilian (Civil

Service) receive their logistical training by attendance at Army service

schools, on the job training (OJT), mobile training teams, or by atten-

dance at selected prime manufacturer factory courtes. These courses of

training historically have emphasized theory in lieu of practical exer-

cises, primarily due to the short retention periods for nonvolunteer

military personnel. The concentration on theory combined with shortened

class duration has permitted the Army to accommodate quantitative re-

quirements for logistical personnel, but, has not produced an experienced

individual who could adequately diagnose maintenance problems in Army

aircraft systems. The result of a lack of diagnostic talent in the Army

has been highlighted by the thousands of components returned to Army

depots, which when tested, were found to be serviceable. The Army recog-

nized this problem many years ago, and initiated study effort leading to

Department of the Army approval of the AIMAPS Qualitative Materiel Re-

quirement (QMR). Introduction of an AIDAP System into Army assets will

eliminate much of the present technique of "troubleshooting with parts"

by positive AIDAPS diagnosis of malfunctioning components. Tn addition,

service school training can be restructured with emphasis on more

"practical" training in removal/replacement/repair of LRU's as opposed to

courses in theory. Two new areas of training generated by an AIMPS are

training on the AIDAPS itself, and selected personnel training in trend analy-

sis to facilitate implementation of the AIDAPS diagnostic/prognostic capability.

As indicated later in this section, the Army Life Cycle Management Model for

new systems is geared to address this requirement at an appropriate point in

the developmental cycle. In summary, the major difference in future Army
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aviation personnel training induced by an AIDAP System, will be a change in

Programs of Instruction (POI) emphasizing practical experience in lieu of

theory, AIDAP System training, and trend analysis training. The end result

will be higher skill level mechanics in terms of being able to remove/repair/

replace LRU's identified as bad by an AIDAPS. The higher skill levels may

dictate revamping of the Maintenance Allocation Charts (MAC), although skills

are only one factor in determining MAC maintenance functions and must be

traded off against unit mobility, special tool and repair parts requirements

and time. This area will receive treatment in greater detail during Phase C

of the study.

4.1.7.3 The Maintenance Allocation Chart (MAC)

The MAC is the source document that guides and controls all levels of
maintenance. It assigns maintenance functions to the lowest level of mainte-

nance based on past experience and the following consideration:

a) Skills available.

b) Time required.

c) Tools and test equipment required and/or available.

1) Only the lowest level of maintenance authorized to perform a mainte-

nance function is indicated.

2) A maintenance function assigned to a maintenance level will automati-
cally be authorized to be performed at any higher maintenance level.

3) A maintenance function that cannov be performed at the assigned level

of maintenance for any reason may be evacuated to the next higher

maintenance organization. Higher maintenance levels will perform

the maintenance functions of lower maintenance levels when required

or directed by the appropriate commander.

4) The assignment of a maintenance function will not be construed as

authority to carry the associated repair parts in stock. Authority to

requisition stock, or otherwise secure necedsary repair parts will be

as specified in the repair parts appendix.
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5) Normally there will be no deviation from the assigned level of

maintenance. In cases of operational necessity, maintenance funo-

tions assigned to a maintenance level may, on a one-time basis and

at the request of the lower maintenance level, be specifically author-

ized by the maintenance officer of the level of maintenance to which

the function is assigned. The special tools, equipment, etc., re-

quired by the lower level of maintenance to perform this function will

*_ be furnished by the maintenance level to which the function is

X assigned. This transfer of a maintenance function to a lower mainte-

nance le,-±. aoes not relieve the higher maiptenance level of the re-

sponsibility of the function. The higher level of maintenance will

provide technical supervision and inspection of the function being

performed at the lower level.

6) Organizational through depot maintenance of the U. S. Arisy Electronics

Command Equipment will be performed by designated U. S. Army Elec-

tronics Command personnel.

7) Changes to the Maintenance Allocation Chart will be based on con-

tinuing evaluation and analysis by responsible technical personnel and

on reports received from field activities.

4.1.7.3.1 Definitions

The following definitions are used in a maintenance allocation chart.

a) Inspect. To determine serviceability of an item by comparing its physical,

mechanical and electrical characteristics with established standards.

b) Test. To verify serviceability and to detect electrical or mechanical

failure by the use of test equipment.

c) Service. To clean, to preserve, to charge, and to add fuel, lubricants,

cooling agents and air.

d) Adjust. To rectify to the extent necessary to bring into proper opera-

ting range.

e) Align. To adjust specified variable elements of an item to bring to

optimum performance.
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f) Calibrate. To determine the corrections to be made in the readings of

instruments or test equipment used in precise measurement. Consists of

* / the comparison of two instruments, one of which is a certified standard of

known accuracy, to detect and adjust any discrepancy in the accuracy of

the instrument or test equipment being compared with the certified standard.

g) Install. To set up for use in an operational environment such as an em-

placement, site or vehicle.

h) Replace. To replace unserviceable items with serviceable assemblies, sub-

assemblies or parts.

i) Repair. To restore an item to serviceable condition through correction of

a specific failure or unserviceable condition. This includes, but is not

- limited to, inspection, cleaning, preserving, adjusting, replacing, welding,

riveting, and strengthening.

j) Overhaul. To restore an item to a completely serviceable condition as

prescribed by maintenance serviceability standards prepared and published

for the specific item to be overhauled.

k) Rebuild. To restore an item to a standard as nearly as possible to the

original or new condition in appearance, performance, and life expectancy.

This is accomplished through the maintenance technique of complete dis-

assembly of the item; inspection of all parts or components, repair or re-

placement of worn or unserviceable elements (items) using original manu-

facturing tolerances and specifications; and subsequent reassembly of the

item.

4.1.7.3.2 Symbols

a) The letters "0, F, H, and D" represent Organization (0), Direct Support

(F), General Support (H) and Depot (D) and when placed on the Maintenance

Allocation Chart indicate the lowest level of maintenance responsible for

performing the particular maintenance function. Maintenance levels higher

than the level of maintenance marked by the symbol are authorized to per-

form the indicated function.
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b) The symbol 1"4%" applies to organization maintenance and indicates that the

particular maintenance function may be performed provided it is specifi-

cally authorized by the Direct Support Maintenance Officer. In no case

will the Direct Support Maintenance Officer require the accomplishment of

" a m' maintenance function by an organization or unit, and in no case will

a 14%" function authorize stockage of parts at the organizational level.

A MAC for the AH-1 (Cobra) is presented in Figure 4-1.

4.1.8 Organizational Levels of Maintenance (Existing)

4.1.8.1 Functions

Organizational levels of maintenance are authorized by the MAC to accomplish

the maintenance functions listed below.

a) Inspection

b) Service

c) Adjustment

d) Alignment

e) Calibration

f) Replacement

g) Repair

The depth of accomplishment of these functions is limited by skills, repair

parts, special tooLs, time, and the tactical situation.

4.1.8.2 Inspection

The bulk of organizational maintenance is concerned with inspection. These

inspections are Mdlnly preventive in nature and are described below.

a) Preventive Maintenance Daily (PHD). Accomplished after the last flight of

the day or preceding the next day flight. Consists of visual examination

and operational check to determine that the aircraft can safely and

efficiently perform its assigned mission. Inspection requirements are
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FIGURE 4- 1

MAINTENANCE ALLOCATION CHART
FOR

AH-JG
____________________________ (AR 310-4) ______

I1) (21 31 (4) I

MAINTENANCE FUNCTION

* Z ~I ~ £TOOL.SANDFUNCTIONAL GIOIP Id - 1 QUPET EMARES

1 1- >. E(4 PMEa a

00 AIRCRAFT
Clean 0
Moor 0
Tow 0
Jack 0
Hoist 0
Spot Paint 0
Preservation 0
Weight and Balance F

01 AIRFRAME

Sheet metal, structural members
and sandwich panels not requir-
ing jigs and fixtures F F

Sheet metal, structural members
and sandwich panels involving
jigs and fixtures D

Fire Detector Unit 0 0 F

(Aft) Engine Mount Adapters 0 F (Replacement of rod
ends)

Engine Mount Support Arms
(Brace Rods & Tripod) 0 F F

Engine Mount Trunnion and
Bearing Assembly 0 F F

Engine Floor Mount Attaching
Brackets 0 F

Tail Boom 0 F F D

Wings C' O F

Protective Armor 0 U I

Cocpit Doors 01 0 0 F

Windows All 0 0 F

Pilots & Gunner's Seats 0 O F

Seat Belts, Shoulder Harness,
Inertia Reel and Webbing 0 0

Sound-Proofing 0 0 0

Cowlig and fairings 0 0 0 F
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FIGURE 4-1 (Continued)

MA.INTNA4CE ALLOCATION CH4ART

S, , • , , , .. .. . . ,A N -10

"""10A Nowt IMI I i ii

02 ALIOGTINO GOAE

Tall S0id O

Sid Tube, Cross Tubes
and SIld Shoes 0 0 1
Ground Handlin Wheel
Actuating Mechanism 0 0 0 1

Wheels, Tires and Tubes 0 O 0 0

03 ENGINE AND RELATED S•STEMS

Engine as a Complete
Assembly 0 H 0 V ft D

Fuel and Oil Hoses 0 0

Electrical Harness and
Ignition Leads 0 0

gitiaon Exciter 0 0
Igniter Plugs 0 0

Fuel Control Auembly 0 0 0 0 D

- Electrical Solenoid Val"e 0 0
Overpeped Governor Assembly 0 0 0 D

fuel System Filter and Strainers 0 0

Starting Fuel Solenoid Valve 0 0

Main Fuel Manifolds 0 0 7

Starting 1-el MaIf old 0 0
Starting Fuel Nases 0 0 3

Oi Pump 0 0 0 3

Bearng Bousing Oil StIliners 0 0 0

Mai• 1 Filter 0 0 0 0

E ne Coolers 0 0 0 1

Engtn Oil Cooler Blower 0 0 0 1

ngle OUi Tai* 0 0 0 7

Witfui Airtlmed Aeftnu 0 0 o D

hft~rb Ablbisd MMd 0 000

hftrg Alibled Meam 0 0

IiValve 0 013 0 I
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FIGURE 4-1 (Continued)

MAWYINANC ALLOCATMO CHART
FORn

AM10-t

- ___________________ (AR *304) ___

MAINIIWAMc PINCYIW

NIDw"OHM mw zI To MA

03 KNODINZ AND RELATED BYSTEMS
(COdO

nd AdspWs 0 0

EZaaust Thermocouple Harnes 0 F 0

Combustioin Chamber Drain Valve 0 0

Accesbory Drlw Gearbox 0 0 0s D *Llmited
*replau
nent al
geals

Overspeed Governor and Tachami-
@ter DriveAmsembly 0 *VFPres-

- te tog-

tion

.,:. Transfer Tubes (For
reduaction pears) F* V -F~r

1pedial
npec-
ion

Output ShaftSeal 06 r For
leakage

Reduction Carrier and Gear
Assembly r* 7 r* D During

H special
Inspec-
Uon

o re-
laceman

Par

Overspeed Governor am 0

Tachometer Drive &Wort
and Gear F VV

Accessory Ovear Carrier F1P

Combustion Chamber Ncsaiun 7
Cam bati ca C ha nger Liner 7 

op'Icm

Fuel VepariseisVFV
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FIGURE 4-1 (Continued)

MAINTENANCE ALLOCATION CHART
FOR

'~~A .710-3),Js
43 11 131 141 415

4 - MAINTINANCI FUNCTION -

FUNCTIONAL GOUPw Tools AND RIMAIKS
4 U@IPaN

03 ENGINE AND RELATED SYSTEMS
(Cont)

Power Turbine Nozzle and
Cylinder F F •

Fireshield F F

Exhaust Diffuser 0 F H

Second Stage Turbine Rotor
Assembly 0 F F
First Stage Turbine Rotor
Assembly F F F

First Stage Turbine Nozzle
and Flange F F F
Combustion Chamber Deflector F F

Diffaser Housing 0 D F
Rear Bearing Seal and Seal
Housing F I
Rear Bearing Seal Liner and
Forward Rear Cones F F
Impeller Hfousing• 0 F F

Compressor Hiousing 0 i• •

Compressor Stat, Vanes F r •
Compressor Rotor Blades 0 F F

Power Shaft F4 D *During

Uwe*

Inlet Housing 0 D F
Let Guide Vanes 0 D F

Engine O1 Cooler Fan Assembly 0 0 0 v a

rug, eControlLinkage 0 0 0 0
Droop Compensator 0 0 0 0

Aeautor 0 0 0 0 a

ParticleSeparator 0Wd&DW Q 0 0 0o0 F
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FIGURE 4-1 (Continued)

. ..i WmAWAE ALLOCATION CHANT

AN-10
(AR J104I ____

Hl) 2) (25 (dl IS
MAIaWNAN FUNCTION- ------ ----

FUNCTIONAL GOUP O AD UAM

04 ROTOR AD TRANS 'ON

Main Rotor Hub and Blade
Assembly 0 roe 0 ~rc

Main Rotor Blades 0 0
D

Mant Rotor Hub 0 7S 0 r H oBa1-

Mnce

Scissors & Sleeve Assembly 0 0 0 F H

Swasbplate & Support Assembly 0 0 0 F H

Tail Rotor Hub& Blade Assembly 0 0 0 FO 0 eBal-
ance

Tall Rotor Blades 0 F %
D

Tail Rotor Hub 0 0 F F H

Tail Rotor 42? and 900 Gear
Boxes 0 0 O 0 D

Tail Rotor Gear Box Quills
(4W and90") 0 F F D

Tail Rotor Drive Shafting 0 0 0

Tail Rotor Drive Shaft Hanger
Assemblies 0 0 0 H

Main Transmission 0 0 F F D

Transmission Mount Assemblies 0 F F r|

Auxiliary Transmission Dampers 0 0 0 F7 *Repair F't

1-RI

Drive Quill Assemblies 0 , F D

Main Drive Shaft (Zrgine to
Transmission) 0 0 0 0 H

Transmiseion Lubrication System 0 0

Lines, M&Wtolds, Fittings, Oil
Jets and Sight Gages 0 0

Filters, filter Housings and
Screens 0 0 0
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FIGURE 4-1 (Continued)

MAINTENANCE ALLOCATION CHART
FOR

AN-10
(AR .1O-..) -

Ii2 III I t(4

MAINTINANCE FUNCTIO•,

II- J OaNFUNCTIONAL GROUP * gI TOIAN

I __ ____ ___I ~ ~ £~ EUIPMENT
-- 1 96

- 04 ROTOR AND TRANSMISSION
SYSTEMS (Cont)

Transmission Oil Cooler Assem-
bly, Housing, Tubing, Fittings
and Valves 0 0 0 F

Oil Pump • D

Relief Valve 0 0i 00

Mast Assembly 0 % F H

Friction Collet O 0 0

06 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

Pumps V, 0 H

Reservoirb 0 0 0 0

Valves O 0 0

Hoses, Tubing & Fittings j 0 0

Hydraulic System Filters and
FLiter Housings 0 0 0

Hydraulic Module 0 0 0 0

Hydraulic Power Cylinders 0 0 FI H Except
ASE

Hydraulic Accumulator 0 0 0 F H

08 INSTRUMENTS

Instrument Panels 0 7 F

Miscellaneous Instruments

Clock 0 O H

Free Air Temperature Gage 0 0

Fuel Quantity Indicator and
Amplfler 0 F F H

Fuel Flow Meter 0 F 0

Accumulator Air Pressure Gage 0 0

Flight Instruments

Vertical Velocity Indicator 0 0 a

Stand-by Compass 0 0 0

Airspeed Indicator 0 F 1  0

HeOWh Indicator00 0 H
Attiotud Indicawr 0_ F 0 D ____
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F= 4-1 (rontinued)
MAINTENANCE A.LOCATIC7i GHART

FOR
AH-1Gi .... . t(AR 31~s,,

111 (21 431 41l Ill

MAINTINANCII FUNCTION - ,

FUNCTIONAL GROPa0o AD 1WA

08 INSTRUMENTS (Coat)

Turn and ft Indiator 0 0 H

Pita s0 tem 0 F 0 F

Engine Instruments

Engine & Rotor Tachometer 0 F 0 H

Exhaust Temperature Indicator 0 F F H

Engine Oil Temperature Gage 0 F 0 H

Engine Oil Pressure Transmitter
and Indicator 0 F 0 H

Fuel Pressure Indicator and
Transmitter 0 j H

Torquemeter & Transmitter 0 0 H

Gas Producer Tachometer 0 F 0 H

"Transmission Instruments

Oil Temperature Gage 0 F 0 H

Oil Pressure Gage and
T-ansmitter 0 F 0 H

Thermocouples and Temperature
Bulbs 0 F 0

09 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

AC Power Systaim

Inverters 0 0

Circuit Breakers, CondLuto,
Leads, Switches and Wiring 0 %% F

"DC Power System

Relays, Rheostats, Switches,
Circuit Breakers, Plugs, Leads,
Connectors, Wiring, Conduits,
Recoptacles, Slmuts and Shock
Mounts 0 %% F
Regulator 0 0 H

Battery 0 CI 0 Clean-
tng

Starter Generator 0 0 r H
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FIGURE 4- 1 (Continued)

,41lNTENANCE ALLOCATiON CHART
FOR

AH-iG
(AR . W.-3)

III(131I 141 IN3

MAINY'INANCII FUNCTION'

PUNCTIONAL aOUP - * TO@ AND "MAW

09 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS (Co,,t)

Lights

Landing, Navigation, Intrument,
Search, Interior Cabin, Anti-
Collision and Flasher Units 0 0 %%

"Electrical Mechanical Actuators 0 0 0 F H

Caution Panels 0 0 F

RPM Warning System 0 0 0 H

Chip Detector System 0

10 FUEL SYSTEM AND LINES

Main Fuel Tanks OF 0 O F

Auxilary Fuel Tank Assembly 0 O F

Boost Pumps 0 0 H

Valves and Fittings 0 0

Filters and Filter Housing 0 0 0

Hoses, Tubing & Filler Caps 0

11 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS 0 Riggwng

Main Rotor Control Tubes and
Rod Suds 0 0 OF RotatingS- Controls

Force Gradient Assembly 0 0 O F

Control Stick (Collective and
Cyclic) 0 0 F

Synchroniud Elevator 0 0 0 F

Magnetic Brake 0 0 H

collective & cyclic Linkge 0 0 V

Tall Rotor Pedal Assembly 0 0 F

Pel Adjusting Assembly 0 0 0 F

Tal lRotor Pitch Cootrol LiAe 0 0 F

Ta&t Rotor Pitch Coutrol
Mechanism 1 0 O F

Tall Rotor Pitch Cbamg Rode
ad Li00• 0 0 0 -
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FIGURE 4-1 (Continued)

MAINTENANCE ALLOCATION CMART
FOR

A14-1O ________

__(AR 310-3)
2II II1 121 441 1S)

MAIN.NANCU PUNCTION
"hi

-I- i . U -EOj M A J*FUNCTIONALGIUOUP TO AM!; lOU PM UN

11 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS
(Cont)

Stabliuation Equipment

Control Panel 0 F 0 0 Replace-
ment of
bulbs
Replace-
ment of
Modules
and
Fuses

Control Box 0 F 0 F

Electro Hydraulic Actuators 0 H 0 H D "Trou-iio--. F* ble-

Solenoid Valves, Hoses,
Connectors 0 0

Transducers 0 0 0

Wiring and Connectors 0 %

12 UTILITY SYSTEMS

A4,nti-Icing System

Engine Anti-Icing Detector and
Interpreter 0 0 F

Hot Air Valve 0 0 H

Heating & Ventilating System

Bleed Air Heater System 0 F F

Control Valves 0 0 F
Mixng Valve & Sensor 0 0 0 F

Vent Blower 0 F 7

Ventilating Ducts, Inlet Door
and Control 0 0 0

16 COOLING SYSTEM

Engine CmUng System

Fan Assambly 0 0

Ejector Assembly 0 F F F
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FIGURE 4-1 (Continued)

MAINTENANCE ALLOCATION CMART
FOR

AN-10
- __________________________ (AR 810.8) _________II 3III 4 ( II

MAIMTlUANCI fUNCTION

NFKIONJA GROUP TOClS ANDS MM

19 AVIONICS

Note

TM 11-1520-221-20 contains
maintenance instructions
for avionics

Communications Equipment
Inter-Communications

Equipment
Navigation Equipment
Antennas and Antenna

Couplers

30 ARMAM rNT

Pilot's and Gunner's
Control Panels 0 F F F

Relays, Circult Breakrs,
Switches, Plugs, Leds,
Connectors and Wires 0 %% 7
Hydraulic Solenoid Valves,
Lines and Connectors 0 0 F

External Stores

Emergency Mamnal wattison
System, Cables, Levers,
Pulleys and Brakets 0 0 0 0

Ejector Rack 0 0 0 0 O* *Repla

Note F 0-rngs

Organiational maintenae o pack-
the armament subsystem will lap
be performed by ALrcralt
Armament Repairmen.

70 MADIT •NANCE SUPPLIES

Dye Penetrant Impection 0

Mapallux and/or Fluorescent
Penetrant InspecuonV
Analing & Hardeses Testing

Resl Treat H

Cadnim Plting
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FIGURE 4-1 (Continued)

M..NTENANCE ALLOCATMIN CHART
FOR

AH.-1
- IIII I

(3Dmt• (4) 5If

Chrome Platng D

Weldift and Brazing
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specified in TM 55-1520-2XX -20 PMD for each type, model and series of

Army aircraft.

b) Preventive Maintenance Intermediate (PMI). Accomplished every 25 flying

hours in accordance with TM 55-1520-2XX -20 PHI, for each type model and

series of Army aircraft (not applicable to OH-6 and OH-53).

c) P-eientive Maintenance Periodic. Accomplitahed every 100 flying hours in

accordance with TM 55-1520-2XX -20 IMP for each type, model and series of

Azmy aircraft.

d) Special Inspections. Accomplished when contingencies arise such as hard

landings, overspeed, sudden stoppage, etc. Requirements are outlined in

I the -20 technical manuals for Army aircraft.

4.1.8.3 Spares, Repair Parts and Special Tools

Quantities of these items are initially authorized in the -20P tech manuals

for unit aircraft. Subsequently, stockage of spares and repair parts is based on

recurring demands for a particular item and appears on the unit Prescribed Load

list (PLL). A copy of the PLL is furnished the organizational unit's Direct

Support activity who will stock backup quantities of the demand supported repair
parts.

4.1.8.4 Ground Support Equipment (GSE)

GSE is authorized in Tables of Organization and Equipment (TOE) for units

of the Army-nr-the-Fie, , dan4 in Tables of Distribution and Allowance (TDA)

for CONUS logistics ac:ivities. Quantities of GSE are determined by tradeoffs

based on the MAC chart, unit mobility category, and the geographical area in

which the unit is assigned, i.e., hot, cold or temperste weather conditions

may require special items or additional quantities.

4.1.8.5 Technical manuals (M•) -*

TM's authorized organizational levels if maintenance, both CONUS and the

Army-in-the-Field, consist of the -10, -20 and -20P manuals. These manuals

provide data covering the type, m:.del and series of aircraft with which the

unit is equipped.
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4.1.8.6 Forms and Records

Forms and records are specified in TM 38-750, The Army Maintenance Manage-

ment System (TANKS). An index of TAMMS record and report forms is presented

in Figure 4-2.

FIGURE 4-2

INDEX OF ALL TAMMS
RECORD AND REPORT FOPKS

Form No. Title

OPERATIOEAL

DA Form 2400 Equipment Utilization Record

DA Form 2401 Orgauizational Control Record for Equipment

MAINTENANCE

DA Form 2402 Exchange Tag

DD Form 314 Preventive Maintenance Schedule and Record

DA Form 2404 Equipment Inspection and Maintenance Worksheet

DA Form 2405 Maintenance kequest Register

DA Form 2406 Materiel Readiness Report

DA Form 2407 Maintenance Request

DA• Form 2407-1 Maintenance Request Continuation Sheet

DA Form 2410 Component Removal and Repair/Overhaul Record

DA Form 2410-1 Component Removal, Installation, Movement and Condition

Record (Trans Report)

DA Form 2418 Backlog Status and Workload Accounting Card

HISTORICAL (Log)

DA Form 2408 Equipment Log Assembly (Records)

DA Form 2408-1 Equipment Daily or Monthly Log

DA Form 2408-4 Weapon Record Data

ah Form 2408-5 Equipment Modification Record

DA Form 2408-7 Equipment Transfer Report

DA Form 2408-8 Equipment Acceptance and Registration Record

DA Form 2408-10 Equipment Component Register

D& Form 2408-12 Artay Aviator's Flight Record

DA Form 2408-13 Aircraft Inspection and Maintenance Record
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S~INDEX OF ALL TkWIS

Fo 2 1RECORD AND REPORT FORMS

!• HISTORICAL (,Los,) (Continued)

i Form 2408-14 Uncorrected Fault Record
SDA Form 2408-15 Historical Record for Aircraft

Dý Form 2408-16 Aircraft Component Historical Record

DA Form 2408-17 Aircraft Inventory Record
I- • ~Form 20-8LsDA orm240-1 Equipment Inspection Ls

VA Form 2408-19 Aircraft Engine Turbine Wheel His;:orical Record

SForm 2409 Equipment Maintenance Log (Consolidated)

AMMUJNITION

DA Form 2415 Ammunition Condition Raport

CALIBRATION

VA Form 2416 Calibration Data Card

DA Form 2417 Unserviceable or Limited Use Tag

DA• Label 80 US Army Calibration System

4.1.8.7 AIDAPS Impact

The envisioned impact of AIMPS on organizational levels of maintenance in-

cludes possible MAC changes, reduction/elimination of inspections, quantity

changes in allowances of spares/repair parts/specdal tools/GSE, and a reduction in

TAHMS record keeping.

The positive identification, by an AIDAPS, of a malfunctioning aircraft

component will permit downgrading of MAC removal/replacement functions to the

organizational level of maintenance consistent with skills, special tool re-

quirements, time and the tactical situation. This area will be addressed in

Phase C tradeoffs.

Current inspections including the PKD, 1MI and RIP are designed to insure

daily and hourly checks of aircraft and components. They are required mainly

because of the "unknown" condition of aircraft subsystem. An AIMAPS V.ll

reduce these unknowns so that it may be possible to eliminate the PKI s

(every 25 hours) and extend the 100 hour IFP.
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Determination of component condition by an AIMAPS may permit reduction in

quantities of spares, repair parts and special tools since the main reason they are

currently stocked is to have a component in case of failure or to use in

tro.oieshooting which, as previously stated, has resulted in the unnecessary

return of thousands of serviceable components to depots for overhaul. An

AIDAPS will permit selective stockage within the theater of operations, with-

out burdening the organizational levels of maintenance in carrying excess

quantities of spares/repair parts/special tools, This technique could provide

quantt-.,. '.-reases in unit mobility.

Quantities of ground support equipment may likewise bit reduced for the

reasons outlined above.

In the field of record keeping, AIMPS has a tremendous potential impact.

Many of the TANKS procedures deal with maintaining a record of operating hours,

inspection accomplished, overhaul actions, etc.; an AIDPPS will permit many

components to be replaced on a "condition" basis in lieu of calendar or flying

hour replacement criteria, thus eliminating many record keeping requirements.

It may eventually prove more cost effective to apply the "throw away" concept

to components replaced after accumulation of thousands of flying hours, rather

than engender the packaging, transportation and overhaul costs associated with

return of components to depot facilities. This procedure would also eliminate

additional record keeping requirements.

4.1.9 Direc• Support Levels of Maintenance (DS) (Existing)

4.1.9.1 Functions

Direct support levels of maintenance are authorized by the MAC to perform

all the functions listed for organizational levels but in greater depth due to

the availability of higher skill levels, more sophisticated test sets, and

greater quantities of spares, repair part: and special tools.

4.1.9.2 Army-in-the-Field

DS maintenance units provide direct support maintenance for Ar'y aircraft

and associated equipment in using units assigned to them for support, in their

area of responsibility. The DS unit performs maintenance on the aircraft en-

gines, components, and assemblies; performs maintenance on armament equipment,
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and avionics equipment; provides supply support, and when required, provides

recovery and evacuation of aircraft.

The DS unit provides direct support maintenance services to units it

supports, to include application of Modification Work Orders (MWO) that are the

responsibility of the DS unit. The DS unit also performs its own organizational

maintenance and assists supported units in the performance of their organiza-

tional aircraft maintenance when supported units require such assistance. As

an essential element of its maintenance mission, the DS unit provides technical

assistance to supported units.

When the direct support workload of the DS unit exceeds its capacity, aug-

mentation may be provided or the overflow evacuated to a General Support (GS)

unit. Jobs requiring general support maintenance are also evacuated to the CS

unit. Disposition instructions should be in accordance with policies and pro-

cedures established by higher headquarters.

When a DS unit is operating in the forward area of the combat zone, it is

assigned responsibility for providing support maintenance within a designated

portion of that area. In the field Army service area, the DS unit is normally

assigned responsibility for providing support maintenance in a specific area,

this area being determined on the basis of aircraft densities and distribution,

and the capabilities of the support unit.

The DS unit may operate as a complete unit or may, upon call of supported

uaits, dispatch DS platoons or portions of DS platoons, maintenance sections,

contact or maintenance teams, to perform on-site maintenance on a mission basis.

When operating away from the company, the DS platoons, sections, or teams per-

form as msch on-site direct support aircraft maintenance as practicable within

the limitations imposed by available time or by the tactical situation. In

addition to their maintenance mission, these platoons, sections, or teams fur-

nish limited maintenance supply support on an emergency basis, and render tech-

nical assistance to the supported unit. Assigned technicians should include

those necessary to perform direct support maintenance on the aircraft and its

systems, and components. When required, these teams should be augmented by

technicians from the shop platoon.
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The DS unit's shop platoon operates at the maintenance site and accom-

plishes the trilk of the support mission, performing direct support maintenance

which is not appropriate for on-site completion, or which ia beyond the

capability of the DS platoons, sections, or teams.

4.1.9.3 ConUS

DS units in the CONUS consist of fixed field maintenance shops at selected

parts camps and stations. There activities are staffed by civil servants, and

provide area support. Training base TCE military units are used t- augment

these fixed shops to ensure a high state of unit readiness in the event of de-

ployment to a theater of operations.

4.1.9.4 Spares, Repair Parts and Special Tools

Quantities of these items are initially authorized in the -35P technical

manuals. Subsequent stockage of spares and repair parts is based cn recurring

demands from supported organizst-..:. il levels of maintenance and in-house repair

activities. Spares and repair parts .ire listed on Authorized Stockage Level

(ASL) lists. These lists will include at least one backup item of all the items

on supported organizational Prescribr.d Load Lists (PLL).

4.1.9.5 Ground Support Equipment (GSE)

GSE for DC ,nits (as for organizational levels) is authorized by TOE for

units of th.e Army-in-the-Field, and in TDA's for CONUS units.

4.1.9.6 Technical Manuals (TM)

TM's authorized DS units consist of the -30, -35. and -35P manuals for all

types of aircraft included in the support mission.

4.1.9.7 Forms and Records

DS activities utilize the forms and records outlined in TM 38-750 and

displayed in Figure 4-2.
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4.1.9.8 AIDAPS Impact

The impact of an AIDAPS on DS levels of maintenance parallels the organi-

zational effects, with reductions in inspections, MAC changes, quantity changes

in allowances of spares/repair parts/special tools/GSE, and a reduction in

TA*MS record keeping.

Fault diagnosis of bad components will permit selective downgrading of

General Support functions to DS thus providing for maximum self-sufficiency

at CONUS locations and in a theater of operations. Retrograde of faulty

diagnosed serviceable components will be drastically reduced.

The placing of aircraft components on a "conditional" replacement basis

should reduce the quantity of spares and repair parts at the DS level and prc-

vide increased unit mobility, while concurrently reducing component record

keeping functions associated with flying hours or calendar replacement criteria.
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4.1.10 General Support (CS) Levels of Maintenance

4.1.10.1 Functions

In CONUS, CS levels of maintenance are accomplished in fixed field mainte-

nance shops, many of which are co-located at Army depots, and staffed with D

civilians. In a theater of operations, GS is accomplished by TOE military

units. The TOE units are 50. mobile using organic transportation, hence must

move in two lifts (shuttle) or obtain additional vehicles to move all the equip-

ment in one movement.

CS maintenance companies complement the efforts of DS units, providing over-

flow and backup maintenance support. Although GS maintenance companies will

accomplish that portion of the direct support maintenance work load that exceeds

the capacity of supported units, general support maintenance is primarily es-

tablished for, and functions more efficiently and productively in the perfor-

mance of maintenance that exceeds the capability of supported units.

The distinction between direct and general support maintenance is largely

one of more time and facility availability at the general support level because

of less frequent movement requirements. These factors permit CS maintenance com-

panies to remain in one location for longer periods; to expend more time in the per-

formance of maintenance tasks; to stock greater varieties and quantities of spares

and repair parts; to augment productive capacity by utilizing civilian labor; to

utilize more elaborate structures, test equipment, and fixtures for the per-

formance of shop operations; and utilize production techniques (e.g., assembly

line production) which are not normally practical at the direct support mainte-

nance level. Conversely, at the direct support maintenanta level, direct

support maintenance units must retain the mobility and responsiveness essential

to efficient and timely support of using units. They must concentrate on the

repair of those items that can be returned to service most expeditiously, with

emphasis on the repair of end items ant the correction of faults or malfunctions

occurring with the greatest frequency.

At the direct support maintenance level, -!pair time is at a premium. Mainte-

nance normally cannot afford to accumulate a large backlog of work because of

frequent movement requirements. Repair of end items and their return to using
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units must be expedited. Therefore, the maintenance effort concentrates on

the r-pair of end items by testing, adjustment, maintenance calibration,

straightening, tightening, replacement of minor repair parts, and replacement of

unserviceable components. Normally, unserviceable but economically repairable

components removed from end item sre evacuated to general support maintenance

for repair.

The maintenance capability of a GS maintenance company is tailored to pro-

vide for the rapid return of repaired item to supply outlets or direct support

units. Aircraft CS units do not have a direct supply mission. Both DS and GS

units requisition directly from depot stores. GS maintenance companies are or-
ganized and equipped to perform both general support and direct support mainte-
nance. When the tactical situation requires a direct support maintenance unit

to move, the supporting general support maintanavice company may be required to

accept the direct support unit's incomplete repair jobs.

4.1.10.2 Maintenance Allocation Charts (MAC)

The maintenance allocation chart specifies the function that CS units may

accomplish. These functions include all the functions performed at organiza-

tion and direct support levels, but in greater depthl. In addition, GS units

accomplish overhaul and limited rebuild of selected aircraft subsystems. Nor-

mally GS units possess mobile engine test cells so tesý:ing of complete engines

can be accomplished.

4.1.10.3 Repair Parts and Special Tools

Repair parts and special tools for GS units are authorized in the -34P,

-35P, -40P and -45P technical manuals.

4.1.10.4 Forms and Records

Forms and records used at GS levels of maintenance are specified in TM 38-

750, The Army Maintenance Management System (see Figure 4-2).

4.1.10.5 AIDAPS Impact on General Support Levels of Maintenance

Repairable components evacuated to GS levels of maintenance normally have

little factual documentation as to the malfunction which dictated removal of
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the component. The GS untt must either run the component on a test stand, i.e.,

engines, starters, generators, or disassemble the component to troubleshoot the

problem. Either technique is time consuming, expensive and delays repair ane

return to stock of the components. An AIMPS will fault isolate to the compo-

nent level ard should permit rapid turnaround of repairables.

Timely diagnosis of and correction of malfunctions in components, made

possible by an AIMAPS, may permit the assignment of a supply mission to GS units

thus shortening the supply line between DS units and depots.

The usage of "Kits" for component repair in both DS and CS units has been

tried for a number of years. A Kit may contain simple seals or bearings for

high mortality components. This approach has only achieved limited success due

to the problems encountered in diagnosing component malfunctions. An AIIMPS

will permit greater implementation of the Kit concept and should result in major

dollar savings. Army field experience has repeatedly demonstrated that low cost

"bits and pieces" are frequently the key to returning high dollar cost compo-

nents to a serviceable condition.

4.1.11 Depot Level of Maintenance

4.1.11.1 Functions

A typical U.S. Army depot in CONUS is concerned with the receipt, the stor-

age, and the issue of general supplies, equipment, and materiel for distribution

to CONUS installations and to designated oversea areas. In addition, when re-

quired, a depot stocks mobilization reserve supplies. The depot will also re-

ceive, segregate, identify, and classify excess and returned material for salvage,

repair, renovation, storage, or other disposition. Included, normally, will be

the requirement to assemble units and components of equipment and materiel into

sets such as modification work order kits, and to issue both major and minor

items.

Designated depots are concerned with the receipt, the storage, and the issue

of commodities and items for other military services and government agencies.

In addition, they repair, overhaul, modify, fabricate, and rebuild Army items
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of equipment, weapons, and materiel as well as materiel and equipment of other

Deportment of Defense agencies.

Normally, depot maintenap,.e is performed in Table of Distribution and

Allowance shops or under contract at conmercial facilities. The primary pur-

pose of depot maintenance is to augment stocks of serviceable materiel.

Selected depots, however, are assigned the mission of performing depot mainte-

z.ance on medical equipment and returning •his equipment to the user on a nonre-

imeursable basis. Another exception to the general procedure is Army aircraft.

Selected AMC depots are assigned the additional mission of performing general

support (GS) maintenance on Army aircraft. Generally, the GS capability is

provided to using units by special maintenance shops located in proximity to

the using unit. These shops are administered by the D-rector of Maintenance

of an assigned Army depot.

Another unique Army aircraft depot facility is the Floating Aircraft Mainte-

nance Facility I (FAMF I). This activity consists of a converted Navy seaplane

tender which was renamed the USNS Corpus Christi Bay. The vessel was converted

to accept machine shops, engine test cells and other depot level shops. Per-

sonnel performing the aircraft maintenance functions are military personnel

from the 1st Transportation Corps Battalion (Aircraft Maintenance Depot) (Sea-

borne). This facility has provided a floating depot facility off the coast of

Vietnam to fill the logistical gap between that country and depots located in

CONUS.

The terms "branch depots" and "general depots" are no longer used to classi-

fy depots as to mission responsibilities. Neither is any distinction made for

large depots handling many types of commodities, smaller depots handling a

limited range of commodities, or depots which handle a single type of commodity

such as ammunition. All depots presently are designated simply as Army depots.

Civilian employees provide the bulk of the work force employed in CONUS depots,

although there a few TOE depot maintenance units of company and battalion sise

attached to some depots in CONUS. Oversee depots may consist almost entirely

of TOE depot maintenance units, but they also employ large nbers of indigenous

personnel. Located on some depots are depot maintenance shops. The primary

mission of these maintenance shops is to support supply on a return-to-stock
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basis. To accomplish this mission, depot maintenance shops employ production

line, bay shop, or bench type imethods of operation, as appropriate. These

shops contain extensive Zacilities, specialized production equipment, and the

most diverse technical skills in the Army maintenance system. Other depot

operating personnel mainta n close liaison with maintenance activities to in-

sure that proper and adequate support is rendered a~xd to provide for an orderly

flow of work from lower categories of maintenance.

4.1.11.2 Depot Locations in CONUS

The following is a list of the CONUS aircraft and related equipment depot

maintenance facilities and their general mission assignments:

Type Activity Mission

- (1) Army Aeronautical Depot Performs depot level maintenance on air-
Maintenance Center craft, aeronautical equipment, and avion-

ics. Also perform calibration services.

(2) Atlanta Army Depot Performs depot maintenance on engineer,
medical, and aircraft materiel; conducts
general support maintenance on Army
aircraft.

(3) Fort Hood Aircraft Shop Performs general support maintenance on
Army aircraft.

(4) Fort Riley Aircraft Shop Performs general support maintenance on
Army aircraft.

(5) Granite City Army Depot Performs maintenance, repair, and overhaul
requirements on construction, topographic,
electronic and cryogenic (refrigeration)
equipment in depot and contract shops.

(6) New Cumberland Army Depot Performs depot maintenance on chemical
and transportation type materiel and arma-
ment components. Performs overhaul and
general support maintenance on Army air-
craft.

(7) Sharp* Army Depot Performs depot maintenance on chemical,
medical, engineer, and transportation-type
materiel; performs overhaul and general
support maintenance on Army aircraft.
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Type Activity Mission
(8) USNS Corpus Christi Bay Performs depot level maintenance on air-

(Floating Aircraft Mainte- craft, aeronautical equipment and avionics.

nance Facility #1) Currently on station in Southeast Asia.
(PAMF-1) Home station is Corpus Christi, Texas.

4.1.11.3 Personnel Skills

Unlike many industrial concerns which are able to achieve flexibjity in

their labor force by hiring workers in periods -f peak production out t and

laying them off when the volume of work declines, most Army depot maintenance

shops have labor lcrces that are relatively inflexible. This condition is true

for several reasons. Many depot maintenance shops in CONUS, for example, are

located in isolated, nonindustrial areas. Often, the military and civilian

personnel who work in these shops form a large percentage of the skilled work

force in the area. Under such circumstances, if labor requirements at the

maintenance shop increase, it is often difficult or impossible to hire addition-

al trained workers. If, on the other hand, the workload at the maintenance shop

decreases, and workers are laid off, the workers may move away from the area

entirely - especially if there is insufficient commercial industrial activity

available to absorb them. It is imperative, therefore, that available manpotier

in the maintenance shops be retained. Another reason why the depot maintenance

shop work force is relatively inflexible is that the dize of the labor force

required to execute the program for a budget year is usually determined during

the budgetary process and, in most instances, is conditioned by the best avail-

able estimates of the shop's prospective workload. Estimates are based on

hisLorical records and, consequently, have a certain "built-in" inacct:racy. The

labor ceiling prescribed in the budget is seldom exceeded in actual practice,

not only because of restrictions imposed by directives but also because addition-

al skilled personnel needed for an expanded overhaul operations are seldom avail-

able. Too, in all probability, adlitional skilled personnel who might be avail-

able would hardly be willing to work on a temporary basis.

Army depots in overse& theaters are faced with the same problem of inflex-

ibility of the labor force as are the depots in CONUS. Moreover, other prob-

lems confront the commanders of an Army depot overseis. In relatively
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undeveloped countries, unskilled labor may be plentiful; but skilled labor is

generally starce; and most depot employees must be given extensive on-the-job

training in production techniques. This training is usually hampered by a

language barrier that is not easily overcome.

Civilians employed in depot maintenance activities usually are classified

as either wage board cr general schedule employees. As such, they have been

trained, in many instances, in positions peculiar to a military specialty, and

in some cases, the positions in which they work are infrequently found in pri-

vate industry. The Army, therefore, has a valid interest in the retention of

such trained personnel, and every effort is made to balance workloads so as to

avoid personnel fluctuations.

4.1.11.4 Repair Parts, Special Tools and Test Equipment Allocation and Allowances

The National Maintenance Point (IOUP) of the Aviation System Command is re-

sponsible for selecting and preparing a Repair Parts and Sýcial Tools List (RPSTL)

fc Army aircraft. This list indicates the range and the quantity of repair parts,

special tools, and test equipment required to maintain a specified ntmber of end

items for a definite period of time.

The range of repair parts, special tools, and test equipment are selected
from the original provisioning list of all reparable parts and special tools of

the major end item. This list is based on the Maintenance Allocation Chart

(•lAC). Repair parts, tools, and test equipment are allocated to the depot

maintenance facility based on the maintenance function assigned in the detailed

MAC. Generally, repair parts assigned to depot maintenance also Include those

assigned to all lower categories of maintenance, that is, organizational, direct

support and general support.

Maintenance factors for repair parts are determined based on anticipated

replacement rate& under combat conditions. However, repair parts maintenance

factors for new items, or items having new applications, are derived from

available data from the manufacturer; results from engineering, service and
troop tests; and reports of failure data on other repair parts having similar

application. Maintenance factors are continually refined and updated by

analyzing data collected from all available sources such as failure data
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reports, supply demand experience, Equipment Improvement Reports, TAMOt feed-

back data, and user experience. All data obtained in a non-combat environ-

ment is converced to a forecasted combat rate.

From repair parts allocated to depot maintenance, certain items are:Iyre
selected for inclusion in the Depot Maintenance Allowance Column of the RPSTL

-as the quantity of parts recommended for overhaul of 100 end items or components.

Also, guide quantities are shown for those repair parts which, through recorded
demand experience, show repetitive uso. When the item is new to the Army supply

system, guide quantities for maintenance significant repair parts are based up-

on experience with similar equipment or upon engineering estimates. Maintenance

evaluation also determines those repair parts which may be required for per-

forming maintenance. Items not authorized for the depot maintenance of compo-

nents or end items are not listed in the depot maintenance repair part and

special tool list.

4.1.11.5 Depot Repair Parts Forecasting

Parts management is a vital aspect of depot maintenance management. Its

ultimate objective is to insure that adequate quantities of the right types of

repair parts are available to meet production requirements at a particular

maintenance activity. Proper parts management can mean the difference between

efficient or inefficient repair or overhaul operations, economical or costly

piqoduction, timely or delayes completion of scheduled work, and a high degree of

equipment operability or an excessive amount of deadlined equipment. The mainte-

nance function must be accomplished with a mini== investment in repair parts.

If the maintenance shop overstocks repair parts, fewer funds will be available

* for other depot repair programs. Repair parts stocks must be kept at the mini-

mum levels in order to reduce attendant "holding costs," that is, the costs to

store, inventory, inspect, preserve, maintain records, and to dispose of excess

and obsolete stocks. Host repair parts are now stock funded and must be paid

for with appropriated funds; the return of any excess stock-funded parts for

credit is discouraged because of the handling and transportation costs involved.

Parts forecasting is one of the most important elements of the depot parts

management effort, for the accuracy of parts requirements forecasts often
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determines the effectiveness of production scheduling. The requirements for

overhaul may be relatively predictable and therefore controllable, but fore-

casting repair parts requirements without a complete teardown and inspection of

the item to be overhauled is difficult, and often impossible. The age of an

item, the environment in which it was used, its operator, and a number of other

variables combine to make the usage history of each item entering the depot

maintenance shop unique. As a result of these variables, two items of the same

make and model may have quite different parts requirements. In some cases,

parts that are requisitioned for depot maintenance operations are not available

in the Army supply system because they have no demand history; therefore, they

are not procured until they are requisitioned (demanded). Often this procure-

ment action requires a lead time of 6 months or more. As a result, depot shop

requisitioning of unstocked parts must be initiated long before overhaul of

equipment is begun. The long lead time required emphasizes the need for accur-

ate forecasting of repair parts requirements; for otherwise, supplemental

requisitions cannot be filled on a timely basis.

4.1.11.5.1 Parts Forecasting Process

The method of determining the number of parts required to repair an end

item depends on the number of items to be repaired. If only a few end items

require repair, management usually requires a teardown inspection for each end

item. Lists of repair parts required are developed from these inspections, and

the time frame as to the repair of the low density items is contingent upon the

receipt of the repair parts. As the densities of the end items increase, it

becomes less and less economical to hold the items in a disassembled state

until parts are recei.,ad; therefore, the determination of the number and kind

of repair parts required must be based on forecasts.

The process of forecasting and the subsequent procurement of parts for the

repair of moderate and high density end items begins with the initiation of a

Work Authorization issued by the Depot Maintenance Coordinating Center. After

initial preparation or review by the Production Control Element of the Depot

Directorate for Maintenance, the order is sent to that maintenance element of

the Maintenance Directorate which is responsible for determining pares require-

ments. This element computes the kinds and quantities of parts necessary to
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perform the work, whether it is a relatively small job likely to require only

one or two days or a praduction line run scarduled to operate for a number of

months. The information for these computatieons is generally taken from the

mortality data file. This file contains historic data on parts usage and other

repair operations of the past. Of most significance are the consumption or

wortality rates which indicate the quantity of a part that was used in overhaul-

ing 100 end items. Thus, the quantity of repair parts required to support a

•cheduled maintenance program is established. When this quantity is costed and

purified, utilizing NHP and National Inventory Control Point (NICP) feeder data, it
!• ~is identified as the Depot Maintenance Level (L)-a quantitative level established

within the depot consolidated property account for that quantity of repair parts re-

quired to support the scheduled maintenance program.

The NMP of each commodity command develops and distributes for depot use

Sconsumption rates for nearly every major end Jitem and many secondary items for

which it is responsible. This rate is based on historical data and gives, as

a percentage, the average number of times in the past that a certain part Las

been needed for the overhaul of 100 end items. The NICP uses these consumption

rates to compute future worldwide repair ports requirements.

The consumption rate for repair parts is much like an historical perfor-

mance standard. It is an a~erage and is only useful if it represents an ade-

quate number of items. Generally, the age, condition, and parts requirements

of an unserviceable group of items from a particular geographic area will vary

from the average age, condition, and repair parts requirements of a group of

unserviceables from another geographic area. This variation requires the es-

tablishment of separate mortality data for unserviceables from different areas

such as the Pacific, Europe, CONUS, Alaska, and other areas.

The parts manager does not rely on consumption data exclusively in computing

repair parts needs. Consumption data are only a starting point for effective

forecasting. In using consumption data, the parts manager should estimate the

condition of particular unserviceables and how much they vary from the average.

Equipment that is old and has had abnormally strenuous usage required more and

different repair parts than newer equipme~at requires. Frequently, a pre-shop

inspection of #he equipment will indicate exceptional requirements, so the
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parts manager shou!J consider such information in the parts requirement calcu-

lations. BecausF of peculiar conditions under which some equipment is operated,

it is possible to predict that certain kinds of parts failures will occur. In

such cases, an average coatsumption rate is not used because experience dictates

otherwise. If specific parts fail unexpectedly in items of equipment and re-

peatedly deadline many end items, the consumption data for these and other

parts belonging to the end items should be reviewed. When this condition

exists, a representative sample of the lot of unserviceables may be completely

torn down and inspected. This technique may be used also for new items on

which no mortality data have been developed. In many instances, data concern-

ing the continuous failure of the same parts are reflected in the repor'• * n-

erated by TANMS. This information is disseminated to the depots. In all cases,

the manager should apply experience, judgment, and all other available informa-

tion in estimating paets requirements.

After the quantities of repair parts required have been forecasted, a

determination is made as to the number of repair parts that can be obtained

from reclamation. Reclamation is the process of restoring to usefulness any

condemned, discarded, abandoned, or damaged materiel, or parts or components

thereof, and returning these items to supply channels. Materiel Condition

Codes s prescribed by AR 725-50 provide guidance for determining whether an

item should be reclaimed. Repair standards, also, are considered when this

decision is being made.

4.1.11.6 AIDAPS Impact on Depot Levels of Maintenance

4.1.11.6.1 Personnel Skills

The utilization of an AID&P System will complement the skill level and

personnel problems encountered in depot operation both in COHUS and overseas.

Positive diagnosis of component problems will permit timely repair by depot

personnel with a reduction in test cell running or teardown to determine com-

ponent problems. Thus skilled personnel can be utilized to L greater degree

in repair or overhaul functions which emphasize rapid turnaround of components

for return to stock. This approach will reduce the maintenance work load

"peaks and valleys" which require expansion/contraction of the total labor

force.
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4.1.11.6.2 Special Tools and Test Equipment

An AIDAPS will initially not significantly reduce the overall requirement

for special tools and test equipment, but, by eliminating unnecessary testing

(particularly initial testing of returned depot reparables) of components, will

extend the life of the test equipment thus reducing the demand for replacement

equipment.

4.1.11.6.3 Repair Parts Forecasting

Paragraph 4.1.11.15.1 outlined the problems in repair parts forecasting

based on the variables of equipment density, age, envirornment in which used

and teardown inspections required to isolate and identify component malfunc-

tions. In addition, sudden trends of increased repair parts usage for a

particular component present major problems in parts forecasting and supply

A> systems responsiveness. An AIMPS will provide a quantum improvement in

repair parts forecasting by providing factual, timely information on the

t conditions of aircraft and components.
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4.1.12 Future Army Lozistical System

4.1.12.1 Principles of Maintenance

The principles of maintenance outlined in paragraph 4.3 for the existing

logiatical system are applicable to the future system. Increased emphasis

will be placed on maximum self-sufficiency at the organizational level of

maintenance. In the past history of Army aviation, there have been consid-

erable friction and misunderstanding between levels of maintenance concern-

ing accomplishment, in their entirety, of Maintenance Allocation Chart (MAC)

functions. Thus, aircraft have been work-ordered from organizational to

Direct Support (DS) levels of maintenance with outstanding organizational

deficiencies that should have been corrected prier to evacuation to the DS

level. Actions of this nature force the DS unit to adopt one of two "friction

creattng" courses of action: The DS unit can refuse to accept the work order

until the organizational deficiencies are eliminated; or, accept the work

order and keep the aircraft deadlined an additional period of time while accom-

plishing DS maintenance plus correcting the organizational deficiencies. The

position of aviation unit commanders, at both levels of maintenance, concern-

ing the problem area described above is easily understood. The organizational

unit must periodically defer accomplishment of maintenance due to frequent

moves, constraints imposed by the tactical situation, constant personnel rota-

tion, and problems due to the limited maintenance experience (particularly

diagnostic) of organizational personnel. On the other hand, the total air-

craft maintenance mission is divided on a function basis by the MAC. Person-

nel and equipment are assigned each level of maintenance based on the MAC.

Thus, each level of maintenance must assume its si-are of responsibility or

a backlog situation develops, and the DS unit will dilute its mission cap&-

bility on the accomplishment of organizational level functions.

As stated previously, the Army recognized these problems many years ago,

when the AIDAPS QMR was approved. An AIDAP system with its diagnostic/prognos-

tic capability will assist all levels of maintenance, but particularly organ-

izational units, in developing a maximum self-sufficieny for accomplishment

of its MAC mission in its entirety through positive identification of main-

tenance problems.
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4.1.12.2 Maintenance Objectives

The objectives of the future Army logistical system are the same as for the

present system, that is to assure that Army materiel is sustained in a ready

condition, consistenht with economy, to fulfill its designed purpose.

4.1.12.3 Categories of Maintenance

The present categories of maintenance consisting of organizational, direct

support, general support and depot are combat proven under varying conflict

situations and have application without major modification to the future Army

logistical system.

4.1.12.4 Significant AIDAPS Impact on Future Logistical System

S!-The most significant envisaged impact on the Army logistical system from

AIDPS will be the capability to diagnose subsystem/component maintenance

problems, and by trend analysis, to predict impending component failure. This

capability dictates consideration of the addition of two new maintenance func-

tions to the Army adopted list used in Maintenance Allocation Charts. These

are diagnosis and prognosis. A related consideration is a change in DS/GS/depot

maintenance unit TOE/TIM to authorize a Military Occupational Specialty (MOS)

S- skill that will provide an individual trained in diagnostic/prognostic mainte-

nance methods. This area will be addressed in greater detail during Phase C

of the study, with subsequent Army decision action as reflected in the Provisional

Qualitative and Quantitative Personnel Requirements Information (PQQPRI) block

of the Life Cycle Management Model, and changes to the Maintenance Allocation

Charts.

4.1.12.5 Maintenance Operations (Future)

The goals and functions of future Army levels of maintenance, as influenced

by introduction of an AIMPS, are presented below.
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4.1.12.6 Organizational Maintenance Levels

4.1.12.6.1 Goals

a) Reduction in number and frequency of inspections.

b) "On Condition" replacement of components as opposed to flying hours or

expiration of calendar periods of time.

c) Minimum personnel skill level reouirements.

d) Minimum quantity of common tools/test equipment/GSE.

e) Maximum usage of Air Mobile Shop (AMS) concept.

f) Increased aircraft availability.

g) Bulk of maintenance performed "on site" at the organizational maintenance

unit loc t.on.

h) Reduction in quantity levels of spares and repair parts.

4.1.12.6.2 Functions

The following broad organizational maintenance functions are envisaged for

the future Army logistical system.

a) Aircraft servicing.

b) Flight line inspection including aircraft go-no go AIMPS data.

c) LRU removal and replacement.

d) Limited diagnosis to the degree required to identify and replace a bad LRU.

e) Large tolerance adjustments.

4.1.12.6.3 Aircraft Inspections

Introduction of an AIDAPS into Army assets will reduce the requirement for

the 25 hour intermediate inspection (PMI) and permit extension of the periodic

flying time intervai, Future aircraft inspections are identified below.
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a) Daily (PMI) accomplished after last flight of day or prior to next day's

flight. Scope includes visual checks and use of AIDPS to verify satis-

factory functioning of aircraft subsystem#.

b) Preflight - Visual walk around check by aviator to ensure servicing has been
accomplished and to discover possible defects.

c) Periodic (PHP) - Accomplished at longer intervals and consists of a thorough

check of all subsystems, and replacement of components proposed by an

AIDAPS as approaching failure.

4.1.12.7 Direct Support Maintenance Levels

Information concerning the Maintenance Support positive (MS+) Study indi-

cates consideration is being given to consolidation of DS/GS activities. This

: -- study is currently being staffed within the Army. Consolidation of DS/GS activi-

ties would not impact significantly on the AIDAPS concept formulation study since

the major change in Army logistics resulting from consolidation would be reflected

in changes to Maintenance Allocation Charts.

4.1.12.7.1 Goals

a) Accomplishment of maintenance as far forward in the combat zone as practicable.

b) Reduction in quantity of special tools/test equipment.

- c) Capability of fault isolation of components using AIMhPS (diagnosis).

d) Increased unit mobility by usage of the Air Mobile Shop (AMS) concept.

4.1.12.7.2 Broad Functions

a) Accomplish close tolerance adjustments.

b) Provide maximum cechnical assistance and backup support to organizational

maintenance levels by on site contact team.

c) Usage of AIDMPS to diagnose faults in components thus permitting rapid re-

pair and return to supported units.

d) Replacemnt of parts in LRU',.
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e) Use of AIMPS to prognose subsystem anC -omponent failure.

f) Functional test and calibration of appiicable ground support equipment.

8) Fabrication and test of selected items such as hose assemblies, sheet metal

components, etc., to reduce supply levels, NORM and NORS time.

h) Maintain maintenance float aircraft.

4.1.12.8 General Support Maintenance Levels

4.1.12.8.1 Goals

Sa) Reduction in faulty diagnosed serviceable components returned to CONUS

depots.

b) Reduction in time required to repair/overhaul components for return to

stock.

c) Reduction in quantities of repair parts.

d) Increased usage of the "Kit" concept for repair/overhaul of components.

4.1.12.8.2 Broad Functions

a) Provide backup support to DS units.

b) Accomplishes close tolerance adjustments.

c) Limited secondary standard calibration.

d) Limited manufacture of repair parts.

e) Repair, overhaul, modification and alteration of assemblies for return to

stock.

f) Perform factory type testing of components.

g) Selection of aircraft for return to depot for cyclic overhaul or on site

airworthiness repair.

h) Diagnosis and prognosis of maintenance problems using AIDAPS.
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4.1.12.9 Depot Maintenance Levels

4.1.12.9.1 Goals
a) Reduction In faulty diagnosed serviceable components returned for overhaul.

b) Reduction in aircraft returned for cyclic overhaul that could have been

returned to service by airworthiness repair at G8 levels.

c) Reduction in backlog fluctuation.

d) Reduction in quantity levels of spares and repair parts.

4.1.12.9.2 Functions

a) Performs end and secondary iten overhaul and rebuild for return to ser-

viceable assets/stock.

b) Fabricates major items not available from stock.

4.1.13 Summary

Tables which follow provide detailed functional comparison of the main-

tenance levels (AIDAPS impact) for the present and future logistical systems;

all functions are keyed to Army aircraft Maintenance Allocation Charts (MAC).

47
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4.2 AIDAPS INFORMATION AX HIGHER LEVELS OF MAINTENANCE

S- 4.2.1 Study Team Survey

In compliance with the AIDAPS study objectives, visits were made by study J
team personnel to selected Army operational and logistical activities. One of

the objectives of these visits was to obtain aviation operational and logistical

personnel opinions concerning AIDAPS data format and detail at the various levels

of maintenance. These opinions or value judgments are considered extremely val-

uable in that they are in the main based on recent combat aviation maintenance

experience. It also should be noted that many of the Army personnel contacted

are the potential larger unit combat and logistical commanders of the future

Army, who will be using an AIDAP system. The AIDAPS study team members were

impressed with the overall knowledge and enthusiasm for AIDAPS concepts dis-

played by Arcry aviation personnel.

- 4.2.2 Data Format and Detail

'I

4.2.2.1 Data Printout

In discussing the desired AIDAPS data format and detail with personnel from

Sthe Army Materiel Command, Combat Developments Command, and the Continental Army

Command, three data format concepts were consistently advanced. These were

an alphanumeric code, a printout in the English language, and a printout

of numerical parameter values. These concepts will be addressed in some

detail during Phase C.

4.2.2.2 Correlation with Maintenance Allocation Charts (MAC)

The majority of the Army personnel contacted indicated the selected AIDAPS

printout should reflect the maintenance functions and levels of maintenance

authorized by individual aircraft MAC charts. The MAC's are reviewed periodically

and maintenance functions upgraded/downgraded within the levels of maintenance,

based on analysis of inputs from field activities. Thus, future MAC changes

induced by an AIDAPS could be handled by the Army as a routine change within the

existing logistical system.
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4.2.2.3 Correlation with Technical Manuals

Another major AIDAPS printout consideration that was emphasized by Army

aviation personnel was correlation of the printout with aircraft Technical

Manuals. The point was continually raised that the AIDAPS printout should

reference the Technical Manual (T11) chapter containing maintenance instructions

for a particular aircraft or component discrepancy reported by the AIDAPS

system. Some of the Army personnel wanted the page and paragraph number of

the maintenance instructions in the Technical Manual on the data printout;

however, the frequency of TM changes tends to make impractical this level of

detail.

4.2.2.4 Correlation with the Army Maintenance Management System (TANKS)
(Formerly TAERS)

The Army's Maintenance Management System is a program of interrelated actions,

each basically simple in its concept and application yet capable of contributing

to and benefitting from the master system. The system has three clearly identi-

fiable areas of interest and activities; namely, operational units, field commands,

and national agencies.

a) The operational-unit functions of TAW1S are accomplished by those individuals

performing the actual maintenance tasks at using units and maintenance support

activities. This level of TANMS is the foundation of the entire system,

because maintenance source data generates here. Personnel ret~ponsible for

supplying this source data must recognize the importance of insuring that

this initial input is accurate--for the reliability of subsequent feedback

is dependent upon this accuracy. The first level of management activity

occurs when the unit manager employs the data generated here to check the

operational status, performance use, and deficiencies of equipment and other

contributing elements.

b) At field commands, TA)MS is used primarily at either division or installation

levels. At this level, information is received from two directions--from

using units for analysis and forwarding to higher comnds, and from national

agencies as feedback data.
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c) At national agency levels, data generated by TAMIS are compiled, analyzed,

stored and used as needed. These data are used by commands to evaluate the

readiness status of materiel, the failure data and service life of equipment,

the demands on maintenance resources, and other pertinent major item inform-I- tion. In addition, they provide the basi, for decisions as to corrective

measures to be taken. The data are used by commodity managers for purposes

such as identifying inventories, planning overhaul programs, and determining

repair parts requirements. They are used by design agencies as a basis for

developing soma new item and modifying others. As with the other two areas

of TAMS, the national level provides feedback data--in this case to using

units and the field commands. It is at the national level that the full

impact of TAlMS potential is realized, for it is at this level that operating

policies and concepts governing the entire Army maintenance management program

- receive final approval.

The Army personnel contacted urged that consideration be given to replace-

meat of selected TAM forms with the automated AIDAPS printout, as a means of

reducing the paper workload on the aviation mechanic. This appears to be a

desirable objective and will be addressed in detail during Phase C of the study

effort.

4.2.2.5 Data Elements Desired at the Various Levels of Maintenance

Section 4.1.12.4 presented a review and summary of the envisaged AIDAPS

impact on the current and future Army logistical environment. As outlined therein,

changes to be considered in the future logistical system include the addition of

diagnosis and prognosis to the adopted list of Army maintenance functions in

Maintenance Allocation Charts (MAC). A concurrent action also was recommended

to authorize a new MOS diagnostic/prognostic skill at the DS/GS/depot levels

of maintenance. It is anticipated that a single printout produced at the

organizational level will serve higher levels of maiztenauce, The information

can be transmitted using the current TAMUS procedures. To avoid confusion,

information applicable to DS and GS activities should be so labeled (as per

the MAC). The following paragraphs present the data printout elements deemed

desirable at t!'a. various levels of maintenance.
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4.2.2.6 Data Requirements at All Levels of Maintenance

The data elements outlined below are desirable on the AIDAPS data printout.

a) Date (Julian, Table 9, TM 38-750)

b) Unit Identification Code (AR 18-50 and AR 18-50-10)

c) Aircraft Type, Model and Series (TMS)

d) Aircraft tail number

e) Major component serial numbers

f) Identification of selected (MAC) faulty LRUs and/or malfunctioning sub-

systems (abbreviated English language or alphanumeric code printout

plus parameters as appropriate coupled with failure codes used in TAIMS).

g) Technical Manual reference by chapter number applicable to item i) above.

h) Time correlation to events including: start, liftoff, hover (rotary winged

aircraft), malfunction, landing and engine coastdown.

77 i) Record of accomplishment of AIDAPS feasible portion of frcheduled inspections,

servicing entries, time to next scheduled inspection (7,I and PHP).

J) Record of any pertinent prognosis including description of predicted failure,

parameter values, and the computed time to the event.

The rationale for selection of these items is as follows. The date is needed

for correlation with other TAIfAS forms and records, missions that may have nm-

pacted on logitiical problems and for trending (prognosis) purposes. The air-

craft TMS and tail number will preclude, particularly at higher logistical levels,

mistaken aircraft identity within a broad generic aircraft family; i.e., rotary

wing and fixed wing.

The major component serial numbers will facilitate location identification of

overall Army spares by higher logistical eloments. For example, aircraft engines

historically, have accounted for over 50% of the overall Army aircraft main-

tenance requirements, and in addition are high dollar value items. This inform-

ation must come from the field (aircrtft physical location) due to the sheer

volume of logistical actions associated with aircraft components, and the world-

wide dispersion of Army aircraft. This information when consolidated at the NICP

level, with reports on non-installed major components, will permit a valid assess.

ment of the overall logistical position on aircraft spares.
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The addition of major component serial numbers on the data printout also is

ez.visaged ýs another maintenence tool to facilitate accomplishment of the objec-

tives of the Closed Loop Support System. The purpose of this system is to control

the flow of critical serviceable and unserviceable end items, components and

assemblies. Thus it provides an integrated effort to control the logistics func-

tions of supply, retrograde, overhaul and resupply in a manner that permits

commanders and other logistics managers to maintain the desired readiness posture

of materiel assets. As previously stated, the AIDAPS report of installed com-

ponents could be used with other reports of pipeline and backlog stocks in assess-

ing the overall stock position for high dollar value components.

Data on faulty LRU identification and/or malfunctioning subsystems should be

reflected in either an abbreviated English language or alphanumeric code format

and coupled to the failure codes used in The Army Maintenance Management System

(TANMS). This approach facilitates understanding of the maintenance problem by

the organizational mechanic, and uses the existing TAK system with which the

Army mechanic is reasonably familiar. The abbreviated English language or alpha-

numeric code information, in lieu of part number of federal stock number identi-

fication, would minimize the Lipact of the thousands of annual number changes

h4 :torically encountered in the Army logistical system. The key point is that

the numbers chan3e frequently, but the noun infrequently. There is also a CS 3

interface which will be addressed in a subsequent section.

In presenting Technical Manual (TM) information to the mechanic, analysis

indicates one of the most simple methods is to provide numerical T( identifica-

tion plus the chapter n=ber containing the maintenance instructions for a

particular function. This approach avoids the problems associated with myriad

page and paragraph changes common to the 7M system. Evaluation of the Army DI

system indicates the basic numbering and chapter identification portions of the

overall system are changed infrequently. In addition, consideration should be

given to including TAMS code data in the basic aircraft 4M's, thus providing

the mechanic a single reference document for interpretation and accomplishment

of maintenance functions and preparation of logistical reports. Finally, presenta-

tion of the TH suffix will identify the level of maintenance authorized to per-

form a particular function (i.e., -20 for organization, etc.). This technique,

wten used in conjuncti.on with the Maintenance Allocation Chart, will assist in

the maintenance management activities of the organizational Maintenance Officer

relative to requesting DS support.
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To facilitate reconstruction of the events, particularly malfunctions, occur-

ring during a flight, and to substantiate air crew findings, the following events

should be selectively sampled and correlated to time by an AIMAPS. These events

include, but are not limited to: start, liftoff, hover (rotary wing), malfunctions,

landing ane engine coastdown. The hours recorded on Army aircraft and components

currently reflect actual flight time, and do not include ground run time which

is, in many cases, an extensive block of time. This nonrecorded ground time

obviously has an impact on aircraft maintenance problems. The reason this time

has not been reported in the past is the difficulty in "remembering" and record-

ing factual time subsequent to completion of maintenance action on the aircraft.

In addition, the Army's position in the past has been that this ground time does

not impose actual flight stresses on the aircraft, hence, the time should not be

reported because it would result in premature changeout of major, high dollar

value aircraft components that are based on an hourly replacement criterion. The

AIDAPS potential of permitting "on condition" replacement of aircraft components

in lieu of flying hours or calendar criteria will eliminate this consideration and

makes it desirable to record the total operating hours on components.

A primary objective of the AIMPS Qualitative Materiel Requirement (QHR) is

automatic accomplishment of those portions of Army aircraft inspections amenable

to electronic monitoring. In furtherance of this objective, automatic reporting

of the accomplishment of these inspections 'PMD, PMI, P? and Special Inspections)

is deemed mandatory.

To facilitate the accomplishment of trend analysis, whether it be in short

term prognosis at the organizational level (perhaps for the next flight) or long

term at the higher levels of maintenance, selected parameter values must be

monitored and recorded. This consideration is discussed in some detail in

section 3.1.4.8, and displayed in Figure 3.1-2. As indicated in that section,

smoothed data is examined at regular time intervals. Incremental parameter

increases can be detected, and by a relatively simple computation, the predicted

time to failure determined for an aircraft component.

4.2.3 Sutmary

In summary, analysis of the recommendations of Army aviation personnel con-

cerning desired AIDAPS data format and detail at the various levels of maintenance

indicates three concepts should be addressed; alphanumeric code, abbreviated

English language and selected parameter va-ues. The data printed out should
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provide for multi-purpose usage; that is, inspection/diagnosis/prognosis
of maintenance problems and to facilite stock control functions at the higher

logistical levels of the Army. The basic TM system is good and should be

-- retained with addition of a chapter on AIDAPS codes. The MAC system is

working well and should be retained as a basic departure point in developing

-_ an AIDAP system.
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4.3 ARMY COMPUTER INTERFACES FOR AIDAPS

4.3.1 General

The previous section presented details on visits to Army activities during

Phase B of the study effort. The first objective of the visits was to obtain

information on AIDAPS data format and detail. The second objective was to

secure data from which to define Army computer interfaces with an AIDAPS.

A key consideration in addressing the interface was the possibility of using

Army field computers as opposed to dedicated AIDAPS computers for accomplish-

ment of long-term trend analysis. Northrop appreciates the courtesy extended

by the U.S. Army Computer Systems Command at Fort Belvoir, Virginia, during this

phase of the study. Much of the Combat Service Support System (CS3 ) information

reflected herein was furnished by that command.

4.3.2 History of Automatic Data Processing Equipment (ADPE) in the Army

The Army first used ADPE in 1948 for mathematical applications. It was

extended to selected administrative operations in 1954 and for artillery fire

control in 1956. The nuclear age introduced increasing complexity in equipment

- and the need for rapid response on the battlefield. A study (1957) of these

problems by a combined team from Department of the Army and the Continental

Army Command resulted in the identification of 106 functions suitable for

automation. These functions are identified in the documentation resulting from

that study entitled, "Automatic Data Processing System for A Type Field Army"

(February 1957). With the reorganization of the Army in 1962, the ADPE program

was transferred to the U.S. Army Combat Developments Command and the Army

Materiel Command. The Automatic Data Field Systems Command (ADFSC) was organized

in 1965 to coordinate the total Army ADPE effort. ADFSC subsequently was renamed

the Computer Systems Command (CSC) on 31 March 1969. The mission of CSC is to

plan, direct and control all aspects of multicommand data systems development,

test and installation, and to provide operational support to the commands using

the developed systems. CS3 is the major system currently envisaged for the Army-

in-the-Field that may have a direct interface with an AIDAPS.
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4.3.2.1 Current ADP Supply Systems

SThe other major logistics information systems, National ADP Program for
AMC Logistics Management (NAPALM), System-Wide Project for Electronic Equipment
at Depots Equipment Exchange (SPEEDEX), Centralization of Supply Management

Operations System (COSMOS), and the USARPAC Standard Supply System (3-S),

which input into the Army Master Data File (ANDF) system, were analyzed for

potential AIDAPS interface.

All of these systems were eliminated from further consideration for the

reasons listed below. The NAPALM project is planned to develop a standard

ADP system for use by all Army commodity commands. Presently, the systems in

use by the commodity commands are all quite different, Inasmuch as this project

will be developed over a period of years, which precludes application to the

current Army aircraft, and is not sufficiently defined for application to future

aircraft, it was eliminated from further consideration in the AIDAPS study.

The SPEEDEX project is the follow-on program to the System-Wide Project

for Electronic Equipment at Depots (SPEED) program which has been used for

several years by malor CONUS depots. These major depots are referred to as

SPEED depots. This classification really means that the depot is utilizing the

standard computer programs for processing supply transactions. The SPEED

programs operate on IBM 1410 computers equipped with magnetic tapes and direct-

access storage. The SPEEDEX system is an improvement and advancement of the

SPEED programs and will be implemented on third-generation equipment. Since

these programs are overwhelmingly supply oriented and do not have the capacity

to handle additional maintenance functions, no direct interface is envisioned

with AIDAPS.

COSMOS is the current title for the supply system for support of CONUS

Class I installations. Installation of a COSMOS system is planned for each

CONUS Army area and will provide a centralized supply management system for

all logistics resources held by the individual posts, camps, stations, and

resident units located within an Army area. The heart of the system is a

computer controlled Asset Balance File containing all items in inventory

with balance-on-hand data for each of the supply storage activities in the

Army area. No AIDAPS interface with COSMOS is foreseen.
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The 3-S system is a second-generation supply oriented project in the

Pacific/Southeast Asia theater. It will replace the system presently in

operation at Hawaii, Okinawa, Japan and Kerea. The present system has used

a priority (handcarried) technique called "Redball Express" for forwarding

supply requisitions from SEA to CONUS on critical deadlined equipment. Luwer

priority supply requisitions are transmitted by mail or through the Automatic

Digital Netwirk (AUTODIN). The 3-S system is also overwhelmingly supply-

S--, oriented with no excess capacity for maintenance functions or interface with

AIDAPS.

-- All of the systems described above input into the Army Master Data File
(AMDF) system. The AMDF is the primary source of current non-quantitative

logistics information for all items in the supply system. This includes items

managed by Army Commodity Commands, as well as items managed by DSA or GSA in

which the Army has a registered interest.

4.3.3 Description of Combat Service Support System (CS3 )

4.3.3.1 Definition of Combat Service Support

In addressing the CS it is first necessary to define Combat Service Support.

Combat Service Support is provided only in theaterg (areas) of operations, and

consists of the logistic support functions provided to operating forces as

exemplified by the acronym LMCHEST.

1) Labor

2) Maintenance

3) Construction

4) Hospitalization

5) Evacuation

6) §upply

7) Transportation

In view of the Army position that an AIDAPS is primarily a maintenance tool,

the functional list has been reduced to those elements most significantly affected

by an AIM•PS, which are: Maintenance and Supply. Transportation is a tertiary

consideration with respect to return of reparables, but will not be considered

in depth.
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4.3.3.2 CS3 Application and Concepts

The C$3 concept has qpplication to field army and theater levels; however,ii development has not progressed beyond the corps level. The discussion through-
out this section will therefore address the division/corps aspects of CS3. The

logistical activities of the division are grouped in the Division Support

Command (DISCO)/) and the corps in the Corps Support Comnd (COSCOM). These

terms will be used throughout this report.

4.3.3.3 dd.adware Concept

1) The heart of CS3 is a general purpose digital computer having a large,

direct access data storage capability. This equipment provides a timely

response to priority user transactions while processing a large volume of

routine transactions concurrently.

2) The variety of peripheral equipment and its disperson throughout the area

served by the rnomputer provides users with ready access to the system. Input

data from supported and supporting units is introduced into the system

through the signal transceiver stations where the data is punched on cards

- and inserted into the transceiver which transmits the card image directly

into the computer. Inputs from the headquarters elements are introduced

into the system through inquiry devices at the headquarters locations where

the input transaction is typed on a keyboard and transmitted directly into

the computer. The computer operator introduce& data reference tables and

computer instructions which have been converted into decks of punched cards.

Data is also introduced into the system through the computer console type-

writer and, at COSCOM level, through the paper tape reader.

3) Computer prepared responses to interrogations are transmitted directly to

the inquiry station typewriter that initiated the interrogation. Other

reports prepared by the computer are printed in documentary form by the

high speed printer at the computer site and distributed to users through

message centers in accordance with the distribution instructions printed

on the document. DISCOM computer output data required for input into the

COSCOM computer my be transmitted directly by computer to computer elec-

tronic linkage or, if the communication link is not available, the data Is
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produced by the DISCOM computer on magnetic tape or punched card media and

transported to the COSCOM computer site. Data required by Headquarters

Department of the Army and other distant agencies is produced by the DISCOK

and COSCOM computers on tape or punched card media and shipped to the

receiving agency.

4.3.3.4 Software Concept

1) Software is the array of programs, routines, and subroutines comprising

the procedural instructions that the computer follows to procesa the input

data and produce the output requirements. In developing the software design

for CS3 , consideration was given not only to the performance of all func-

tions but to the ease with which the system could be understood, used,

and modified. In view of these considerations, a concept of modular pro-

gramming design was adopted. Whenever practicable, each logically dis-

tinct procedure is coded as a physically independent subroutine with

minimal dependence upon other subroutines. A common process required by

more than one program or executed several times within a single program

is defined as a subroutine and coded only once. The commonly used sub-

routine is called in by the operating program to perform its process when

it is required in the sequence of data processing operations.

2) Probably the most significant advantage of modular programming is in system

modification and maintenance. A change in the performance of a certain

function can normally be effected by changing one or more of the modules.

This permits the change to be made with minimal effect on the remainder of

the system. Without modularity, a very minor change frequently has such

ramifications throughout the system that it is extremely difficult to make.

The modular concept is especially valuable in incorporating system design

change requirements identified during the operation of CS3 under different

environmental situations.

3) Common Business Oriented Language (COBOL) was selected for the applications

programs of CS3 because it saves coding and checkout time and because state-

ments written in COBOL are readily understood by personnel who maintain and

modify the CS3 programs. Exceptions to the use of COBOL are found in those

processes that are closely related to the hardware. In these instances,

it wan found more practicable to adopt software programmed by the manufacturer

in machine oriented language. Examples of processes written in machine

language are: transaction sorting, input/output queuing of transactions,

and initial editing of transactions.
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4.3.4 CS, Objective in Relation to AIMPS

The basic objective of CS3 is to increase the responsiveness of combat service

support to the requirements of the army in the field through the judicious appli-

cation of ADPE (Figure 4.3-1).

4.3.4.1 CS3 Subsystem Structure

CS 3 is an integrated system of functional components called subsystem. Each

subsystem is a separate entity; however, the subsystems are centrally controlled

and use common processes and data files when practicable to use time and equip-

ment most efficiently. The system lends itself to expansion. As additional

logistical and administrative functions are developed, they will be integrated

into the system. The four subsystems that comprise the current CS3 configuration

follow; Subsystems 1) and 2) may interface with an AIMAPS. Subsystems 3) and 4)

are included to indicate possible sources of system loading.

1) Supply includes supply classes II, III (packaged) IV, VII, and IX; property

book records keeping; Army Equipment Status Reporting System (AESRS); supply

financial management; and demand analysis in the initial phases of system

development.

2: Maintenance Reporting and Management (MRH) includes a materiel readiness

reporting system which replaces TAMOS inputs from CS3 equipped units.

3) Personnel and Administration (P6A) includes strength accounting and report-

ing; personnel requisitions, allocations, and assignments; and personnel

records keeping. It also provides data for interface with the Joint Uniform

Military Pay System-Army (JUMPS-ARMY) and the Army Personnel Reporting

System.

* 4) Medical itucludes patient accounting and reporting and regulatory control

over the movement of patients between various medical treatment facilities.

4.3.4.2 CS3 Subsystem Objectives

While meeting the tactical needs of the commander it serves, CS3 is designed

to enhance the effectiveness of combat service support at all echelons. CS3

utilizes standardized inputs and outputs that are compatible with DoD standards,

Army Regulations, and other D& procedural guidelines. In addition, personnel
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trained in combat service support functions at one level can operate at any

level with min.mal additional trai.Iiog. Tactical commanders are provided with

up-to-datL information through sched-iled, requested, or exception reports on

status of supply, materiel readiness, unit personnel, and medical facilities.

Operators and managers of CS3 receive special reports designed to enable them

to manage their assigned logistical, personnel, and administrative functions

better. Tactical unit users are served by a centralized stock accounting system

which materially reduces their record keeping tack and will increase the proba-

bility that supply items will be available to satisfy unit demands. In addi-

tion, the personnel and administrative work load at the unit level is greatly

curtailed by reduction of the unit record keeping and reporting requirements.

Reports generated routinely by the computer relieve the clerical burden at all

levels. The specific objectives (AMDPS interface) for two of the CS3 subsystems

follow.

1) Supply

a) Improve supply responsiveness to supported units

b) Reduce errors in supply transactions

c) Improve utilization of materiel

d) Provide selected stockages in forward areas

e) Improve mobility of direct support (DS) and general support (CS) units

f) Improve the accumulation of supply costing documentation in order to

provide sufficient, timely, and accurate information to facilitate deci-

sions concerning supply funding requirements

g) Reduce the manual effort required to maintain property books and pre-

pare reports required for the AESRS.

2) Maintenance Reporting and Management

a) Improve the responsiveness of maintenance reporting to meet the require-

ments of local commanders and managers

b) Reduce the errors in maintenance reporting

c) Reduce the administrative work load related to maintenance reporting

d) Satisfy tha reý:uirement of the national level data bank.
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4.3.4.3 Subsystem Functions

The major functions performed by the subsystems of CS3 to accomplish the

(AIDAPS related) system objectives listed above are outlined below and illus-

trated in Figure 4.3-2.

1) Supply

a) Forwards priority requisitions for stockage list items not available

from the local storage activity and all requisitions for nonstockage

items to the next higher supply source for action.

b) Maintains records of storage activity assets by processing transactions

that change quantity, conditions, locations, or other identification of

items.

c) Initiates automatic replenishment action.

d) Processes all requisitions from authorized requisitioners within the

area serviced by the system.

e) Maintains records of requisitions and other transactions from which

advice and status information is produced.

f) Schedules physical inventory for storage activities, produces inventory

count cards, processes completed coun'; cards, makes adjustments, and

reports major inventory discrepancies.

g) Makes appropriate substitutions.

h) Maintains Master Inventory File Records which provide catalog data.

i) Produces supply study data and performance statistics.

J) Performs demand analyses that afford management the criteria for fore-

casting future requirements, variable, requisiti.oning objectives,

parameters to provide flexibility of system control, and economic order

policies.

k) Performs fund availability accounting for supply requisitions being

passed above corps level and accumulates cost of supplies issued to

using units.

1) Maintains an automated property book accounting system and furnishes

AESRS reports which are by-products of the property book accounting at

DISCaE level.
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im) Provides management the means for monitoring the perlarmance of the

Supply Subsystem.

n) Prepares reports covering supply activities including:

(1) Stock status

(2) Inventory control

(3) Major stock level adjustments

(4) Excess stock in storage activities and excess stockage positions

"(5) Fund availability summary data

(6) Materiel costing documentation accumulation

(7) AESRS reporting requirements.

2) Maintenance Reporting and Management

a) Maintains records of organizational and support mcintenance activities

including repair actions, parts usage, and modification work orders

(MWO).

b) Maintains records of gains, losses, and transfers of equipment.

c) Updates data records upon receipt of notice of Federal stock number re-

designation.

d) Updates records upon change of equipment serviceability criteria (ESC)

status.

e) Maintains records of equipment readiness and calculates unit equipment

profiles.

f) Prepares records to satisfy the requirements of the Logistics Data Center

(LDC) in support of TAMNS.

g) Detects input errors close to the source and advises originator of

corrective action required.

h) Prepares reports covering maintenance management activities including:

(1) Maintenance workload

(2) Equipment availability

(3) Repair parts usage

(4) Repair frequency

(5) Modification work order status

(6) Equipment density

(7) Manhours expended

(8) Unit equipment readiness profiles
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(9) Excessive equipment in red category

(10) Deadlined equipment

(11) Equipment improvement recomendations

(12) Equipment age/usage

(13) Equipment float status

(14) Equipment requiring most maintenance effort.

4.3.5 CS1/AIDOPS Interface

An in-depth analysis of potential AIDMPS application to the CS3 functions

outlined in the previous section and restated below, indicates consideration

should be given during Phase C to the following:

1) CS Supply subsystem function, "Maintains records of storage activity assetsSC3

by processing transactions that change quantity, conditions, locations, or

other identification of Items".

2) CS3 Maintenance Reporting and Management subsystem functions, "Maintains

records of gains, losses and transfers of equipment" and "Prepares records

to satisfy the requirements of the Logistics Data Center in support of

TAMKS".

The AIDAPS printout format and detail described in Section 4.2, envisions

use of Army unit identification codes and the serial number of selected

major components on the printout as a means of reducing the paper (TAMMS)

workload on the aviation mechanic. These data which could be produced auto-

matically on the printout will provide source data for the CS3 subsystem

functions outlined above. A recurring problem in Army aviation logistics

is keeping track of serviceable and unserviceable components and end items. A

frequently used technique in the past to attempt to resolve this problem has been

the "one time" report. This technique has worked to a limited degree but creates

a sizeable administrative burden on Army ,units. In addition, attrition including

combat losses, and aircraft transfers, quickly makes the one-time report data

invalid. The AIDAPS printout data which will be generated at the aircraft would

provide current, factual data on the aircraft system. It merits restating that

Northrop understands the Army position that an AIDAPS is primarily a maintenance

system as outlined in the QXR. The additional uses described here will not

detract from that concept.
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4.3.5.1 AIDAPS/CS 3 Point of Interface

The point was previously emphasized that CS3 has only been tested in the

division/corps role. The Computer Systems Command personnel at Fort Belvoir

cautioned that an enormous amount of work lies ahead in developing a viable CS3

system. In view of this consideration, the AIDAPS/CS3 interface point reflected

in Figure 4.1-3 for a three division corps may change somewwhat during Phase C.

The changes, however, will probably be organizational (intra-division or corps)

and not appreciably affect the broad CS3 concept.

The AIDAPS printout data for divisional units could be fed into the trans-

ceivers located in the Brigade or Division Trains Area for subsequent for-

warding to corps and/or higher levels of the Army. Non-divisional units might

directly input into the corps transceivers. Precise interface details of this

broad approach, subject to the limitations outlined below, will be addressed

during Phase C of the study effort.

4.3.5.2 CS3 Limitations

As indicated previously, CS3 will be the standard ADP system for Admin-

istration, Financial, Logistics and Medical services for the Army in the Field.

CS3 is responsive to The Administrative Support, Theater Army, 1970 (TASTA-70)

concept. TASTA-70 envisaged the usage of computer-to-computer techniques for

accomplishing selected logistical functions by units of the Army-in-the-Field

-. during the 1970-75 time frame. Coordination with personnel from the Computer

Systems Command indicates CS3 anticipates system loading problems. Based on

the best estimates currently available, CS3 computers will be operating at

maximum capability for the next 5 to 8 years accomplishing the functions

described above and displayed in Figure 4.3-2. This dictates consideration

of dedicated computers for an AIDAP system for existing aircraft.

4.3.5.3 Dedicated Computer Impact on AIDAP System Design

The previous section indicated that the CS3 system is presently operating

at its capability with no planned (short term) expansion. Thus, a design

consideration for an AIDAP system must plan for usage of dedicated computers
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where appropriate. The dedicated computers as described in Section 3.1.7 for

reducing the airborne data to meaningful maintenance information will be

located at the organizational level of maintenance. These on-site dedicated

computers are envisaged as low cost, highly mobile, rugged units which live

and function reliably alongside the combat soldier. This approach will provide

inspection, diagnosis, short term trend analysis, and long term trend analysis

based on time-function integration. Upon expansion of the CS3 system and to

accommodate future aircraft systems, it may be desirable to provide an AIDAPS

Sintt'.-•e with the expanded CS3 system at levels of maintenance to provide

a data base for support of long term trend analysis based on extrapolation of

* failure curves.

i

*1
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5.0 AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE AND LOGISTIC DATA

The application of an AIDAP System to tactical aircraft is primarily directed

toward improving aircraft availability and reducing aircraft maintenance and logis-

tic support requirements. Therefore, the requirements for the system must reflect

the maintenance, logistic, and operational problems presented in the maintenance,

logistic, and operational data. The analysis of these data provides two major

outputs. These are:

1. It guides the AIDAP System conceptual approach efforts to provide concep-

tual system configurations directed toward solutions to major problem

areas.

2. It provides the data base necessary for calculating the economic impact

upon Army maintenance and logistics and for evaluating the impact upon

aircraft effectiveness.

Guidance of the system conceptual approaches was provided by broad examination

of the data received to provide data applicable to all Army aircraft irrespective

of type. Concurrently, a program is being pursued to develop, through computer

processing, more precise and detailed data pertaining to aircraft grouped according

to complexity. These data will be used for the economical effectiveness anilysis

and tradeoffs to be conducted during phase C.

5.1 DATA REEIVED

Data analyzed during this phase consisted of reports generated by the Reli-

ability and Maintainability Management Improvement Techniques (RAMMIT) System.

These included a limited number of The Aircraft Life Cycle Maintenance and Owner-

ship Records (TALCMDR), Aircraft Component Time Since Installation, Overhaul or

New (ACTION), Crash Fact Reports, Quarterly Record of Equipment Improvement Recom-

mendations, AVSCOM M R Summaries, and Quarterly Records of Depot-Level Mainte-

nance -- Cyclic Overhaul. In addition, flying hour data was received from the

DA 1352, Inventory and Flying Time Status Reports. Finally, magnetic tapes were

received containing TAM*S information keyed to DA Forms 2407, 2407-1, 2408-3 and

2410. It should be noted that Form 2408-3 is no longer used in the TAMNS system,

but was being used during the time frame (FY '70) selected for the data base.

In addition, the Army Aviation Test Activity ct Edwards Air Force Base, AVSCOM,

and elements of the Combat Developments Command, Army Materiel Command and Contin-

ental Army Command were visited to obtain aircraft operational data.
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5.2 AIRCRAFT RELIABILITY. MAINTAINABILITY AND ACCIDENTS

Table 5-1 shows a preliminary rank order list of the aircraft systems based

on their significance from a maintenance and logistic standpoint. Although the

componept data show large variations from aircraft to aircraft, an AIDAPS

possesses the flexibility to adapt to these differences. During phase C, the

precise lists will be generated for each aircraft or group of aircraft. These

lists will be rank ordered by maintenance frequency, maintenance manhours, com-

ponent cost, and accident hazard potential. The relative importance of the

systems based on a scale from 1.0 to 10.0 is also shown. Although the engine and

related systems are more significant than the power train, they were both given a

rating of 10 since they were both considered mandatory for AIDAPS application.

Table 5-2 shows similar data for components. The relative significance of the

components was derived by first listing the replacement rates of each component

and assigning a value of 10.0 to a group of components with extraordinarily high

replacement rates. The lowest replacement rate of this group was then Used as the

basis for determining the relative maintenance frequency of the remaining compo-

nents. This was accomplished by dividing their maintenance frequency by the basis

*l and multiplying by 10.0. To achieve the relative logistic significance, the rela-

tive maintenance frequency was then adjusted upward for those components which are
difficult to remove and replace or represent significant packaging, shipping or

•- overhaul problems.

Table 5-3 shows similar data for aircraft ancidents and aborts. The relative

frequencies were obtained from Monthly Aircraft Crash Messages Summaries. The

engine and related systems ware given a relative significance of 10.0 and the re-

maining significance ratios were determined by dividing the number of accidents or

aborts attributable to the system or component by the number of accidents or aborts

attributable to engines, and multiplying by 10.0.

5.3 J4OGISTIC FACTORS AND iANDLINM EFFECTS

The primary effect of AIDAPS on logistics costs is the reduction of handling

and shipping necessary to support the tactical units. This reduction occurs be-

cause there are less unvarranted removals and because scheduled overhauls can be

extended to an "on condition" basis. Some reduction in overhauls and checkout of

no-defect removals will also be achieved. Table 5-4 is a preliminary list of the

logistic factors which can be used in determining the %avings in packaging,

shipping, overhauls, and no-defect bench checks.
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TABLE 5-1

RANKING OF AIRCRAFT SYSTEM BASED ON LOGISTIC SIGNIFICANCE

RELATIVE
4LOGISTIC

RANK SUBSYSTKN SIGNFCANCE

I Engine and Related 10.0

II Power Train 10.0

* III Rotor Group 9.5

IV Flight Control 6.0

V Hydraulic System 5.0

VI Instruments 4.0

VII Electrical System 3.5

VIII Fuel System 2.0

- IX Utility System 2.0

X Cooling System 1.0
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TABLE 5-2 LIST OF HIGH EMPHASIS COMPONENTS
(Logistics)

RELATIVE
LOGISTIC

ITEM SIGNLMCANCE

ENGINE
INLET SECTION

Bearings 4.5
Accessory Gear Box 0.6

COMPRESSOR/DIFFUSER
Actuator 3.0
Bearings 6.0

COMBUSTION/EXHAUST
Fuel Vaporizors 9.0

TURBINE SECTION
Turbine 4.0
Nozzles 9.0

LUBRICATION SYSTEM
Oil Pump 7.0
Oil Tank 1.0
Seals 8.0
Oil Cooler 1.0
Oil Filters 2.0

FUEL SYSTEM
Fuel Control 10.0
Main Manifold 4.5
Starting Manifold 1.2
Fuel Filters 1.0
Boost Pump 1.8
Distributor Valve 9.0
Governor Assembly 10.0

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Ignition Assembly 1.0
Exhaust Thermocouple Harness 2.0

POWER TRAIN SYSTEM
Main Transmission(s) 10.0
Intermediate Gear Box 10.0
Tail Rotor Gear Box 10.0
Combining Transmission 10.0
Oil Reservoirs 1.0
Oil Coolers 2.0
Bearings 3.0
Quill Assembly 2.5
Oil Ptunp 6.0
Oil Filters 2.0

ROTOR GROUP
Main Rotor Hub 3.0
Scissors & Sleeve Assembly 2.0
Swashplate & Support Assembly 1.5
Tail Rotor Hub & Blade Assembly 3.0
Tail Rotor Gear Box Quills 2.5
Tail Rotor Drive Shaft Hanger 5.0
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TABLE 5-2 LIST OF HIGH EMPHASIS COMPONENTS (Logistics) -- (Concluded)

RELATIVE

LOGISTIC
IE SIxg CANCE

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
Pump 1.0
Reservoir 1.0
Cylinders 1.0
Accumulator 1.0
Filters 2.0
Servocylinder 2.5

INSTRUMENTS
Fuel Quantity Indicator 1.0
Airspeed Indicator 1.0
Torquemeter 1.0
Tempera::ure Indicators 1.0
Oil Indicator Assembly 2.0
RPM Indicators (Engine and Rotors) 1.0

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Inverter 1.0
Starter Generator 2.0
Generator 2.0
Electro-Mechanical Azcuators 1.0

FUEL SYSTEM
Pumps 1.0
Filters 2.0
Valves 1.0

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
Elevator Assembly 2.5
Elevator Horn Assembly 2.0
Stabilizer Damper 3.0
Stabilizer Bar Assembly 2.7
Pitch 1.0

UTILITY SYSTEM
Anti-Icing System 1.0
Hot Air Valves 1.0
Heating & Vint System 1.0

COOLING SYSTEM
Fan Assembly 1.0

5
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TABLE 5-3 LIST OF HIGH-EMPHASIS SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS (Aborts and Accidents)

RELATIVE RELATIVE
ABORT CCIDENT

RANK SYSTEM/COMPONENT FREOUENCY FREQUENCY
"SSYSTEM YSTEM COMP.

1 ENGINE & RELATED 10.0 10.0
Oil Cooler Turbine Fan 2.0
Lubrication System 2.0
Oil Pump 1.0

II HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 8.0 3.0

III ELECTRICAL 7.0
Transformer 1.0
Exciter Box 1.0

FLIGHT CONTROLS 3.0 6.0

V INSTRUMENTS 3.0
EGT Gauge 2,0
Altimeter 1.0

VI LANDING GEAR 3.0 2.0

OTHER (Unidentified 7.0 3.0
Warning Lights)
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TABLE 5-4 LOGISTIC FACTORS*

Category Total

Depot Labor Rate Per Manhour $11,50
(Direct and Indirect)

Preparation for Shipping Rates
ConbS

Labor per pound 0.14
Material per pound 0.05
Total per pound $ 0.24

Overseas
Labor per pound 0.23
Material per pound 0.23
Total Ter pound $ 0.46

Ratio of Packaged Weight to Component Weight
ConUS 1.3

S...Oversea,; 1.4

Shipping Rates Per Pound
Organizational to GS or Depot (ConUS) $ 0.04
Organizational to Depot (Overseas) $ 0.43

*Approxima te
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5.4 SCENARIO DEVELOFMT

Formal ncenario- containing details of the military situation, geographical

deployment of opposing forces, force. strengths, etc. are not required for the

AIDAPS cost effectiveness analysis. Only four highly important operational param-

eters are involve.d. These are: aircraft utilization, distribution of the fleet

overseas vs. ConUS, the quantity of aircraft of each type in the future inventory,

and the aircraft system predicted life.

Of these parameters, aircraft utilization and distribution appear to be the

most subject to prediction errors. Table 5-5 shows aircraft status and distribu-

tion data based on the period from April 1969 through December 1970. The average

percentage of aircraft operationally ready, not operationally ready-(supply), and

not operationally ready (maintenance) are also shown.

The above data was generated during a period when our overseas forces were with-

drawing from a major councerinsurgency activity. During this period utilization of

ConUS equipment was restricted due to the necessity of repairing equipment returned

from overseas and because of the priority on support of the overseas forces with

spare parts and ground support equipment. Since the AIDAPS study considers that the

AIDAPS equipment will become available in the 1970 co 1980 time period, these opera-

tional data must be modified based upon a projection of assumed political, economic,

- and military situations for that time period.

The quantity of aircraft in the future inventory will be predicted from army

* phaseout and procurement plans. These data also determine the system life for

thc-e aircraft planned for phaseout. The basic cost period for other aircraft

will be 10 years, although this may be extended or reduced depending upon how

soon the costs expended for AIDAPS development and procurement are reco~vered

through cost savings and benefits.

Some additional operational factors affect the analysis implicitly. Chief

among these are the mission characteristics of the aircraft. Combat, including

comMand and control, have great urgency, particularly in regard to meeting the

exigencit's of combat, including surprise attacks and ambushes and for attack-

ing targets of opportunity, The most important aircraft characteristics for

meeting these situations are ava.ýlability and reaction time.

Combat support missions have slightly less urgency since some preplanning

can be accomplished and reaction time may not be as important in certain situstions.
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On the other hand, larger payloads may be required. In this case, the missions

are generally of shorter duration and cover shorter distances. The major air-

craft characteristics for meeting these mis-4an requiremenco are availability,

payload and sortie capability. Combat service support missions require larger

payloads, longer ranges, and high sortie capabilities.

The above discussion does not considet aircraft characteristics such as

speed and vulnerability, which are not affected by an AIDAP System,

Aircraft safety, availability, and sortie capability are the most impor-

tant mission characteristics which are affected by AIDAPS. Thus, AIDAPS may

provide significant contributions across the entire spectrum of Army aircraft

missions.

The Army mission requirements are keyed to aircraft types. These are dis-

cussed in paragraph 2.3.4, but Table 5-6 presents a summary of the aircraft/mis-

sion interfaces and the primary AIDAPS capability affecting mission effectiveness.
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TABLZ 5-6

AIRCRAFT PRIMARY MISSION AND AIDAPS APPLICABILITY
MATRIX

COMMAND COMBAT COMBAT SERVICE
AIRCRAFT CONTROL OTHER SUPPORT SUPPORT

OH-6 x x

OH-58 X x

OV-1 x x x

CH-47 X x

CH-54 X X

UH-I x x x

U-21 X

AH-1 X

UTTAS X X

x x

PRIMARY More More More More
AIDAPS Aircraft Aircraft Aircraft Aircraft
CONTRIBUTION Available Available Available & Available &Sortie Rate Sortie Rate

Increases Increases
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6.0 SM44ARY

The objective of this phase of the AIDAPS study was to identify a number

of technical system approaches and hardware techniques congruous with feasi-

bility limitations delineated in Phase A. In accomplishing this objective,

the following related tasks were completed.

A review of the total Army aviation logistical environment was accomplished

with the view of identifying those areas where the introduction of an AIDAPS

might effect significant improvement. The scope of this task included an

assessment of the differences between existing and future Army aviation

logistical systems, with emphasis on AIDAYS correlation to the "management

tools" used or envisaged in the systems. These tools incltode the Maintet0ance

Allocation Chart (MAC); the Technical Manual (TI) system; the TUMS syt~tem;

Table Organization Equipment (TOE); Table Distribution Allowances (TDA)•

Military Occupational Specialties (NDS), and aircraft inspection reqjire-

ments.

Analysis of these areas which is presented in depth in Section 4.1, indi.-

cates the most significant envisaged AIDAPS impact on the Army logistical

system will be its capability to diagnose subsystem/component maintenance

problems, and by trend analysis, to predict impending component failure. This

capability aictates consideration of the addition of two new maintenance

functions to the approved list in the MAC which are diagnosis and prognosis.

In addition, a new M0S may be needled to provide an individual with diagnostic/

prognostic training, at selected levels of maintenance. These considerations

will be addressed during Phase C of the study, and could be implemented by

the Army as a routine MAC change, with NOS decision action during the Pro-

visional Qualitative and Quantitative Personnel Requirements In.formation

(PQQPRI) input phase (Block 34) of the Army Life Cycle Management Model for

Army Systems.

During the course of Phase B, visits were made to selected operational

and logistical activities of the Army Materiel Command, Combat Developments

Command, and the Continental Army Command. The purpose of these visits was

threefold: to secure personnel opinions concerning AIDAS data format, system

configuration detail, and to determine the possible interface with Army field
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compuLers. The Army pcrsonnel interviewed were knowledgeable and enthusiastic

about an AIDAP system. In discussing the desired AIDAPS data format and detail,

three data format concepts were presented. These are: an alphanumeric code;

a printout in the English language, and a printout of numerical parameter values.

It also was recommended that the data p:intout be correlated tc the MAC, THs,

and the TAMMS system. A recurring plea was voiced to consider replacing selected

TAMMS forms with the AIDAPS printout as a meanis of reducing the paper workload

the aviation mechanic. This appears to be feasible and will be considered

during Phase C. The data elemeaits (with rationale for selection) deemr.d desirable

on the printout, are presented in subsection 4.2.2.6, and s,=mmarized below.

a) Date (Julian, Table 9, TM 38-750)

b) Unit Identification Code (AR 18-50 and AR 18-.50-10)

c) Aircraft Type, Modal and Series (TMS)

d) Aircraft tail number

e) Major component serial number

f) Identification of selected (MAC) faulty LRUs and/or malfunctioning sub-

systems (abbreviated Eng-lish language or alphanumeric code, and parameter

value where appropriate printout coupled with failure codes used in TAKMS).

g) Technical Manual reference by chapter number applicable to item f) above.

h) 'lime correlation to events including: start, liftoff, hover (rotary

winged aircraft), malfunction, landing and engine coastdown.

i) Record of accomplishment of AIDAPS fcasible portion of scheduled inspec-

tions, servicing entries, time to next scheduled inspection (PMI or PMP).

j) Record of any ptrtinent prognosis including description of predicted

failure parameter values and the computed time to that event.

The conclusion reached concerning Army computer interfaces for AIDAPS was

that field computers In the CS3 system could interface with AIDAPS at the

Army Division Transceiver level, but will be utilized to maximum capacity for

the next 5 to 8 year,;; therefore, consideration should be given to the usage

of dedicated computers for an AIDAPS. Additional details concerning this topic

and other Army ADP systems considered during Phase B are presented in sub-

section 4.3.
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In order to ensure continuity and correlation of study effort between

Phases A and B, the data derived from the Phase A review of contract appen-

dices were used as guidelines for system selection. Thus, the hardware

techniques and technical system approaches were selected in congruity with

the AIDAP r outlined in Appendices A and B to the study contract.

In addition, the documents listed in Appendix C were reviewed to

ensure incorporation of the salient features of historical AIDAP effort in

the future AIDAPS. Finally, the guidelines established in Appendices D and

E were used to provide direction (stated Army desires) in the selection of

the technical approaches which were considered.

Aircraft malfunction, maintenance and logistical data supplied by

AVSCOM, and listed in Section 5.1, was analyzed to determine the most main-

tenance significant items for the study aircraft currently in the inventory.

The aircraft subsystems were then rank ordered as to their relative logisti-

cal significance as displayed in Table 5-1. Selected samples of these data

will be used to project maintenance characteristics for the developmental

aircraft. The information gained from this preliminary data evaluation was

used as a guide in the selection of AIDAP system conceptual approaches which

will provide solutions to the identified problem areas. A secondary purpose

was to provide the data base necessary for calculating the economic impact

upon Army maintenance and logistics, and for evaluating the impact on aircraft

effectiveness. Precisely calculated data of this same nature will be used as

a major input for the Phase C tradeoff analysis model.

One of the major tasks accomplished during Phase B was development of a

Plan of Analysis which will be used in performing tradeoff analyses during

Phase C (submitted under separate cover as NORT 71-229, April 1971)o This

Plaa of Analysis contains a description of the computer models and procedures

which will be used in conducting cost/effectiveness tradeoffs.

The overall cost/effectiveness model consists of four sub-models which

are:

a) AIDAPS/Aircraft Maintenance Analysis Model

b) AIDAPS System Procurement Cost Model

c) SOURCE Model

d) AIDAPS System Cost Benefit Mbdel
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Inputs required by the costleffectiveness model include AIDAP system

characteristics, and study aircraft component maintainability characteristics

without AIDAPS. The outputs derived from the model are aircraft maintenance

and operations cost savings, AIDAPS system life cycle costs, and aircraft

effectiveness benefits. These outputs are sumned to ,,it-..t determination

of net benefits.

Accomplishment of the tasks described above facilitated the selection

of practical technical system approaches and hardware techniques. The selec-

tion process was executed with constant consideration given to the mission

constraints of the Army logistical environment. In addition to the mission

constraints, a number of technical constraints were developed which permitted

the application of a scientific method of elimination of impractical system

approaches. An in-depth discussion of all these technical constraints is

presented in subsection 2.2. Application of these constraints resulted in

selection of 10 recommended syst-,.. ionfigurations. Three of the 10 config-

urations are basically ground based systems; six are ground/airborne hybrids,

and one is essentially airborne.

The .10 systems are identified and expressed as follows:

S 1  = A/B (1 * (C ')C - (A) S - (D) SJ G/B [(A) C* (D) M

s2  -aA/B [ s - (Cs) C. (A) (D)' S G/B [A) C• (D)>M

S 3  ' A/B [(1) M . (c')c * (A)S - (D) S J*G/B [(A)C, (D)M4
s4 - A/B [( 0)S" (C')C .(A)M. (D)S J G/B [ ( (D)MJ

S 5 - A/B 1(I)C . (C')C - (A) S . (D) S * /B I (A)c C* (D)MJ

s A/B [1Ic . ()C' - (A) M * (D) S *G/B I(AC . (D)M

s / MS [()+ S+ M+ C.- (C')C.- (A)C - (D)HI

S8  - A/B(i)S - /B [ (c')c • (A)C • (D)x 1
5 9 a A/B(I)M * G/B (C) (A)c C (D)x M

s10 a A/B(I)C G/B [(c')c • (A)C • (D)1 M

(Symbols and operators are defined in paragraph 2.4.1.)
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An example read-through of the above system expressions is described as

follows: SI equates to an AIDAP System consisting of airborne (A/B) simple

sensing (I)S, and complex data collection (C')C, and simple analysis (A)S,

and simple display (D)S in conjunction with ground based (G/B) complex

analysis (A)C and medium display (D)H.

An ancillary task to the system(s) selection was to develop groupings

for the ten study aircraft. This was achieved by comparing the significant

features of each aircraft affecting AIDAPS design, such as mission, weight,

cost, parameter list, density, utilization rate, maintenance manhours/flight

hour, fixed vs rotary wing, number of engines, crew size, and attrition rates.

Analysis of all these variablev permitted assignment of the 10 study air-

craft into the following 5 aircraft groups.

OH-53
Group 1 I O•l-6

IUH-+
Group 2 Al-I

Group 3 U-21

Group 4 OV-1

CH-4 7

Group 5 OH-54
UrTAS

HLH

The final task was to assess each of the 10 iecommended system config-

urations relevant to constraints bhsed on the aircraft group characteristics.

This assessment resulted 2.n 16 tradeoffs apFlicable to the 5 aircraft groups.

The aircraft groups and aoplicable tradeoffs are listed below:

ACGMS .yl COW MI& TRM
(OH-6 and 0H-58) S 2 ani S8

2 (UH-1 and AH-1) S3 S4=S and S9

3 (U-21) S 31 S4 , S7 and S 9
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4 (OV-1) s5 S6' S7 and S10

(UrTAS, CH-47, S5 , S6 7 nd S] 0

CH-54 and ILH)

In conclusion, the system configurations selected will be subjected to

extensive computer model tradeoffs during Phase C for selection of the optimum

system(s) approach.
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